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CHAPTER I

SUMMARY

A. Project Description

0 The proposed project would be a new Saks Fifth Avenue store to be

located on the northeast corner of Post and Powell Streets, on the

northwest corner of Union Square. The existing building, known as the

Fitzhugh Building, would be demolished. The new Saks Fifth Avenue
building would occup y property line frontage along Post and Powell
Streets and would extend the full depth of the site.

The store would contain approximately 134,000 square feet of space
in six floors (one below grade and five above grade) . The below
grade floor would be a combined retail and service area. Floors one
through four would be retail areas. The fifth floor would house a

retail area and Saks Fifth Avenue administrative offices.

According to Gyo Obata, the architect for the proposed project, the

exterior of the proposed building would be composed of three visually
and structurally different elements:

1. A cylindrical, solar bronze glass-sheathed tower, located at the

intersection of Post and Powell Streets, containing the main
entrance to the store.

2. Two buff-color granite-clad elements on each of the Post and
Powell Street sides with clear glass display windows at street
level and recessed solar bronze windows at the second and fifth
levels on Post Street and at the fifth level on Powell Street.

3. Two solar bronze glass-sheathed vertical elements extending from
ground level to the top of the cornice, one between each of the

granite elements.

The proposed building would be approximately 95 feet tall measured at

the center of the Post Street facade.

B . Impacts of the Proposed Project

Planning and Construction Stages of the Project

# Demolition of the Fitzhugh Building, which is listed on the National
Register of Historic Places, would precede construction of the proposed
building. The proposed building's height would not provide the "uniform
height" around Union Square recommended in the Urban Design Element of

the Comprehensive Plan for the City and County of San Francisco.
Disturbance of street and pedestrian traffic during the demolition and
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construction phases, including an Increase in noise and dust, would
occur. There would be a reduction of approximately 69,000 square
feet of vacant medical/dental office space in the downtown shopping
district. Approximately 85 person-years of construction time for

employees directly on the job site would be provided with a payroll
of approximately $2 million for on-site labor.

Operation Phase of Project

An increase of approximately 140 daily round trip automobile trips
to the Union Square area would be generated by the development, which
would result in an increased demand for on- and off-street parking in
the general vicinity of Union Square. Retail sales activity in the
Union Square area would be stimulated. A net increase of approximately

$221,000 annually in total ad valorem taxes and approximately $116,000
annually in local sales taxes would be generated by the proposed
project. Two hundred new permanent jobs would be created. The Fitzhugh
Building which presently stands on the site would be demolished.

C . Mitigation Measures Proposed to Minimize Impacts of the Project

Some of the impacts identified above may be reduced by one or more
of the following mitigation measures.

The proposed building would be constructed so that additional stories
may be added should Saks Fifth Avenue wish to expand its facility in

the future or should a viable market develop for upper floor uses in

the Union Square vicinity. The State's Construction Safety Orders
and the City's Noise Abatement and Control Ordinance would be complied
with. On-site debris would be wetted to minimize dust generation.

Lighting and thermostatic control systems and a mechanical fan system
equipped with an "economizer cycle" would minimize energy consumption.
Silencers would be used on all installed mechanical equipment to

minimize noise. A trash compactor would reduce the bulk of site-gen-
erated solid waste, thereby decreasing the level of solid waste
removal activity and reducing the amount of land fill required for

disposal activities. The project engineers are studying the feasi-
bility of utilizing solar energy to heat hot water and the building's
interior space.

D . Alternatives

# Alternatives discussed include: (1) retention of the existing building
for offices (no project); (2) conversion of the existing building to

retail space with no new construction; (3) construction of a new
retail structure adjacent to the existing building and retention of

the latter for combined retail and office uses (two building alternative);

(4) preservation of the Post and Powell Street facades of the Fitzhugh
and construction of a new 5-story building behind it; (5) demolition
of the existing building and construction of a new nine-story building
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(the same height as the existing building); and (6) alternative
locations for a new Saks Fifth Avenue store.
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CHAPTER II

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A. Sponsor and Objectives

The project sponsor and developer is Saks Fifth Avenue. The archi-
tect is Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, Inc., principal: Gyo Obata.

Saks Fifth Avenue's present location on Grant Avenue contains 61,500
square feet, of which approximately a third (20,500 square feet) is

usable for retail sales space. This facility is one-third to one-half
the size of most Saks Fifth Avenue stores which range from 85,000 to

125,000 square feet with no less than 70% of the total square footage
usable for sales space. The existing location does not permit Saks
Fifth Avenue to carry the range of merchandise available in a "full
line" Saks Fifth Avenue store or to display its present limited lines
of merchandise in the desired fashion. Saks Fifth Avenue's objectives
in proposing the construction of a new store on Union Square are to

create a "full line" store including men's and children's wear, gifts
and linens and to present its merchandise to a more diversified and
broadened market.

B . Location of Proposed Project

The proposed project would be located on the northeast corner of the
intersection of Post and Powell Streets, on Assessor's Block 295,
Lot No. 7. The site is across the street from Union Square. The site
is 162.8 feet by 137.5 feet, the longer dimension being along Post
Street. The building would occupy the entire site. A site map, site
plan, and aerial view are included as Illustrations 1, 2, and 3 on
pages 5 , 6 , and 7

.

C . Type of Project

Building Area and Uses

The proposed store would cover over 99 percent of the 22,400 square
foot project site. The store would provide approximately 134,000
square feet of space on six floors, one below grade and five above
grade. The below grade floor would be a combined retail and service
area. Floors one through four would be retail areas with 70 percent
usable sales space. The fifth floor would house a retail area, admi-
nistrative offices, and, tentatively, a restaurant.

^Source: Saks Fifth Avenue, James J. Ludwig.
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No off-street parking would be provided. A truck delivery service
area, containing the required three loading spaces, would be provided
which conforms to the City Planning Department's "Urban Design Terms
of Reference to the Fitzhugh Building Site."^ The estimated construc-
tion cost of the building is $7.3 million.

2

Design

The building would be approximately 95 feet tall at the center of the
Post Street facade, approximately 103 feet tall at the center of the
cylindrical corner tower and approximately 88 feet tall at the center
of the Powell Street facade. A mechanical penthouse 18 feet high would
be set back at least 60 feet from the planes of both the Post Street
and Powell Street facades. Perspectives of the proposed building
are shown in Illustrations 4 and 5 on pages 10 and 11. Typical
floor plans are shown in Illustrations 6, 7, and 8 on pages 12, 13, and
14. Three visually and structurally different elements, a cylindrical
solar bronze glass tower, two granite elements and two solar bronze
glass vertical elements, would use heights, planes and materials to
provide visual distinctions within the frame of the proposed building.

A cylindrical solar bronze glass tower tangent to the property lines
at the corner of Post and Powell would be the internal and external
focal point of the proposed building. The tower would rise above the
top of the cornice of the adjoining facades, varying the scale of the
proposed building and separating and defining the visual scale of th
three distinct elements to avoid the flat mass of a monolithic structure.
The solar bronze glass would permit natural light to enter the store;
the characteristics of the glass would tend to restrict the view of

the interior under some lighting conditions. The tower would be joined
to the granite elements by opaque glazing recessed approximately 7 feet
from the planes of the adjacent facades so as to emphasize the tower
as a separate element rather than as a curved continuation of the

adjoining granite. The slender scale of the tower and its rise above
the adjoining granite elements would reinforce the verticality of the

design of the proposed building.

The cylindrical shape of the corner would focus attention upon the
main store entrance located in the recessed base of the tower. The
open treatment of the curved corner would enlarge the pedestrian
entrance to Union Square by permitting the Square to be seen sooner
than would be the case if a square corner were utilized. Examples of

curved treatment for important corners used for similar effect in

historic San Francisco buildings include the Flood Building (the Wool-
worth Store) at Market and Powell Streets, and the Crocker National
Bank Building at the corner of Post and Montgomery Street. Over the

main entrance of the store at the base of the tower and surrounding

Memorandum and Letter to Allan Johnson, Gimbel Bros., from Allan
B. Jacobs, Director of Planning, July 31, 1973.

^Dinwiddle Construction Co. and Saks Fifth Avenue.
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the tower would be a sloped solar bronze glass canopy divided into a

number of narrow, vertically-oriented, panes. The canopy would extend
the protection of the entrance onto a portion of the sidewalk space.

The Post Street facade would consist of two buff-colored granite clad
elements with three bays divided from each other by narrow granite
clad columns rising from the street level to the top of the cornice.
Each bay would have recessed solar bronze windows at the second and
fifth levels. In front of each window would be a horizontal orna-
mental balcony railing. The vertical expression of the windows would
be repeated by vertical granite panels separated by deep reveal lines
in the plane of the facade at levels three and four. There would be

display windows at the street level of each of the bays except the

most easterly bay on Post Street, which would contain the entrance to

the internal loading docks. Over each display window there would be a

separate solar bronze glass canopy which would repeat the circular
canopy at the base of the tower.

The Powell Street facade would be similar to the Post Street facade,
except that the granite clad elements would contain two bays each
instead of three, and in place of windows at level two there would be

recessed vertical granite panels separated by reveal lines repeating
the vertical panels in the plane of the facade at levels three and
four. (See Illustration 5, page 11.)

Between the granite elements on each of the Post and Powell Street
sides of the building would be a recessed, solar bronze glass vertical
element. The glass element on Post Street would begin at ground level
with a secondary store entrance separating the display windows and

would continue to the fifth floor windows where it would angle rear-
ward to accentuate the three distinct structural elements of the facade.

The glass element on Powell Street would be identical to the glass
element on Post Street except there would be no store entrance and the

vertical plane would extend to the top of the cornice. The store
elevators would be located immediately behind the glass element on
Powell Street which would require omission of a sloping roof.

The entire proposed building would be set off from the adjacent struc-
tures on the north and east by recessed opaque glazed elements rising
from ground level to the top of the cornice, repeating the opaque
glazing joining the glass tower to the adjoining granite elements.
The opaque glazing would function as a transition element between the
adjoining buildings and the proposed building and between two of the
main elements of the proposed building itself.

D . Proposed Scheduling

The tentative schedule is:

Demolition: four months from date demolition permit is issued.

Construction: twelve months from date final building permit is

issued

.
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ILLUSTRATION 6
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STREET LEVEL PLAN

ILLUSTRATION 7
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TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN

ILLUSTRATION 8



CHAPTER III

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

A. Site Improvements and Existing Usage

The proposed project site is currently occupied by a ten-story,
137-foot high building known as the Fitzhugh Building, a commercial/
medical offices building completed in 1924. (See Illustrations 9,

10, 11, and 12, pageq 16, 17, 18, 19.) At present, the clothing
firm of Roos-Atkins, a florist, jewelry and gift store, art store,
and a women's dress shop occupy retail space on the ground floor.

the upper floors is vacant.

9 The existing building is fifty-three years old and contains 69,000
square feet of gross, usable area on nine floors above the ground
floor retail space. The building was constructed for use as a

medical office building. Physicians began relocating to outlying
areas in 1966-67, into more modern, air-conditioned facilities.
Approximately 70 percent of the tenants relocated nearer major
hospitals, such as Children's, Presbyterian and French, between
1967 and 1970; others relocated to 450 and 490 Post, and some
retired. Although Saks Fifth Avenue acquired the site in 1967,
they did not begin to terminate upper floor leases at expiration
until October 1974.^ During the early 1960s, a period of high
occupancy, the upper office floors housed approximately 70

physicians and dentists. Approximately 375 persons were employed
in the building when it was fully leased. Using estimates pro-
vided by tenants and rental agents, the medical/dental offices
on the upper floors attracted an average of 500-600 patients per
day, and the ground floor retail area averaged 900-1,200 shoppers.
The combined traffic generated by the building at full occupancy
is estimated to have averaged 1,500 person trips per day.

B. The Fitzhugh Building

©The existing Fitzhugh Building was designed in 1922 and completed in

mid-1924. The architects of the building were James and Merrit Reid.

Outstanding examples of their work include the Fairmont Hotel, Hotel
del Coronado (San Diego) and the W&J Sloane Building. The Fitzhugh
Building consits of two rectangular volumes.

Coldwell Banker Management Corporation, rental agent of the

Fitzhugh Building.

Coldwell Banker, o£. cot.
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# A ten-story tower measuring 163 by 47 feet by 137 feet high fronts
on Post Street with the long side parallel to Post Street. To
the north of the tower is a one-story extension measuring 91 by 163
feet which, along with the west side of the tower, fronts on Powell
Street. The two sections were built at the same time and each has
a single basement level below grade.

# The layout of the Fitzhugh Building is typical of speculative office
towers of the '20s. An entry centered on the Post Street side leads
to a lobby which is flanked by symmetrically placed elevator shafts.
The floors above contain offices on either side of a hall along the
long axis of the tower. The primary tenants of these floors, from
the time the building was completed until it was vacated in 1974,
were medical and dental offices, and the building was designed with
this clientele specifically in mind. Except for the central lobby,
the ground floor of the tower and the extension to the north form a

continuous retail space which was subdivided to suit various tenants.

0 The surface of the Fitzhugh Building is decorated with forms derived
from the Italian Renaissance Palazzo architecture. ^ The tower facade
has thirteen bays across the front and three on the sides, except
at ground level which originally consisted of glass store-fronts
between structural piers. The steel frame is not always consistent
with the bays, which have paired, double-hung windows in the second
through ninth floors, and a single windows with semicircular taps
in each bay on the tenth floor. Horizontal design elements include:
a string course^ all the way around the eighth floor and three
balconies (see Illustration 12, page 19); a balcony all the way
around the tenth floor; and a decorated projecting cornice at the

top

.

#The building is surfaced in "warm gray" terra cotta tile. The lobby

entrance on the ground floor is differentiated from the storefronts

by means of projecting brackets flanking the entrance. The entrance

is emphasized by a balustrade above and decorative mouldings in

terra cotta and bronze surrounding the lobby entrance doors. Car-

touches"^ between adjacent bays at the second floor level, the

balcony above and cornicelike band below to a visual base for the

tower. The undecorated exterior surface from the third through

seventh floor levels has incised window openings. Window openings

of the eighth and ninth floors are combined and contained within a

A group of styles of architecture existing in Italy in the 15th

and 16th centuries which utilized details of ancient Roman arch-

itecture for ornamentation.

A horizontal, decorative band on a building.

'a cartouche is a rounded convex surface usually surrounded with

carved ornamental scrollwork.
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single mounded architrave for each bay. The tenth floor between
balcony and cornice is treated in a detailed manner. The arched
window openings are flanked by engaged columns^ and surmounted by
a frieze, dentils^ and cornice, all of which are extensively
ornamented.^

# The Fitzhugh Building was listed on the National Register of Historic
Places on 20 January 1976. The San Francisco Landmarks Preservation
Advisory Board declined to recommend the building for landmark status
under the San Francisco Landmark Ordinance on 6 February 1974 and on

17 December 1975, although they voted 4 to 3 to recommend its

listing on the National Register of Historic Places on 23 April 1975.

C . Union Square

# The site of Union Square was deeded to the City as a Public Square on
January 3, 1850 by John Geary, the first Mayor of San Francisco. At

that time it was a 2.6 acre sandlot used primarily as a baseball field.
Local legend has it that the term "sandlot baseball" dates from the

time when baseball was the major function of this sandy Square. It was
during the 1860 's that the Square became known as Union Square because
of the numerous public meetings held there by the Reverend Thomas
Starr King in support of President Lincoln and the Union. As the City
grew and title issues concerning Spanish land grants were resolved
by the courts, the Square was planted with trees, shrubs and flowers.
The surrounding area became a fashionable residential area of large
homes and the site of three of the City's larger churches - Calvary
Presbyterian, Congregation and Trinity Episcopal.

#The rapid growth of the City created increasing commercial pressure
on the area surrounding Union Square in the 1890' s, and by 1900, the

Square was emerging as the center of the City's commercial district.
The Dewey Memorial was constructed by the City in 1901 to commerorate
Dewey's victory in Manila Bay during the Spanish-American War. The

97 foot granite monument was designed by Newton Tharp and the sur-

mounting bronze figure was sculpted by Robert Aitken. President
McKinley broke ground for the monument in 1901, President Roosevelt
dedicated it in 1903. The construction of the St. Francis Hotel in
1904 effectively determined the area's future as a commercial and

hotel center.

An architrave is a decorated band framing a window.

I

Columns partially embedded in a wall.

A dentil is a series of small rectangular blocks used beneath the
projecting portions of a cornice.

This description of the Fitzhugh Building is drawn from the

Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural Heritage's description
of the Building.
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Ground was broken for the Union Square Parking Garage on March 31,
1941 by Mayor Rossi. It was the world's first under-park garage.
The park was dismantled, the Dewey Memorial removed in pieces and
the garage excavated. Following construction of the garage, the
park was replaced with great care to preserve its design integrity.
The park and garage were opened 14 September 1942.

One of the few open spaces in the downtown area (and the only
"walled- in" block large park), Union Square has been, since the
1860's, a focal point of City celebrations, festivals, debates
and tragedies. In the aftermath of the 1906 earthquake and fire,

the square was used as a refuge for the homeless and as an emergency
medical aid station. The St. Francis Hotel received City permis-
sion to erect tents on the Square to be used as interim hotel rooms
until the fire damage to the recently completed hotel could be
repaired. The Square is the site of annual commemorations of the
1906 earthquake. The City's fourth of July fireworks displays used
to occur there. During World War II, the Square was the scene of

at least seven War Bond drives. One of the attractions of an early
drive was a war show with a complete model army camp established
in the almost complete underground garage. A victory garden was
planted in the Square during this period. Union Square was the

focus of celebrations of both V-E and V-J day. In later years,

Union Square saw demonstrations for civil rights, an end to the

Vietnam War, farmworkers, the San Francisco Ballet, airline workers
salary demands, and other causes. It is the staging area for the

Columbus Day and Chinese New Year parades and hosts the City's

Annual Rhododendron Festival. Some people consider Union Square

to be the single most important urban space in San Francisco. In

1958, Union Square was designated a State Historical Landmark con-

firming its historic and cultural significance to the City of

San Francisco.

Urban Design

Union Square provides direction and orientation to everything around

it. It lies at the point of transition between two major downtown

areas - the retail center and the hotel-entertainment area. The

Square defines surrounding buildings and is, in turn, defined by

them.

At an earlier date, the majority of the buildings surrounding it

were of similar architectural scale. For example, windows were

of similar size as were surface units (i.e., brick, terra cotta

tile) and most had common stylistic elements such as balconies,

projecting cornices and arches which were believed to contribute

to the architectural cohesiveness of the buildings on the Square.

Heights of buildings differed substantially, but there was arti-

culation between the ground and second stories of most buildings

which created a pedestrian scale at street level regardless of

the height of the buildings.
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The similarity of structures was due in large part to the fact that
they were built during the same period and were products of similar
schools of architectural thought. The east side of the Square is

occupied by the St. Francis Hotel, the largest building facing the
Square. Its facade has not changed over time. The north side of

the Square is occupied by a mixture of old and new buildings. The
northeast corner is the site of the Fitzhugh Building which is in
color, height and style similar to the St. Francis Hotel. These
two structures retain a degree of uniofmity which once characterized
the Square as a whole.

Today, the buildings surrounding the Square lack the uniformity of an
earlier time. (See Illustrations 11, 13, 14 and 15, pages 18, 24, 25

and 26.) Styles differ dramatically from one side of the Square to
another and even from one building to another. Windows that look
out onto the Square are of various sizes, surface units range from
small bricks to large panels of marble and there is no longer a

similarity of stylistic elements.

The S.F. Department of City Planning 's Architectural Quality Survey,
which surveyed the entire city and found some 8% of all the buildings
in the city worth rating, has rated 16 of the 21 sites - including
diagonal corner locations) surrounding the square. Of these six-
teen, nine were given summary ratings of 3, 4 or 5 — that is "fine,"
"excellent," or "extraordinary." These are:

St. Francis Hotel
United Airlines Building
Fitzhugh Building
Qantas Building
Bullock and Jones
Union Square Hyatt
290 Post Building
City of Paris
Elkan-Gunst Building

5 Extraordinary
4 Excellent
5 Extraordinary
3 Fine
4 Excellent
5 Extraordinary
4 Excellent
4 Excellent
5 Extraordinary

These ratings create an aggregate which is more than each taken
singly. It is unusual to find so many high rated buildings in one
place, surrounding an open space where they may be perceived as a

group

.

Land Use Characteristics

The properties surrounding the proposed project site constitute the

main location of downtown retail trade. Department and specialty
stores, hotels, restaurants, and theaters are located around the

proposed project site. Several office buildings are also located
in the area (See Surface Land Use Map, Illustration 16, page 27.)
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# 26a

Illustration 16, on page 27, shows surface land uses in the
area surrounding the project site. The ground and upper story
uses described below are keyed to the site numbers shown on
Illustration 16a.

Site # of Ground Upper
Number Stories Floor Uses Story Uses

1 6 apartments apartments
2 5 retail/service apartments
3 6 Funeral home/fire

station fire station
4 6 apartments apartments
5 0 retail/service -

6 4 apartments apartments
7 5 apartments apartments
8 6 apartments apartments
9 0 retail apartments

10 7 apartments apartments
11 6 retail/service apartments
12 4 apartments apartments
13 3 restaurant restaurant
14 4 hotel hotel
15 1 retail -

16 4 apartments apartments
17 4 apartments apartments
18 5 apartments apartments
19 3 apartments apartments
20 5 apartments /re tail apartments
21 5 apartments apartments
22 3 apartments apartments
23 2 retail/office retail
24 7 YWCA YWCA
25 5 private club private club
26 1 misc. offices -

27 6 wholesale/retail apartments
28 3 restaurant/apartments apartments
29 6 restaurant/apartments apartments
30 4 real estate offices/

apartments apartments
31 5 retail/service apartments
32 6 apartments apartments
33 3 parking garage parking garage
34 5 apartments apartments
35 6 apartments apartments
36 4 service/office apartments
37 4 retail/service apartments
38 5 apartments (service in

basement) apartments
39 2 retail apartments
40 7 apartments apartments
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ite # of Ground Upper
lumber Stories Floor Uses Story Uses

41 4 hotel hotel
42 2 retail/service warehouse
43 4 apartments apartments
44 5 residential hotel residential hotel
45 5 retail/service apartments
46 1 theatre —

47 4 apartments apartments
48 6 restaurant/residential

hotel residential hotel
49 2 private club private club
50 3 retail retail
51 1 restaurant —

52 7 retail medical-dental
offices

53 3 retail retail/office
54 8 hotel hotel
55 2 retail/church church
56 2 retail retail
57 3 retail/vacant retail
58 7 retail/hotel hotel
59 1 retail —

60 6 retail apartments
61 2 apartments apartments
62 5 apartments apartments
63 5 apartments apartments
64 7 restaurant/hotel hotel
65 7 apartments apartments
66 5 service/vacant apartments
67 6 apartments apartments
68 7 retail/service apartments
69 6 apartments (retail in

basement) apartments
70 1 retail —

71 5 apartments apartments
72 6 retai 1/service apartments
73 5 apartments apartments
74 3 retail/service retail/service
75 8 retail/service apartments
76 8 residential hotel residential hotel
77 1 services —

78 4 retail/vacant vacant
79 2 retail/service retail/service

80-81 7 parking garage parking garage
82 23 retail/vacant medical-dental

offices
83 30 retail/hotel hotel
84 5 parking parking
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Site # of Ground
Number Stories Floor Uses

85 4 school
86 8 restaurant/hotel
87 vacant land
88 3 church
89 2 parking
90 5 retail/service
91 7 retail/hotel
92 9 parking garage
93

'

6 parking garage
94 4 services
95 4 retail/hotel
96 6 office
97 10 r etail/residentia

1

hotel
98 4 retail

99 8 retail
100 5 retail
101 6 retail
102

'

6 retail
103 3 retail/private club
104 2 restaurant
105 2 restaurant/vacant
106 2 vacant
107 6 office
108 3 office
109 3 retail
110 6 retail/hotel
111 1 retail
112 5 services/re s idential

hotel
113 6 offices
114 vacant land
115 5 retail/apartment
116 5 offices
117 8 retail
118 3 offices
119 2 retail
120 3 retail
121 5 retail
122 3 retail

123 3 retail
124 5 retail

'93 and 102 are one structure

Upper
Story Uses

school
hotel

church
apartments
services/of f ices
hotel
parking garage
parking garage
hotel
hotel
office

residential hotel
professional

offices
retail/office
retail
offices
parking garage
private club
restaurant
restaurant
vacant
office
office
retail/apartments
hotel

residential hotel
offices

apartments
offices
offices
offices
retail
retail
of f ices
prof ess ional

offices
retail
retail/office/
vacant
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Site # of Ground Upper
Number Stories Floor Uses story Uses

125 8 retail retail
126 6 retail retail/office/

vacant
127 7 retail office/retail
128 5 retail office/retail
129 2 restaurant restaurant
130 3 offices offices
131 6 retail/apartments retail/offices

apartments
132 5 parking garage parking garage
133 1 retail
134 6 offices offices
135 7 hotel hotel
136 4 retail/school school
137 12 retail/hotel theatre/hotel
138 1 retail
139 3 parking garage parking garage
140 5 private club private club
141 1 private club parking garage
142 4 private club private club
143 5 retail apartments
144 vacant land
145 3 retail retail
146 3 retail vacant
147 4 retail retail/offices
148 4 retail retail/offices
149 3 retail retail/vacant
150 3 retail school/theater
151 3 retail offices
152 6 retail/apartments apartments
153 12 hotel hotel
154 3 retail offices
155 4 retail/of f ices of f ices
156 10 offices retail/offices
157 11 retail offices
158 16 retail offices
159 16 retail/parking offices
160 11 parking parking
161 8 offices offices/vacant
162 6 retail offices/vacant
163 2 retai

1

retail
164 3 retail retail
165 36 TptailA. L« L«l .Im ^ hotel
166 3 retail retail
167 11 retail offices
168 10 retail vacant
169 11 retail hotel
170 11 hotel hotel
171 8 retail misc. offices
172 7-16 retail/hotel hotel
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Site # of Ground Upper
Number Stories Floor Uses Story Uses

173 7 restaurant off ices/vacant
174 2 retail vacant
175 2 retail retail
176 2 restaurant restaurant
177 6 retail apartments
178 5 retail retail/service
179 2 retail retail
180 3 retail wholesale/of f ices
181 11 retail retail
182 5 vacant vacant
183 3 retail retail
184 3 retail retail
185 7 retail retail/off ices
186 4 retail/parking/vacant vacant
187 4 parking garage parking garage
188, 190 6 retail vacant
189 9 retail/off ices offices
191 4 retail retail/of f ices
192 3 retail retail
193 6 retail offices
194 7 retail/office retail/of f ices
195 *

4 retail retail/offices
196 4 retail retail/office
197 5 retail/hotel hotel
198 2 parking parking
199 6 private club private club
200 7 retail/hotel hotel
201 3 parking garage parking garage
202 12 hotel hotel
203 7 offices offices
204 2 parking garage parking garage
205 1 retail
206 6 retail/hotel hotel
207 7 retail/hotel hotel
208 5 retail ACT
209, 210 7 retail/hotel hotel
211 7 retail/hotel hotel
212 7 retail/hotel hotel
213 2 retail/hotel hote 1

214 2 institution institution
215 12 hotel hotel
216 12 retail W A 1- A 1hotel
217 12 retail hotel
218 2 retail retail
219 9 hotel hotel
220 9 retail offices
221 0 Union Square Park and

Parking garage
222 5 offices offices
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Site # or Ground Upper
Number Stories Floor Uses Story Uses

O O22 J 10 offices offices/school
224 A

4 retail retail/offices
22 5 2 retail retail
226 2 retail retail
O O T227 8 vacant vacant
228 5 retail retail
229 2 vacant vacant
230 6 offices offices
231 3 retail retail
232 12 retail retail/offices
233 3 retail retail
234 4 retail retail
235 6 retail retail
236 6 retail vacant
237 10 retail retail
238 4 retail retail
239 3 retail vacant
240 3 retail vacant
241 3 retail school
242 2 retail retail
243 16 retail retail/office
244 4 retail offices
245 6 retail/vacant offices/vacant
246 6 retail retail/office
247 3 retail offices
248 9 retail office
249 5 retail offices
250 6 retail retail/offices
251 4 retail retail
252 9 retail office/retail
253 6 retail/vacant offices/vacant
254 8 retail/offices vacant
255 8 retail offices
256 2 retail/vacant vacant
257 3 retail offices
258 6 retail of fices/vacant
259 3 retail offices
260 3 retail retail
261 6 retail/hotel hotel
262 2 retail retail
263 6 retail retail
264 12 hotel hotel
265 6 retail studio/off ices
266, 267 3 theatre theatre
268 2 retail retail
269 9 parking garage parking garage
270 3 parking garage offices
271 2 retail/offices offices
272 8 hotel/retail hotel
273 3 retail retail
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Site # of Ground Upper
Number Stories Floor Uses Story Uses

274 1 retail -

275 8 retail/hotel hotel
276 8 retail offices
277 7 retail/hotel hotel
278 8 vacant vacant
280 8 retail/]iotel hotel
281 7 retail/hotel hotel
282 8 hotel (parking below

surface) hotel/parking
283 6 retail hotel
284 6 retail offices
285 9 retail retail
286 4 retail retail/office
287 9 retail retail
288 5 retail/hotel hotel
289 3 vacant vacant
290 2 retail retail
291 3 retail retail
292 8 retail/hotel hotel
293 6 vacant vacant
294 4 retail/vacant vacant
295 4 retail/vacant vacant
296 5 retail offices/retail
297 5 retail retail
298 7 retail retail/of f ices
299 4 retail retail offices
300 5 retail of f ices
301 2 vacant vacant
302 6 retail offices
303 3 offices offices
304 10 offices offices
305 5 retail retail
306 7 vacant vacant
307 5 retail/offices retail/offices
3 08 2 retail retail
309 3 offices of f ices
310 10 offices offices
311 2 offices off ices
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Union Square is surrounded on four sides by commercial uses. The
block south of the Square contains department and specialty stores,
such as I. Magnin and Macy's, and an office building. (See

Illustration 13, page 24.) The block east of the Square is composed
of buildings used for retail sales and office space, including air-
line ticket offices, a Florsheim shoe store, and other similar
shops. (See Illustration 14, page 25.)

The St. Francis Hotel faces the west side of the Square. In addition
to the hotel lobby, the ground level is occupied by several airline
ticketing agencies, a men's clothing store, a ticket box office,
restaurants, pubs and specialty stores. The 186-foot, 12-story
hotel was built during the period 1903-1914. The hotel frontage
occupies the entire block opposite the west side of Union Square.

(See Illustration 15, page 26.)

The block north of the Square, on which the proposed project site is

located, includes the Hyatt Union Square Hotel, built in 1972,
Bullock and Jones men's appael, and the Qantas Airways Building
adjacent to the proposed project site. (See Illustration 11, page
18.) At the present time, a Neiman-Marcus Department Store is

proposed for the City of Paris site opposite the southeast corner
of Union Square. Recent developments in the immediate area have
been previously mentioned Hyatt Union Square Hotel on Post Street
and Stockton Street, and the 1974 Liberty House Department Store
at Stockton and O'Farrell.

D. Legal, Policy and Institutional Constraints

The basic legal constraints for the site are included in the City
Planning Code . The site is zoned C-3-R, Downtown Retail District.
(See Illustration 17, page 29.) A maximum building height of 140

feet is allowed. There is no off-street parking required. Three
off-street loading spaces are mandated for gross floor area of

100,000 square feet or over and an additional space for every
additional 80,000 square feet.

E. Topography, Hydrology and Drainage

The project site, 162.8 feet by 137.5 feet, is situated on a slight

hill which rises from an elevation of 69.9 feet above sea level

on the southeast corner to 83.4 feet on the northwest corner, a

rise of approximately 13.5 feet. At present, the surface is

completely covered by the existing building at 384 Post Street

and a paved service area. Surface run-off drains into San

Francisco's combined storm and sanitary sewer system.
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Observations made during test borings conducted by Dames and Moore
for the construction of the Qantas Building, adjacent to the project
site, indicated that the groundwater level was below the bottom of the

deepest boring, approximately 48 feet below the basement slab of the
existing building which is at sea level.

Geology, Soils and Seismicity

For approximately seven feet below the basement elevation (+57 feet)

,

there is loose to medium dense fine sand (dune sand). Extending
below this for another six feet is still clayey sand and sandy clay.
Below this is a ten-foot layer of dense, clayey sand; and approximately
26 feet below this, dense to very-dense, partially cemented sand is

found. The partially cemented sand is underlain by a 20-foot thick
layer of very stiff, residual clay which overlies Franciscan bedrock
of approximately elevation -30 (87 feet below the proposed basement
slab grade) .

^

Construction of a building of the size and character of the proposed
project is feasible from a structural and construction standpoint.-^

The entire City of San Francisco lies in an active seismic belt. The

State Department of Natural Resources has classified the zone in which
the City lies as having the greatest potential for severe earthquake
damage.^ Most of the earthquake hazard comes from the San Andreas Fault
a major active fault system which runs about five miles^ to the west of

the site along the floor of the Pacific Ocean. Another active fault,

the Hayward Fault, is located about ten miles northeast of the proposed
project site. The Calaveras Fault, also active, lies east of the

Hayward Fault. (See Illustration 18, page 31.) There are no known
active faults in the City of San Francisco, or between the San Andreas
and Hayward Faults. There are no inactive faults, that is, faults

which have not moved in recent geologic time and are not expected to

move during an earthquake, in the immediate vicinity of the site.^

Dames and Moore Report: Foundation Investigation Proposed Qantas
Building, 350 Post Street, for Qantas Airways, Ltd., April 13, 1970.

Available on file at the Department of City Planning, 100 Larkin Street

2
Ibid .

3
Gillum, Kacyra and Tandowsky (Project Engineers) : Telephone conversa-
tion of Mr. Sandy Tandowsky with Ms. Dona Hoard, MKGK.

4
California Department of Natural Resources, Division of Mines and

Geology, Urban Geology Master Plan for California, Open File Report
72-74, December 1971.

^John A. Blume & Associates, "San Francisco Seismic Safety Investiga-
tion," p. 8.
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The Blume Report identifies areas of the City subjected to five cate-
gories of estimated intensity of future ground shaking. The Union
Square area is classified as "strong," the second least intense cate-
gory. In the event of an earthquake comparable to the 1906 event,
"strong intensity" areas would experience the fall of brick chimneys and
the appearance of cracks in masonry and brick work.-'-

The proposed project lies outside of areas of major potential lique-
faction, landslide and subsidence hazards identified in the Blume
Report.^

G. Air Quality

# Due to the predominant westerly or northwesterly wind patterns, San
Francisco receives relatively clear ocean air which provides ventila-
tion. For further discussion of San Francisco weather patterns and

air quality, see the Draft Environmental Impact Report for Yerba Buena
Center (## 77.220, 6 January 1978).

-02.. Cit.
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Reprinted from: Community Safety, A Proposal
for Citizen Review, San Francisco Department
of City Planning (Saii Francisco, 1974)

PRINCIPAL ACTIVE FAULTS

IN THE BAY AREA

ILLUSTRATION 18
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Noise

During normal business hours, automobile, cable car, bus and truck
traffic on Post and Powell Streets determines the overall environmental
noise. Both streets are heavily traveled streets for automobile and
bus traffic and have existing high traffic noise levels, including
short-duration peaks caused by honking horns and other results of con-
gestioy. Noise levels are at least 75 dBA Ldn,^ with peaks reaching
95 dBA as accelerating Muni buses travel east on Post Street and the
cable car runs north and south on Powell. (See Illustration 19, page
33.) Noise survey maps prepared in 1976 by the Department of Public
Works^ shows levels at the site exceeding 65 dBA 90% of nighttime hours
ranging upward to over 75 dBA 10% of the time night and day. A definite
change in levels occurs along Powell Street, which is 5 dBA higher at

night and 10 dBA higher in the daytime than adjacent areas, at least
10% of the time. During the daytime. Post Street is noisier from the
intersection westward than eastward.

Minimum nighttime levels in the area are probably around 50 dBA,

although the general background level (which excludes distinguishable
sounds) is 65 dBA Ldn, as shown in the Environmental Protection
Element .

3

Decibel: An arbitrary, logarithmic sound unit. Sound waves traveling

dB outward from a source exert a force known as the sound pres-
sure level (commonly called sound level) , measured in

decibels

.

Zero dB is the lower threshold of hearing for most youths.

An extremely loud sound, such as a civil defense siren, at

140 dB represents 10,000,000 times the pressure sensed by

the ear at 0 dB.

dBA: Decibel corrected for the variation in frequency response

of the typical human ear at commonly encountered noise

levels

.

Ldn: A noise measurement based on human reaction to the cumula-

tive exposure to noise over a 24-hour period that takes

into account the greater annoyance value of nighttime

noises (10 dBA penalty for sounds produced between 10 p.m.

and 7 a.m.).

2
Noise survey maps are available for public inspection at the San

Francisco Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering, 45 Hyde

Street, Room 222.

Thoroughfare Noise Levels - 1974, Transportation Noise Section,

Environmental Protection Element of the Comprehensive Plan of City

and County of San Francisco.
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CHAPTER IV

THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

A. Building Demolition

• The Fitzhugh building, which is listed on the National Register, would
be demolished. Several organizations, including the Foundation for
San Francisco's Architectural Heritage, the San Francisco Landmarks
Preservation Advisory Board, the Berkeley Architectural Heritage Asso-
ciation, the National Trust for Historic Preservation and the Northern
California Chapter of AIA have expressed support for the retention of
the Fitzhugh. The demolition of this building would cause a reduction
of approximately 69,000 square feet of the downtown shopping district's
inventory of medical/dental offices. The ground floor contains
approximately 21,000 square feet of retail sales space. Since the

replacement building contains approximately 134,000 square feet of

retail and related space, there would be a net increase of approxi-
mately 113,000 square feet of retail space.

B. Displacement

#At present, five commercial business operations, employing approxi-
mately fifty individuals, would be displaced from the existing building
upon demolition. According to Coldwell Banker, the leasing agents for

the building, 70 percent of the tenants of the upper floors, primarily
physicians, voluntarily moved between 1967 and 1970, and relocated
near the then recently completed Children's Hospital, as well as French

and Presbyterian Hospitals. The remaining physician and dentist tenants

moved to the 450 or 490 Post Street medical office building during 1973

and 1974. Some retired from medical or dental practice. In October

1974, Saks Fifth Avenue began to decline to renew leases and tenancies

on the upper floors as they expired. Ross-Atkins presently has a

lease on ground floor retail space through August 1979 that can be

cancelled on a 120-day notice. All other leases can be cancelled on
^

similar notice. These tenants do not anticipate relocation problems.

C. Visual Impact

The City Planning Department established specific Urban Design Terms of

Reference for the proposed project site^ based on the Urban Design Ele-

ment of the City's Comprehensive Plan. The Urban Design Terms of Refer-

ence delineate the visual and aesthetic standards the proposed project

should seek to achieve. The proposed building is substantially different

Coldwell Banker Management Corporation.

The complete text of the Urban Design Terms of Reference is presented

in the Appendix, page 105.
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0than the building originally proposed which was a more typical blank-
faced modern department store. These changes were made in response to

earlier City criticism of the previous design. The present design is

not final. It is subject to further revision during the Discretionary
Review process. The visual impact of the proposed building would be

altered by future design changes. The following paragraphs present
each Urban Design Term of Reference and relevant information about
the proposed building.

% 1 . Any building on the site should continue the strong definition and

the character of the facade line facing Union Square. It should
be the same height as the Qantas Building (142' 6"). The 95 foot

proposed building would not be the same height as the Qantas
Building. Illustration 20, page 36, shows the heights of existing
structures fronting on Union Square. Market considerations have
caused Saks Fifth Avenue to conclude that the economics of the

proposed development do not permit construction at this time of
a building which would satisfy the recommendation for uniform
height. The lower height of the pcpposed building would interrupt
the cornice line of the northwest corner of the Square and would
result in a change in the definition of the urban "wall" which
defines the Square on this side.

2. The transition from the highly articulated Renaissance facade of

the St. Francis Hotel to the simplicity of the Qantas Building
should be maintained. Essentially modern in architectural style,
with simple, well-defined lines, the proposed building would include
a number of elements which reflect features found in adjacent
buildings. The facade of the proposed building would have more
ornamentation (balconies, recessed windows, and glass canopies)
than the smooth-faced Qantas Building, but would be less orna-
mental than the St. Francis Hotel.

The canopies of the proposed building on Post and Powell Streets
would be a continuation — in simple form — of canopies which
appear to the south of the proposed building along Powell Street
and to the east of the proposed building along Post Street. The
proposed building's ornamental balcony railings would repeat the

balcony railings on the facades of the St. Francis and Hyatt Union
Square Hotels and the Bullock and Jones Building.

The deep reveal lines which set off the panels of the granite
elements are reminiscent of the deeper reveal lines on the facade
of the Sta. Francis Hotel and would provide a transition to the

shallow reveal lines of the almost smooth facade of the Qantas
Building. The buff-color of the granite elements of the proposed
building, more in tone with the Sir Francis Drake Hotel, the 450

Sutter Building, and the Hyatt Union Square Hotel, would provide a

transition from the dark tone of the St. Francis Hotel to the

lighter tone of the Qantas Building.
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3 . The facade of the upper floors should present a scale and texture
similar to the office buildings and hotel facades on the Square,
rather than most typical contemporary department store facades.

The articulation of the facade of the proposed building would be
less ornamental than the Renaissance style of the St. Francis, and
more detailed in line and contrast than the simplicity of the

Qantas Building. The recessed windows on the second and top floors
of the proposed building would repeat the recessed window treat-
ment found on the second and top floors of the Qantas Building.
The modular structure of the facade of the proposed building's
50 foot wide granite elements separated by the recessed glass
elements would give a similar effect to that of the modular
structure of the St. Francis Hotel's three vertical elements of

approximately similar widths separated by dark recesses. There
is a vertical emphasis in many of the important buildings on the
Square, that is, they are significantly taller than they are wide.
For example, the wings of the St. Francis Hotel, the Qantas
Building, the three buildings on Stockton between Post and Maiden
Lane, the two buildings at the southeast corner of Geary and Powell,
the new Mach's building east of the Geary-Powell intersection, and

the Bullock and Jones Building are all vertically oriented. Off
the Square, but still visible, the towers of the Sir Francis Drake
and Hyatt Union Square Hotels, as well as the PSA and other buil-
dings, also present the same vertical emphasis. The verticality
of these buildings would be represented by the separated granite
and glass elements of the proposed building.

4. The facade of any building on this site should match the color and
texture of the Qantas Building granite. After consideration of

the qualities and character of the color and tone of existing
buildings around Union Square and following discussion with the

Planning Department staff and public representatives concerned with
the quality of development on the Square, the architect has deter-
mined that the color suggested by the Design Term of Reference is

not necessarily appropriate and that a color in the tan tones is

preferred. The Department of City Planning finds this acceptable.
The buff-color granite selected for the proposed building is in

a color family with the tan tones of the Sir Francis Drake and the

Hyatt Union Square Hotels. Polished granite has been selected
because of its visual relationship to the polished glass to be used
in the proposed building.

5 . Richness of detail should be a significant feature on the Post Street

9 and Powell Street facades to complement the simplicity and general
understatement of the Qantas Building Post Street facade, and as

a transition to the St. Francis Hotel. Loss of such rich detail-
ing as now exists on the Fitzhagh Building facing the Square would
adversely change the historic character of this urban open space
significantly. The proposed building would not provide detailing
comparable to that found on the Fitzhugh Building. The proposed
building would maintain the design simplicity of the Qantas Building
through glass and polished granite surfaces and recessed window
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treatment. The multi-faceted cylindrical tower and center glass elements
on Post Street and the pattern of the horizontal and veritcal granite
panels would provide contrasting planes and textures for the Union Square
observer. The use of glass (in the tower, recessed windows, vertical
glass elements and glass-backed elevators) would make the interior mer-
chandising activity of the store visible to pedestrians. The southern
exposure of the Post Street facade and the Post and Powell Corner and
the general weather patterns of San Francisco would permit the shadow and
motion of shoppers at all levels of the store to be visible from Union
Square and from along Powell Street.

The solar bronze glass canopies, divided into narrow, vertically-
oriented panels, around the tower and over the Post Street entrance and
all display windows would provide a trellis effect for pedestrians and
window-shoppers. A brick sidewalk from Powell Street would connect with
and match in color the brick in front of the Qantas Building and, beyond
the Bullock and Jones Building, the brick in front of the Hyatt Union
Square Hotel.

The proposed building would fill in the vacant space on Powell Street cre-
ated by the Firzhugh and would screen presently visible unfinished
building backs from street view.

illustrations 4 and 5 on pages 10 and 11, show the proposed building set
in context. There are those who feel the proposed building would be a

satisfactory replacement to the Fitzhugh and would add to the vitality
and economic health of the Union Square retail area. Others feel that

the proposed building fails to meet the Design Terms of Reference for

the site and would be an unsatisfactory addition to Union Square. The

City Planning Department finds the building to be adequate.

#A cross section of various individuals' negative assessments of the pro-
posed building's design is presented below:

"...The circular bronze tower is inappropriate to the urban

design of Union Square... the height of the building on Post

Street should be the same as the Qantas Building to the

east."

"A transition is not accomplished by ignoring the most

easily seen characteristic of both the St. Francis and

Qantas Building (punched windows) ... the design of the pro-

posed building does not in any way maintain the transition

called for in this Term of Reference."

"The proposed building is not the same height as Qantas.

The transition from the ornate St. Francis to Qantas is

not maintained, the scale, texture, and color are not main-

tained, and the proposed balcony railings are only orna-

mental in the fact that they are in front of non-openable

windows.

"
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"To do what Saks is proposing would take the Square in

the direction of Casual Corner, Macy's and Liberty House,
and turn it into just another suburban Shopping Center."

Transportation

The proposed project is expected to generate approximately 3,500
person trips per working day. Table 1 below shows the projected
origin of these trips and the type of transportation used.

TABLE 1

ORIGIN AND MODAL SPLIT OF ROUND-TRIPS*

GENERATED BY PROPOSED PROJECT**

(Person Trips Per Day)

Person Trips
Generated

1,400

1,050
210

735
105

Total 3,500

Origin Distribution

San Francisco
(Downtown)

San Francisco
East Bay
North Bay
South Bay

Walk

1,300

1,300

Modal Split

Auto

570
100

550

80

1,300

Transit

300
380

80

115

25

900

* Souce: Saks Fifth Avenue; Marshall Kaplan, Cans, and Kahn

** Each round trip consists of travel from home or office to Union
Square and from Union Square to home or office.

Utilizing the standard 1.4 persons per vehicle for shopping trips,

the proposed project would generate 900 automobile trips to Union
Square per day.^

Source: Bay Area Transportation Report, Bay Area Transportation
Study Commission, May 1969.

It is highly unlikely that the 900 automobile trips would be single
destination trips attributable solely to Saks Fifth Avenue. Although
they will most probably be multidestination trips, they are being
treated conservatively as single destination trips in estimating
impact

.
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The table on the following page presents the estimated origin and
modal split of person trips generated by the Fitzhugh Building at
full occupancy and the existing Saks Fifth Avenue store. The two
facilities generated a total of 3,200 person trips per day. Assum-
ing a similar 1.4 persons per vehicle for shopping trips, the two
facilities generated approximately 1,160 automobile trips to Union
Square per day.

A comparison of the two tables indicates that the proposed project
would result in an increase of 140 automobile round trips, 210 transit
round trips, and a decrease of 50 pedestrian round trips. Comparing
only the trips generated by the existing Saks store to the proposed
project, there would be an increase of 590 automobile round trips,
700 pedestrian round trips, and 510 transit round trips.

Parking

A survey of the available parking within a two block radius of the site
conducted by Marshall Kaplan, Cans, and Kahn indicated that on-street
metered spaces are limited due to the prevalence of red zones, yellow
loading zones, cab zones, and loading zones. The parking demand gen-
erated by the proposed project would be for off-street parking. The
parking survey indicated an off-street parking inventory of 5,200
garage spaces and 51 lot spaces. A spot check of the garages and lots
indicated the minimum average midday vacancy rate to be 10 to 15 percent,
which would indicate the range of available off-street parking to be
between 520 and 780 spaces. Because there is no on-site parking per-
mitted on the site of the proposed project, 1 the impact of the projected
trips would be dispersed throughout the general area of Union Square.

Usually, shoppers coming into downtown plan to visit more than one
store. Hence, the impact of the increase would be over a general area
extending to three blocks on all sides of the Union Square area. The
500-800 available off-street parking spaces would be adequate to meet
the increased demand generated by the proposed project.

Transit

The two-block area surrounding the proposed project is served by the

following Muni lines: the #59 Powell-Mason and #60 Powell-Hyde cable
cars; the #85 Downtown Shoppers' Shuttle; the #38 Geary, #2 Clement,

#30 Stockton, and #45 Van Ness-Sutter motor coaches; and the #30 Stock-

ton, #1 California, #3 Jackson, and #4 Sutter trolley coaches. Illus-

tration 20, page 36, maps the public transit lines serving the area.

The capacity and average ridership of these lines during the proposed

project's peak hours of operation (J.0:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.) and the

4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. evening peak are shown on Tables 3 and 4, pages

43 and 44. With the exception of the Mason-Hyde cable car, all lines

serving the area have excess capacity between the hours of 10:00 a.m.

and 3:00 p.m.

Section 210.3 of the Planning Code states "...this district is well
served by the City and regional transit with automobile parking best

located at its periphery."
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TABLE 2

ESTIMATED ORIGIN AND MODAL SPLIT OF

ROUND-TRIPS* GENERATED BY FITZHUGH BUILDING AT

FULL OCCUPANCY^ AND EXISTING SAKS FIFTH AVENUE STORE

(Person Trips Per Day)

Person Trips Modal Split

Generated Origin Distribution Walk Auto Transit

Fitzhugh at

Full Capacity

950 San Francisco (Downtown) 600 150 200

450 San Francisco 150 200 100

100 East Bay 100

Existing Saks
Fifth Avenue Store

680 San Francisco (Downtown) 600 80

510 San Francisco 300 210

100 East Bay 70 30

360 North Bay 300 60

50 South Bay 40 10

Total 3,200 1,350 1,160 690

*Each round trip

Square and from
consists of travel from
Union Square to home or

home or

office

.

office to Union

Source:

Source:

Marshall Kaplan, Gans, and Kahn.

Saks Fifth Avenue.
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The proposed project would cause a slight decrease in the number of
riders coming to the Union Square area, based on estimates of transit
trips generated by the existing building at its earlier maximum occu-
pancy and the existing Saks Fifth Avenue store. If projected ridership
were compared to current ridership generated by the existing vacant
building and Saks Fifth Avenue store, it would represent an increase in
daily transit trips during the 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. period when
excess capacity currently exists.

The proposed project site is served by numerous transit preferential
streets, which give priority to transit vehicles through the use of

exclusive transit lanes and which restrict automobile turning move-
ments which conflict with transit movement. The transit preferential
streets serving the proposed project are: Sutter, Post, Geary,
O'Farrell, Mason, Powell, Stockton, and Kearny.^

Circulation

The proposed project would be located across the street from the north-
west corner of Union Square, at the intersection of Powell and Post
Streets. Existing transportation (transit, street and pedestrian ways)
would provide access to the proposed project. No changes in street
right-of-way characteristics, street parking or pedestrian access would
be required.

The truck loading area is shown on Illustrations A and 6, pages 10
and 12. The proposed project would provide interior off-street loading
elevators with a capacity for three trucks. The truck elevator would
require a curb cut of approximately 13 feet on Post Street. No other
change in the current amount of red and yellow curb presently available
is required. Trucks would require no space beyond the 13-foot wide,

15-foot long access strip from the curb to the truck elevator to

maneuver. There would be no street-side servicing.

According to Dinwiddle Construction, the proposed project contractor's
demolition and construction activities would require closing the

parking/traffic/loading lane on the north side of Post Street, along

the length of the existing building. This would impede the one-way
eastbound traffic flow along Post Street, particularly during the peak
period when the parking/loading lane is open to traffic. As Stockton

Street is one-way south, a left turn from Post onto Stockton is illegal.

Demolition and construction activity would not interfere with north-

bound traffic along Powell Street. Southbound Powell Street traffic

could experience delays. Cable car operations could also be delayed.

Sidewalks adjacent to the proposed project site on Post and Powell
Streets would be closed. The developer would provide temporary
covered walkways on these sidewalks during the construction period
in compliance with City regulations.

Icity Planning Department, Comprehensive Plan for Transportation,

27 April 1972, pp. 13, 22, and 23.
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E. Air Quality

Increased emissions would be caused by: (1) dust generated in demo-
lition, moving and loading debris, and unloading and handling some
construction materials; and (2) construction-related machinery and
vehicles. San Francisco is located in an Air Quality Maintenance
Area (AQMA) . AQMA is based on the" determination that an area will
not attain or be able to maintain compliance with National Ambient
Air Quality Standards in the next twenty years. Planning for attain-
ment and maintenance is presently underway under the aegis of the
Environmental Management Task Force. Staff of the Air and Water
Division of the Association of Bay Area Governments head the technical
staff of the Task Force. A work plan has been approved. June 1978

is proposed for submission of a plan to EPA.

F. Noise

Demolition and construction noise would cause short-term impacts
lasting until completion of the project. They would be greatest
during the first four months of demolition, excavation, and con-
struction activities.

Based on previous experience, the proposed project engineers state
that the noise level in the vicinity of the proposed project is not

expected to exceed 80 dBA at any time during the demolition or con-
struction phases of the project. This is primarily due to the fact
that pile drivers would not be used during construction. The foundation
of the proposed building would rest on drilled-in-place caissons. No
riveting would be utilized due to bolted and welded steel frame con-
struction. Construction noise would be a source of speech interference
and annoyance to pedestrians and employees in adjacent buildings for

short periods of time during the initial construction period.
Construction noise of 80 dBA would not be discernable over general
background noise levels of 65 dBA in the nearest downtown mixed use,
residential areas which are one block away.-'-

The noise from the mechanical penthouse would be a source of annoyance
to residents of the Sir Francis Drake Hotel's fifth and sixth floor
rooms facing the proposed project if their windows were open.

Mechanical equipment noise would not be perceptable at street level,

as the cooling tower on the roof, which would generate 55 dBA at a

distance of 50 feet, would be set back 50 feet from the edge of the

roof. Since the building would be approximately 95 feet high, and the

average noise level at the sidewalk is 75 dBA, the noise generated by

the mechanical penthouse would probably not be discernible.

•Source: Watson Takahashi, Engineer, telephone conversaion,
February, 1976.
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Energy Consumption

Gas and electric service to the proposed project would be provided
by Pacific Gas and Electric Company. Electricity would be used to
light ar^ cool the proposed project, as well as to power the eleva-
tors, trTick lift and escalator. Gas would be used for the project's
heating coils and hot water.

Hayakawa & Associates, proposed project mechanical engineers, provided
an analysis of the proposed project's projected energy consumption.
This report has been filed with the City Planning Department. The
building envelope and its mechanical and electrical systems would
conform to all applicable sections of the pending Title 24, Building
Standards, "Energy Conservation Standards for New Non-residential
Construction" of the California Administrative Code. The buildingis
envelope would have high thermal resistance and low air leakage and
mechanical and electrical systems and equipment which would promote
the efficient use of energy. They estimate the connected kilowatt
load would be 2,440.^ The average kilowatt hours of electricity per
month needed to service all electrical needs is estimated to be

348,000 kwh per month. Each square foot of interior floor space will
require 2.61 kwh per month. An average residential unit consumes
approximately 550 kwh of electricity per month.

^

Estimated daily and annual electrical load distribution curves are
shown in Illustrations 21 and 22, pages 47 and 48. The estimated
monthly average consumption of fossil fuels in British Thermal Units
(BTU)3 is 2,020 BTU per square foot of interior floor space. The

estimated peak fossil feul consumption is 1,920,000 BTU per hour.

An average residential unit consumes approximately 140,000 BTU's per

hour

.

^

Fluctuation in projected daily electrical load (Illustration 21, page

47) is a function of turning on lighting at 8 a.,., starting the

chiller at 11 a.m., reaching the chiller peak between 12 noon and 2 p.m
chiller shutdown around 4 p.m., and lighting shutdown at 7 p.m.^

^Energy calculations for the proposed project are available for public
review on Department of City Planning files.

2
Telephone conversation, Eric Rosen, Pacific Gas and Electric Company,
January, 1976.

BTU is the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of one

pound of water one degree.

^Telephone conversation, Eric Rosen, Pacific Gas and Electric Company,

January, 1976.

^Telephone conversation with Jack Holtzinger, Hayakawa & Associates,

proposed project mechanical engineers.
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Anticipated daily and annual load distribution curves for natural gas
consumption are shown in Illustrations 23 and 24, pages 51 and 52.

Major fluctuations in projected daily gas load (Illustration 23, page
51) are a function of heating turn-on at 7 a.m. , reduction in heat load
around 8 a.m., starting of hot water boilers at 9 a.m., increasing need
for heat around 6 p.m. as temperature decreases, and hot water shut-off
at 7 p.m.

1

The annual energy consumption of the existing Saks Fifth Avenue store
and Fitzhugh Building at full occupancy is compared with the projected
energy consumption of the proposed store in Table 5 on the following
page.

The increase in total and per square foot energy consumption would be

due to the fact that the proposed project includes air conditioning,
escalators, truck elevators, and lighting systems, which are not a part
of either the existing Fitzhugh Building or the existing Saks Fifth
Avenue building.

Utilities and City Services

Water

^The proposed project demand for water, both for domestic consumption
and sewer services, is estimated at 14,000 gallons per day.^ Since

the water used for air conditioning is recycled, the percentage of the

project water used for air conditioning is of the order of 1 percent.
The existing Saks Fifth Avenue store uses approximately 14,900 gallons
per day, due to the large number of, and inefficient nature of, facili-
ties within the existing Saks Fifth Avenue store. An average residen-
tial unit in the City of San Francisco consumes approximately 60

gallons of water per day per person.-^

Sewer

The proposed project would generate approximately 14,000 gallons of

waste water per day, which would be discharged into the City's Sanitary

Sewer System. This discharge would be treated by the North Point

Sewage Treatment Plant, and would constitute 0.0003 percent of its

average dry weather flow of 65 million gallons per day. This City

plant would receive the discharges until the planned expansion of the

Telephone conversation with Jack Holtzinger, Hayakawa & Associates,

proposed project mechanical engineers.

Hayakawa & Associates, proposed project mechanical engineers.

'or. Selina Bendix, San Francisco City Planning Department,

15 February 1977.
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TABLE 5

PRESENT AND PROJECTED ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Existing Saks Fifth
Avenue Store^

3
Fitzhugh Building

Total Existing
Consumption

A
Proposed Store

Gas Therms
1

Total Per Sq. Ft,

6,600

9,900

16,500

34,300

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.24

Electric KwH

Total

700,000

1,000,000

1,700,000

4,170,000

Per Sq. Ft,

11

11

11

31

A therm equals 100,000 BTU.

Saks Fifth Avenue Energy Report, James Ludwig, 1975.

I

Data not available at full occupancy. Square footage usage of exist-
ing Saks Fifth Avenue store was applied to the Fitzhugh Building
square footage to obtain estimated consumption.

Hayakawa & Associates, proposed project mechanical engineers.
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Southeast Treatment Plant is completed and the North Point Plant is

abandoned. The capacity of the North Point Plant is exceeded during
wet weather when peak flow rates are high. Analysis of 70 years of

record indicates that in an average year there are 82 overflow events
for a total of 206 hours.

^

The North Point Plant provides advanced primary treatment which removes
approximately 50 percent of the pollutants. This level of treatment
does not meet present state requirements or the provisions of the 1972

Amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (PL 92-500)

.

The City's Wastewater Master Plan calls for the secondary treatment
(removal of about 90 percent of pollutants) of all dry-weather sewage
now transported to the North Point Plant. The Southeast Treatment
Plant is to be expanded to accomplish this goal. This project is

scheduled for completion by the end of 1983.

Solid Waste

The proposed project would generate an estimated 1,400 pounds of waste
per day, using the generation factor of one pound per 100 square feet

of floor space recommended by the California Solid Waste Management
Control Board. 2 This represents an increase of 530 pounds (69 percent)
in the solid waste currently generated by Saks Fifth Avenue and the

existing building. It is less than the amount of solid waste that

would be generated by the existing Saks Fifth Avenue store and the

present building operating at full capacity. ^ This increase represents
0.0001 percent of the City of San Frnacisco's daily solid waste.

The solid waste would be collected by Golden Gate Disposal Company and

placed in the holding area at 501 Tunnel Avenue in San Francisco. It

is estimated that 60 to 80 percent of all waste generated by a large
retail store is recycled as a result of the waste disposal companies'
routine recycling program. The remaining 20-30 percent of the pro-
posed project's solid waste would be transferred to the regional
park land fill site in Mountain View within one day. The Mountain View
land-fill has a life expectance of six years from 1978.^

•Mr. Colburn, Sanitary Sewer Division, Public Works Department,
14 June 1977, and San Francisco Master Plan for Wastewater Management,
Comprehensive Report, 1971.

^There is no data available for the solid waste generated by the exis-
ting building at full capacity. Standard factors are not applicable
for medical-dental buildings.

^Technical Bulletin //2: Solid Waste Generation Factors in California
,

July 1974.

^r. Steffenelli, Golden Gate Disposal Company, telephone conversation,
1 June 1977.

^Ibid.
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Police/Fire

The San Francisco Fire Department indicates that the water presssure
would be adequate for the new building. The Department expressed the
opinion that there does not appear to be any unusual hazard involved
with the proposed new building.!

The San Francisco Police Department estimates that statistically one
additional police offcer would be required to handle the police work
related to incidents attributable to the increased population usage of

the site. About 60 additional incidents would be generated annually by
the proposed project, according to the Police Department.^ The Depart-
ment estimates that the additional number of incidents would cost the

City $31,200 per year.

I. Employment

# Saks Fifth Avenue estimates that at full retail capacity, the new store
would expand Saks Fifth Avenue's employment from 200 to approximately 400

persons. Roos-Atkins, the site's present largest retailer and employer,
indicated that present employees would be relocated to existing stores.

The City would experience a net addition of approximately 200 jobs from

the project. The proposed project would provide approximately 85 person-

years of construction employment.

J. Fiscal

The proposed project would increase the property tax base in the City and

County of San Francisco. At the 1977 San Francisco combined property

tax rate of $12.82 per $100 of assessed valuation, the site and existing

improvements with an assessed valuation of approximately $825,000 would

generate approximately $105,700 in ad valorem tax revenue annually.

#The contribution of the proposed project to total tax revenues can be

estimated from the current value of land and the proposed project's esti-

mated construction cost. Present value of the land is $2,797,500. The

estimated construction cost of the proposed project is approximately

$7.4 million. At a ratio of market to assessed valuation of four to one,

the assessed valuation of the land and building would be approximately

$2.55 million. The proposed project would produce approximately

$327,000 annually in tax revenue. This would be an increase of approxi-

mately $221,000 in combined property tax revenues over the tax revenues

generated by the existing building-

Chief Rene A. Gautier, o£. cit .

Captain George Sully, Planning and Research Bureau, San Francisco

Police Department, September 1975.
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The existing Saks Fifth Avenue store generates approximately $520,000
in state sales tax revenues. The City and County of San Francisco's
share of this tax is approximately $80,000. The proposed store would
generate approximately $1.4 million in sales tax revenues. The City
and County's share would be $200,000. The net increase in sales tax

revenues is estimated to be $120,000 annually.
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CHAPTER V

MITIGATION MEASURES PROPOSED TO MINIMIZE THE IMPACT

A. Visual Impact

Saks Fifth Avenue states that it has attempted to mitigate the
unavoidable effect of the removal of the Fitzhugh Building facade
on Union Square's visual environment by directing its architect to

design a new building that would avoid a blank, windowless facade on
Union Square. After listening to and consulting with citizens' groups
concerned with the aesthetic environment of the Union Square area,
Saks Fifth Avenue emphasized to its architect that it wanted a new
building worthy of its predecessor and of the site even if the
design resulted in less than the optimal retail environment .

^

Some of the design terms of reference of the Department of City Planning
were developed with the intent of mitigating potential visual impact
(see Visual Impacts Section, p. 85 , and Attachment A, page 34). The
footings for the proposed building would be designed to permit con-
struction of additional floors should future market conditions or

space needs of Saks Fifth Avenue justify expansion.

# Saks Fifth Avenue would also insure that the Fitzhugh Building is

documented prior to demolition and that the resultant measured drawings
and photographs would be made available to interested historic preser-
vation groups.

B . Relocation

The leasing agent, Coldwell Banker, has worked to find new locations
for tenants wishing to relocate. These efforts would continue for

the remaining retail tenants should the proposed project be allowed
to proceed. Coldwell Banker has stated that relocation within San

Francisco at comparable rents has been accomplished for all tenants.

C . Energy Consumption

Mitigation measures to conserve energy have been included in the

design process. They include:

1. A lighting control system that would permit zone control of

lights, so that lights could be turned off in areas not in use.

^Allan Johnson, Saks Fifth Avenue, telephone conversation March 1977.
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2. Thermostatic control of heating and air conditioning units on
each floor which would permit temperature levels to be set

appropriate to the needs of each floor.

3. A mechanical fan system equipped with an "economizer cycle",
which would use 100 percent cold outside air to cool the building
without running electric chillers and the chilled water plant.

4. Insulation would be installed to minimize energy consumption.

#5. The economic and technical feasibility of the use of solar energy
for heating hot water and/or to supplement the building's heating
systems are under investigation by the sponsor's architect.

D. Water

0A11 faucets would be equipped with flow restricting devices. Toilets

installed would be low-flow, water efficient types.

E. Solid Waste

The developer would install a trash compactor which would reduce the
bulk of solid waste generated by the project. Although this device
would use energy, solid waste disposal needs (i.e., haulage require-
ments and land fill site space used) would be less than if no compaction
is used.

F . Noise

Silencers would be installed on all mechanical equipment, air intakes
and exhausts to minimize noise production. This would be more
important at night when the ambient noise level is lower.

All construction equipment would meet the regulations of the San
Francisco Noise Abatement and Control Ordinance No. 274-72, Section
2907, Construction Equipment.

G. Air Quality

Debris from on-site demolition would be wetted down, as necessary, to

prevent pollution of the air by dust and other particles. All dirt
and building debris would be wetted and covered, as necessary, to

prevent air pollution and overflow onto public rights-of-way. City
streets and sidewalks adjacent to the proposed project would be kept
clear of project-generated dirt and debris.

The developer would comply with all construction and safety standards
of the Construction Safety Orders (Title 8 of the California
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Administrative Code) , which are administered by the Division of

Industrial Safety, California Department of Industrial Relations.

Traffic Congestion

The developer would provide an off-street loading platform and
elevator to mitigate traffic obstructions due to construction
deliveries. Deliveries and removal of debris would be done at times
least disruptive to pedestrian and vehicular traffic in the area
whenever possible. It is not anticipated that trucks would be
temporarily immobilized on Post Street at any time.
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CHAPTER VI

ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS THAT CANNOT

BE AVOIDED IF THE PROJECT IS IMPLEMENTED

• The demolition of the Fitzhugh Building which is listed on the

National Register of Historic Places.

• The proposed building would be approximately 95 feet tall from the
center line of the Post Street facade, 47 feet lower than the

building now on the site.

• There would be a temporary increase in noise, particularly during
the first month of demolition and construction.

• Temporary increased vehicular congestion on Post Street would
occur, due to closing of the parking/loading land on the north
side of Post Street during demolition and construction.

• The increase in vehicle trips generated by the site would result
in increased traffic activity in the Union Square vicinity.

• The proposed project would generate increased parking demand for

existing off-street parking spaces in a two to three block radius
of the site.

• An increase in dust, fumes, and other emissions during demolition
and construction of the proposed project would occur.

• An increased use of gas and electricity resources would occur.
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CHAPTER VII

DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

Retention of the Existing Building for Offices (No Project)

Description

The only changes would be in the interior of the building; there would
be no long-term changes in the architecture of Union Square. Con-
struction work would be required to renovate the facade of the Fitzhugh
Building to comply with the Parapet Ordinance^ and to remodel the
interior of the building. If the use of the building were not changed,
it would not be required to comply with current building codes which
require many features not included in the building, such as enclosed
stairways, sprinkler systems, etc. Engineers' reports on the current
condition of the building parapets indicate that the work required would
be extensive. H.J. Degenkolb and Associates, Engineers, has stated:

"...it is clear that these elements present a significant hazard
to public safety. That is not meant to imply that the entire
building face can be expected to fall off, but certainly portions
of these appendages would fall in a moderately strong earthquake
and fall to the sidewalk below. There are two basic solutions:

1. Remove the appendages and patch the surface.

2. Attempt to anchor all of the elements back into the structural
system in a. manner that would attempt to prevent "fall off."
Such an effort would be extremely expensive and would un-
doubtedly destroy the present appearance. Balcony railings
would probably have to be completely rebuilt.

It should be mentioned again that although the typical exterior
terra cotta piers are not included as a parapet or an appendage,

they, too, present a distincy earthquake hazard because of the

type of construction. "2

Differences in Environmental Impacts between Saks Fifth Avenue's
Proposal and This Alternative

This alternative would preserve a building of architectural interest

which is part of the historic visual identity of Union Square. It

would not affect the present height configuration or the architecture

Article 2.5 of the San Francisco Building Code.

See Attachment D., page , a letter from H.J. Degenkolb and Associates,

Engineers, to Coldwell Banker and Company, 25 July 1975.
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of Union Square. The temporary impacts of the construction work, required
to renovate the existing facade and the interior would be less and of
shorter duration than the temporary impacts associated with demolition
and construction of a new building.

Saks Fifth Avenue's Reasons for Rejection of This Alternative

1. This alternative would preclude Saks Fifth Avenu's objective of
acquiring a new store in the Union Square area (see Attachment J).

"Saks Fifth Avenue purchased the property for the purpose of locating
a retail store on the site. It is not in the business of real estate
investment or management and under no circumstances would it use the
(Fitzhugh) building for rental offices.

2. The upper floors of the existing building are presently divided into
small offices designed primarily for medical uses, for which there
is little demand in the Union Square area. The supply of medical
office space is currently in excess of demand. Medical office build-
ings at 450 and 490 Post and 516 Sutter continue to have space avail-
able. Demand for medical space in the Union Square area has been
continuously declining over the past ten years. ^ Aside from renova-
tion costs, the space would be difficult to rent, as the demand for

office space in San Francisco is centered in areas other than Union
Square.

^

#3. Degenkolb, Dinwiddle, and Helmuth, Obata & Kassabaum indicate that
the composition and condition of the outside of the Fitzhugh 's walls
(as distinct from the parapets) are such that parts of them may fall
in the event of an earthquake. (See attachments D, F, G, H, I, and
K.) Degenkolb Engineers feel the solution to be complete removal
of the present facade and replacement of it with new material
attached to a new, structurally sound wall. Besides the cost

involved, this solution would result in a change in the visual
quality of the existing building.

B. Conversion of the Existing Building to Retail Space with No New

Construction

Description

This alternative would entail a change in the building's occupancy load,

thereby necessitating a complete remodeling of the building and its

facade to comply with building codes and the Parapet Ordinance.

Attachment J. Letter from Allan R, Johnson to Sheldon P. Cans,

4 September 1975, p. 131.

'Lloyd Hanford, Jr. & Co., o£. cit .

W. Lloyd Hanford, Lloyd Hanford, Jr. & Co., Real Estate (telephone

conversation, 1977).
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Compliance with the building code is required

"...if remodeling affects more than 30 percent of the original
above-grade area of the building. It is not possible to convert
the tower of the Fitzhugh Building to use as part of a Saks
Fifth Avenue store without renovation of more than 30 percent
of the structure."^

H. J. Degenkolb & Associates, Engineers, has stated that

"It is our opinion that the building could not be converted to

retail sales use because of the hazards presented by the unrein-
forced exterior filler walls and more so because the structure
cannot meet the present earthquake code requirements. Removal
of the hazards and strengthening the building to meet code
requirements could mean virtually a complete reconstruction. "2

Thus, there would be construction work, including complete replace-
ment of the existing exterior facade with new material (see

Attachments B-I)

.

Differences in Environmental Impacts Between Saks Fifth Avenue's
Proposal and This Alternative

Like the first alternative, this alternative would preserve the

Fitzhugh Building and would not affect the present height config-
uration of Union Square. It would have an architectural and visual •

impact because the facade would have to be replaced .

Saks Fifth Avenue's Reasons for Rejection of This Alternative

I. The existing building cannot be remodeled to meet the space
requirements of a Saks Fifth Avenue store. The total number of

square feet and the number of square feet per floor is inadequate
The eight-foot ceilings that would result from the installation
of air conditioning and ventilation equipment and sprinkler pipes
and ducts are one-half the accepted standard.^ In Saks' opinion,

modern retailing practice requires wide open space for merchandis

See Attachment I, letter from C.E. Smith, Dinwiddle Construction Co.

to Sheldon P. Cans, 3 September 1975, p. 127.

See Attachment H, letter from H.J. Degenkolb & Associates, to

Dinwiddle Construction Co., 3 September 1975, p. 121.

'See Attachment J, letter from Allan R. Johnson, Saks Fifth Avenue,

to Sheldon P. Cans, op . cit

.

, p. 131.

^Ibid.



and the free movement of customers provided by elevators and
escalators. Retention of the existing elevators in their present
location would break up the desired open space. The substandard
steel frame^ and the lack of space prohibit the installation of

escalators .

^

2. The change an use of the building would require the building to

be brought up to code, which would require additional seismic
bracing and a complete replacement of the exterior curtain wall.
This mandatory remodeling would be costly and the new space would
still be inadequate for a Saks Fifth Avenue store.

Two Building Alternative

Description

This alternative has been developed by the Foundation for San Francisco's
Architectural Heritage and the Northern Chapter of the American Institute
of Architects (Heritage/AIA) . Under the Heritage/AIA proposal, a new
building behind and connected to the Fitzhugh Building would have a

basement and six stories, and would contain most of the retail sales
space. Alternate floors to the Fitzhugh Building would be connected to

the new building. (Ceiling heights in the old building would be 8 feet

after adding air conditioning, etc.; ceiling heights in the new building
would be 22 feet) . Half of each connected floor would provide stock
rooms, fitting rooms, and offices for Saks Fifth Avenue; the remaining
half would consist of rental offices. The alternate floors of the old

building would consist entirely of rental offices (see Illustrations 25

through 28, pages 64, 65, 66, and 67).'^ To increase the open floor
space available to Saks Fifth Avenue, the Heritage/AIA proposal suggests
moving the stairwell and elevator shafts from the front of the existing
building to the rear.

According to the Superintendent, Bureau of Building Inspection, the

areas on the upper floors which would be used by Saks would be considered

"...'an increase in occupant load' as well as 'an increase in
live load,' (e)ven though Heritage proposes that Saks' use for
retail space slightly less than half of floors 2, 4, 6, 8, and

•Letter from C.E. Smith, Dinwiddle Construction Co., to Sheldon P. Cans,
op . cit

.

, p . 127

.

^Letter from Allan R. Johnson to Sheldon P. Cans, op . cit

.

, p. 131.

^Attachment D, letter from Degenkolb & Associates, Engineers to

Coldwell Banker and Company, 25 July 1975, p. 112.

^Source: Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural Heritage;
Contact: Mr. Robert Berner.
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EXISTING BUILDING MEW BUILDING

TWO BUILDING ALTERNATIVE

MAIN ENTRANCE SECTION

ILLUSTRATION 26
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POWELL STREET
TWO BUILDING ALTERNATIVE

MAIN FLOOR PLAN

ILLUSTRATION 27
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EXISTING BUILDING

TWO BUILDING ALTERNATIVE

TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN

ILLUSTRATION 28
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10, the building would come under the provisions of Section
502.1(3), which would require that the entire building be
made to comply with Section 104. F unless the area involved
in the remodeling is limited to not more than 30% of the
original above grade area of the building."!

Remodeling could be limited to less than 30 percent of the original
above grade area of the building if Saks Fifth Avenue gave the City
a "recorded" statement which specifically stated that Saks Fifth
Avenue would never use the remainder of these floors for retail
space. This statement would have to be reviewed and approved by the
Bureau of Building Inspection prior to recordation.

2

#With a less than 30 percent change in occupant load, Mr. Goldberg
stated that the City would require strengthening of the building to
resist lateral forces to the extent changes in the location of
the elevator and stairwell and structural framing would adversely
Impact the lateral resistance of the building. 2 Should a structural
engineer find the existing filler walls unsafe, a design professional's
proposed method to make those walls safe must be submitted to the Bureau
for acceptance. Two separate sets of fire stairs would be required
for both the old and new buildings, one of which in each building must
be a smokeproof tower. Finally, the parapets and appendages of the
old building would have to be reinforced, replaced, or removed to
comply with the Parapet Ordinance.

If the change in occupancy load were greater than 30 percent, the
building would have to be brought up to the present Building Code.
This would require reinforcing the steel frame, replacing the
exterior walls as well as those actions identified above.

Differences in Environmental Impacts Between Saks Fifth Avenue's
Proposal and This Alternative

# If the facade of the building could be preserved, the impacts of the

Fitzhugh demolition could be eliminated. This alternative would not

affect the present height configuration, but could affect the

architecture facing Union Square if the change were greater than

30 percent, since the existing facade would then have to be replaced.

(See Attachment K.) The construction of a new building behing the

existing building would affect the Powell Street image since the new

building's frontage would be a new element in the street's facade;

none of the plans for this alternative describe the Powell Street

frontage. Renovation usually takes less energy and materials than

new construction of the same number of usable square feet. In this

case, required remodeling would be so extensive that it is not clear

Attachment E, letter from Alfred Goldberg, Superintendent, Bureau of

Building Inspection, 4 August 1975, p. 116.

^Ibid.
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that less energy would be used in remodeling than would be used in
construction of the proposed building. If it were not structurally
or economically feasible to bring the building up to current fire and
earthquake codes, occupants of the building would be subjected to

greater hazards than in the proposed new building.

Saks Fifth Avenue's Reasons for Rejection of This Alternative

1. The store space offered by any version of this alternative
would be inadequate on several grounds. The ceilings in the
existing building section of the store would be 8 feet high
(after adding air conditioning, etc.); 22-foot ceilings are
proposed in the Heritage/AIA plan for the new building. Eight
foot ceilings are unacceptable to Saks Fifth Avenue: they would
create a cramped and crowded atmosphere. Floor layouts in the

existing section of the store would be small, cramped and
obstructed, as they would have to be fitted around the existing
building's structural columns and elevator shafts. The floor
space per floor would be insufficient for a new Saks Fifth

Avenue store.

# The two building alternative would provide approximately 7,600
square feet of Saks Fifth Avenue floor space with 8-foot ceilings,

22,000 square feet with 10 foot ceilings, and approximately 95,000
square feet with ceilings in excess of 17 feet.-*- The Saks Fifth
Avenue proposal would provide approximately 134,000 square feet

of floor space, all of which would have ceiling heights of 13

feet or higher.

Passage between the old and new buildings would be limited to

fire doors (as required by the Building Code) , which would
hinder customer passage through the store.

The largest roll-down, 2 hour UL approved fire door is 10 feet

by 12 feet.

Furthermore, the rental offices would share the same fire stairs
with the retail part of the building. Such access would be un-

acceptable to Saks Fifth Avenue because of the increased security
problems it would introduce. Saks Fifth Avenue also expects that

this alternative would entail excessive maintenance costs, as

compared to a totally new building. (See Attachments G and J for

all quotes in 1 .

)

2. Under this alternative, the existing building would have to be

remodeled to comply with the City Building Code. This would be

costly, and the result would be a facility in which Saks Fifth

Avenue would not operate a retail store." (See Attachments B

through K.)

^This proposal would also provide 37,000 square feet of rental office

space with 8 foot ceilings.
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3. There is doubt, according to the real estate consultant engaged
at the request of the Department of City Planning, ^ about the
marketability of the rental office space included in this alter-
native since the location is not a well-identified, established
office location and is not convenient to the main business center.
Saks Fifth Avenue has neither experience nor knowledge of real
estate management; thus, it has been advised that the investment
in speculative rental office space would not seem prudent.^

4. This alternative would be more expensive than the current pro-
posal. Table 6 shows the cost estimates for the Saks Fifth
Avenue proposal, as prepared by Dinwiddle Construction Company,

and for the Heritage/AIA proposal, as prepared by Kaplan/McLaughlin,
Architeccs/Planners . Figures for the Heritage/AIA proposal assume
that less than 30 percent of the existing structure would be

renovated. (These estimates include only actual renovation and
construction, and take into account inflation through mid-1978.
They do not include the value of the parcel or income from
rental offices.)

# TABLE 6

CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATES
FOR THE CURRENT SAKS FIFTH AVENUE PROPOSAL

AND FOR THE HERITAGE/AIA PR0P0SAL3

Current Heritage/AIA
Saks' Proposal Proposal

COSTS $7,400,000^ $9,300,0005

Floor Space

Saks Fifth Avenue 134,000^ sq. ft. 124,000^ sq. ft,

Rental Office - 37,000^ sq. ft,

TOTAL AREA 134,000 sq. ft. 161,000 sq. ft.

^Source: Lloyd Hanford, Jr. & Co., Real Estate; Contact: Mr. Lloyd

Hanford (telephone conversation, September 1976)

.

^ Ibid. .

^The Heritage/AIA costs assume less than 30 percent change in occupant

load. Costs do not include value of parcel, potential rental income,

or property taxes.

'^Costs include demolition of existing building, and are based on a mid

1978 start. Source: Dinwiddle Construction Company and Saks Fifth

Avenue; Contact: Mr. Curtis E. Smith.

'^Cost prepared by Kaplan, McLaughlin were updated at a constant 6% infla-

tion compounded to a mid-1978 start. Source: Foundation for San

Francisco's Architectural Heritage; Contact: Mr. Robert Berner; updated

by Dinwiddle Construction Company.
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D. Preservation of Fitzhugh Post and Powell Street Facades and
Construction of a Totally New Building Behind Them

Description

The facade on Post Street and the tower facade on Powell Street would
be preserved and a new building would be constructed in back, of the

facade walls which would be anchored to the new building. This build-
ing would have five above ground stories of approximately 24 feet and
a tent frame to support the 27 feet of facade that would extend beyond
the height of the enclosed new building.

Differences in Environmental Impacts Between Saks Fifth Avenue's
Proposal and This Alternative

This alternative would preserve the architectural and height configura-
tion of Union Square.

Saks Fifth Avenue's Reasons for Rejection of this Alternative

1. The structural configuration of the Fitzhugh Building would make
it almost impossible to preserve the facade walls if the rest
of the building were demolished. The only support that is in contact
with the terra cotta is hollow tile unreinforced walls. These walls
are brittle, do not meet West Coast Code requirements and pose an
earthquake hazard. It would be necessary to back the existing wall
with a reinforced concrete wall and anchor each piece of terra cotta
to the new wall. This cannot be done because the added weight of

the concrete walls could not be supported by the existing steel
frame. There is no feasible way of preserving the existing facade
while demolishing the remainder of the building. In addition, any
earthquake-resistent anchorage of the existing terra cotta would
destroy the existing tile and appendages which would have to be
reconstructed from molds of existing material. The 27 feet of

facade which would extend beyond the height of the enclosed new
building would pose a hazard in the event of a 1906 type earthquake
and could fail in a windstorm.

2. The cost differential between this alternative and Saks Fifth
Avenue's proposal is difficult to calculate because there are no

comparable projects on which to base costs. Anchorage and
replacement of the existing facade onto the existing structure
has been estimated at between $15 and $25 a square foot. Assuming
a total $50 per square foot cost for facade preservation, the cost

would be $1,400,000. The cost of the enclosed building would be

comparable to that of the proposed new building less the Post Street

facade. Assuming the Post Street facade were 10 percent of total

building cost, the cost of the enclosed building would be

approximately $6,600,000. The tent frame has been estimated to

cost $75,000, for a total cost of $8,100,000, $700,000 more than

the proposed new building.
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E. Demolition of the Fitzhugh Building and the Construction of a

New Nine-Story Building (the Same Height as the Present Building)

Description

Under this proposal, the existing building would be replaced with a

new nine-story building. The first five stories would contain the

Saks Fifth Avenue store, while the upper four stories could contain
rental space, including offices, other retail firms, hotel space,
apartments, or some combination of these.

Differences in Environmental Impacts Between Saks Fifth Avenue's
Proposal and This Alternative

The nine -story alternative would preserve the present height con-
figuration of Union Square. The height of the proposed project would
be 47' 6" less than that of the existing building. Other impacts of

this proposal would pe proportionally greater than those of the cur-
rent Saks Fifth Avenue proposal, as the latter is for a building of

five stories.

Saks Fifth Avenue's Reasons for Rejection of This Alternative

Although Saks Fifth Avenue has indicated that it is not in the
real estate business, _i£ at the present time there were an interested
prospective tenant who would use the upper floors, while preserving
to Saks Fifth Avenue the ability to utilize that space in the future,
and if it were economically feasible, this alternative would be con-
sidered superior to the current proposal since, under this alternative,
the tenant would share the burden of the land costs with Saks Fifth
Avenue. However, as of this report, no such tenant has been found.

At the request of the City Planning Department, Saks Fifth Avenue
contracted with a firm approved by the City Planning Department to do

an economic feasibility study of the uses of the upper four stories,
incouding retail, hotel, apartments, full floor offices, and small
offices. The report concluded that

There is no use that would meet the test of market
feasibility under current market conditions .. .no current use

exists for the upper floor space that would provide a reson-
able economic return (yield) on project cost (only the cost

of the added floors). Thus, no economic feasibility for

increased building size is indicated.

2

^Source: Saks Fifth Avenue; Contact: Mr. James J. Ludwig.

^Letter of transmittal from Lloyd Hanford, Jr. & Company, Real Estate,
to Mr. James J. Ludwig, Saks Fifth Avenue (28 April 1975), pp. 3 and 4.
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The report also states that it would be imprudent for Saks Fifth
Avenue, lacking expertise in property development and management,
to speculate on finding, after construction, specialized users who
could pay sufficient rent.-'- (See Attachment J.)

Thus, Saks Fifth Avenue feels that constructing a nine-story building
without having, in advance, a user for the four upper stories would
involve "excessive economic risk." Saks Fifth Avenue continues to

search for users, and would amend its plan if it found such a

user or users. 2 The proposed project's footings and foundation
would be designed to permit construction of additional floors in the
event market conditions change.

F. Alternative Locations for a New Saks Fifth Avenue Store

Saks Fifth Avenue feels that the Union Square area is the hub of

retailing in San Francisco, and has no interest in acquiring a new
store elsewhere. Most property available in that area during the

last 15 years has been investigated, including: the Ransohoff
Building, which proved to be unsatisfactory because it lacked suf#

ficient unobstructed horizontal floor space (its space was divided
among too many floors); the site of the City of Paris Building, which
now belongs to Nieman-Marcus ; and the site of the Hyatt Union Square
Hotel. The existing site is now the only site available in the

Union Square area which Saks Fifth Avenue finds acceptable for a

new store. (See Attachment J.)

The location of the proposed project on another site in the down-
town area would have similar impacts to the use of the site on Union
Square without involving demolition of the Fitzhugh Vuilding. Should

Saks Fifth Avenue wish to locate out of the Central Business District,
in Stonestown, or near another residential area, the store would need
more land due to the lower height limitations or would have to develop

a smaller store in a neighborhood commercial district. This could

increase parking requirements in the Stonestown area or neighborhood
residential area. It could also take business ayay from the Central
Business District. The Fitzhugh Building could be retained if Saks

Fifth Avenue should locate to another site; the Fitzhugh Building
could be demolished in order to clear the site for some other project
proposed by Saks Fifth Avenue or any subsequent owner.

Letter of transmittal from Lloyd Hanford, Jr. & Company, Real

Estate, to Mr. James J. Ludwig, Saks Fifth Avenue (28 April 1975),

pp. 3 and 4.

Source: Attachment J, p. 131
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CHAPTER VIII

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LOCAL

SHORT-TERM USE OF MAN'S ENVIRONMENT AND THE

MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY

Implementation of the project would involve the long-term commitment
of the project site to the design, height, and character of the

proposed building. The proposed project could strengthen San
Francisco's (Union Square) downtown retail sector through generation
of an increase in retail activity. The increase in Saks Fifth Avenue's
retail activity could lead to increased retail activity in other Union
Square stores.

The location of the proposed site is in a developed retail, commercial
services and hotel center. As there is no reason to anticipate
substantial changes in Union Square's basic land use pattern, if the

Fitzhugh Building were to be demolished, one of these three types
of use would be expected to replace it. Any new development on the

site would probably have similar impacts to the proposed project and

tend to cause growth in the sector it represented.
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CHAPTER IX

IRREVERSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES WHICH WOULD BE

INVOLVED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT

The existing building, which would be demolished, is a non-renewable
aesthetic resource.

The proposed project anticipates the use of standard construction
techniques and materials, i.e., steel, concrete, glass, etc. These
materials would not be salvageable in the short run. In the long
run, steel and glass could be salvaged and reused. The use of ma-
terials in the proposed project would preclude their use for any other
purpose during the life of the proposed project.

Non-renewable energy resources would also be consumed in the pro-
duction of materials that would be used in the manufacture of building
materials, transportation of building materials to the project site,

construction and operation of the proposed project.
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CHAPTER X

GROWTH- INDUCING IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

Development of the site as proposed is not anticipated to have any
short- or long-term effect on resident or commuter population growth
in the City and County of San Francisco as there would be a relatively
small (approximately 200 jobs) net increase in employment attributable
to the project.

Some developmental impact could occur as a result of the increased
concentration of retail activities in theUnion Square area, repre-
sented by the proposed project. This increased concentration could
act as a stimulus to additional commercial development in the area.
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CHAPTER XI

EIR AUTHORS AND PERSONS CONSULTED

DRAFT EIR AUTHOR

Department of City Planning
100 Larkin Street
San Francisco, California 94102
Selina Bendix, Ph. D., Environmental Review Officer
EIR Coordinator: Douglas I. Holmen
(415) 588-3056

PRELIMINARY DRAFT EIR AUTHOR

Marshall Kaplan, Cans, and Kahn
222 Columbus Avenue
San Francisco, California 94133
Principal Author: Leslie J. Wells

ORGANIZATIONS AND PERSONS CONTACTED

City and County of San Francisco:

Tax Collector's Office
• Mr. David Dilig

City Planning Department
• Mr. Ed Green
• Mr. William Duchek

Fire Department
• Chief Rene A. Gautier, Division of Planning and Research

Police Department
• Captain George Sully, Planning and Research Bureau

Municipal Railway
• Mr. Walter Lewis, Muni Scheduler

• Mr. Luther Freeman

Public Works Department
• Mr. Richard Evans, Traffic Engineer, #C-20425.

OTHERS

Hellmuth, Obata and Kassabaum, Inc. (Architects)

915 Front Street

San Francisco, California 84111
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2 DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING 1()0 lAXKIN ".IXtf r • SAN fXA^CI'^O. CAUf CiX.s'iA O'lD?

July 31, 1973

HEMOxHANDUM

RE: Urban Design Terms of Reference for the Fitzhugh Building Site, North-
east corner Post and Powell Streets; Assessor's Block 295,, Lot 7.

The toajor issues concerning this site are: L) the relationship to Union
Square; 2) the relationship to the rest of the Post Street Facode, par ticulcirly
the Quantas Building; 3) vehicular access and off-street loading spaces rela-
tive to the Powell Street cable car; and housing included as a mixed use with
retail.

Froa the above Issues come Che following specific Urban Design Terms of
Reference for this site:

(1) Any building on this site should continue the strong definition and
the character of the facade line facing Union Square.
a) The height of the building on Post Street should be the same ns

the Quantas Building to the East. (1A2'6" at the West property
line, including the parapet)

b) The transition from the highly articulated Renaissance facade of
the St. Francis Hotel to the simplicity of the Quantas Building
should be maintained.

c) The facade of the upper floors should present a scale and texture
siailar to the office building and hotel Facades on the square,
rather than most typical conteaporary department store facades.

(2) The facade of any building on this site should natch the color and
texture of the Quantas Building granite,

(3) Richness of detail should be a significant feature on the Post Street
and Powell Street facades to complement the simplicity and general
understatement of the Quantas Building Post Street facade, and as a

transition to the St. Francis Hotel. Xoss of such rich detailing as now
exists on the Fitzhugh Building facing the Square would adversely change
the historical character of this urban open space significantly.

(4) Uo vehicular access should occur on the Poi^ell Street frontage.

(5) The number of off-street loading spaces with access on Post must con-
form to the minimum requirement of the City Planning Code (Article 1,

Section 139).
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(6) All off-atrsfet loading spaces nusc havs o r)inirr,uin depth of 35 ftoc,
and bef designed in such a way as to elimln.-»te tlie probability oL lo^jdiny,

occurring on or across the sidewalk. A signalling device to minir.iide

loading-pedestrian conflicts should be includ^id.

-Ty£
" Lhe Ci tyTlannxng Co^e^

(8) Market rate housing should be considered as a mixed use with the pro-
posed retail. It is Department policy to encourage houaing in the

dovnCovn area and it is understood that such housing might well be

high income housing, a small number of units and po.ssibly small units.

The above I>esign Terms of Reference can be accomplished by retaining the

Fitzhugh Building as part of a new retail building. The Fitzhugh building is

a fine example of quality urban architecture that would be difficult to dupli-
cate today. Recent examples of nixture of old buildings and new construction
are: Chirardelli Square, the Cannery, Citizen's Savings at Geary and Market,
and the Bank of California at California and Sansome Streets.
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IIslImutiL, Obata Kassabaum, Inc., Architects 915 Front Struel

Scin Francisco, California 94111

Telephone: 415 986 427r>

28 May 1975

Mr. Alfred Goldberg

Dsporfment cF Public Works

Bureou of Building Inspection

450 McAllisfer Streef

San Francisco, California 94102

Re: Saks Fif'n Avenue, San Francisco

Dear Mr. Goldberg:

On Wednesday, May 21, 1974 the preliminary meeting was held on the

above mentioned project. Ttiose present v/ere: Harold Fong, Departmenr

of Building In.^pection; Robert Stauder and Bill Valentine of HOK.

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss a plan which the Heritage

Foundation had submitted to Saks regarding the preservation of a portion

of the existing Fitzhugh Building. The thrust of the Heritage proposal is

to seporote the existing building from any new structure and to leave the

s^rucl-ure of the existing building essentially in tact; thereby, not requiring

the portion of the building which is preserved to be brought up to the new
code requirements (particularly for the structure and for the exterior wall

of the building). The following are pertinent comments as it relates to this

concept:

a. The Heritage proposal envisions removing the ground floor and base-

rr^nt floor in the northern two-thirds of the existing building and also

rerr.oving the elevators and stairwell at the center of the existing tower.

In Mr. Fong's view this change of structure does not Involve 30% of the

existing floor area of the building and therefore In Itself would probably

not require the building to be brought up to the code requirements as

ore outlined in Section 104b-l.

b. The change of use in the building from office space to retail space in-

dicates a dramatic increase In the occupant load and In the floor loading

for the portion of the existing structure which would be used for retail

space. This is covered In Section 104b, pages 20 and 21 In the San

Francisco Building Code. Because of this change of use of the building
^

Offices in; St Louis, Ma. .\nchorage, Alaska, Belleville, III.. Washington, D. C, Dallas, Texaa. New York, N. Y.
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Mr. Goldberg - - 2 28 May 1975

b, (continued)

we undersfood from Mr. Fong that the entire existing building

would need to be brought up to the new code requirements

(particulorly with regard to the structure and to the curtain wall).

We would appreciate your confirmation of the above meeting notes.

^Bi II Valentine

BV/ii

cz: Thomas F. D'Angelo

Curt Smith

Marc Monhelmer

Bob Stauder
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July 15, 1??5

N^i, AlFr^ Goicberg

Buitjou Of 2ui!'::iJ">g Irupecrion

Son rrcncisco DcDCfhY>enf of

450 McAllisrer - Rm. 202

San FrcindicO;. Co. 94102

Re: Solo Flfrfi Avenue, Sen Francisco

Deer ^/4•. Goici>erg:

This l-i^r^r Is .>o n?ccrd r'rx? perrinen}" commenrs or our mesring v/IfK you oo

Tuesday, Jul/ 3. Trios-e pf£S^n^ wera you^ Harold Feng, Jack Fcs^lo, Jack Gus^>cson,

Sandy Tcndowsicy of G. K. T., Bct> S louder and Bill ValsnTuvs oF rlOK.

JUa porpc&Q or rha rrseaHng wes lO cjgoin discuss foe pian which H"ic HeriJ-cge Foundaflon

hcd subfnl.'ted fo 5ak5 rB<;crding ^he pr^ervaricn of a portion or fiSi exi^Hng Fi^20ug!^

Building, The fhrjslr of i\ye Herifoge proposal Is i^o separars tK« exisHng buiidlng from

ony new 5^Tuc^ure (leaving hhe sirucfure of the existing building essentially in tact)

thereby' not r^cui^^>g the portion of ihe buiidirag which is preserv^ to be brought up

to rhd new cod* re<;uirements (parHcuiarly for the structura orrd for the exterior woll

oF the buildino). The Herircgo proposal envisions removing the ground Floor and base-

rrr^nf floor in fSe norrhem htvo-rhirds or the existing buildir^g ond also removing rHe.^

elavofors zr>d stcsrvreil at the cenhsr oF th<j existing tower* Follcwir>g ore pertinent

comrnents cs If reictes ^o this concef)t:

1 , The 'jse of iTie ground floor space cs o retail area would not be coitsidersd a

chcTKje of occupancy (since that space is presently used for retail).

2. - The orecs on the upp-er floors which would be used by ^oks would be considered

cs "en jncrecse in occupant load". Even though Heritcge proposes that Saks

use For retail space slightly less then holf of floors 2, A, 6, 8 end 10, the

Ci^/ vrculd consider that all of each of these floors would foil into the "increased
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Pc<jB Two

cccupcncy coi" v^vjory'' (unlriss ihc CiYy '/^ore boijiyeri o "recorde-J" :;?arsnv-?n^

frO'tj Saks whioh speciHcolly jn<ilv-:otdo ihoi Soks would nov^^r i'n\i rarnaindar

Of i'h'isa floors :of rrrfcil rooc^).

3. If 5a)cs cgrefjd ro give \hQ CUy o "recoraed non-uic s^cifeinen^" f'nen rhe

remodeled cr*=a in ih^ building would involvu leas i"ncn 30% of renolning

porh'on of Jhe bcillding and would fherefcre ^.o^ be sub)ec^ to \hc requlr^-

mtinrs in Coda 5ecnon lC4r (parrlculoriy w!?!i record lo the s^r\JC^ur9 and

fae exterior wall). Wifh rhis scneftit;, fho exIsHng srruciTjra will need to bo

revc/nptid so li will be ct lecst as s.vong v/ith regard to vccM cal forces citd

laJsral forces cs r'ne present axlsring buildlr?g is. The structural work rn-ist

cccoin.nodore the foil owl condirior^i.

c. T'-.e rerr^ovoi of th$ DCfth^m iSvo-rhirds of the building will lessen

the laterai bracing in thi building.

b. The rerrioval of the contsr elevator and stairv/ell core could

afreet I'r^ lateral brocing of the building.

c. The ren^ovol of o pori^ort of the exterior v/oll on the northern

side of the towar could effect the lotsral bracing in the building, .

d. The increosed occupant locd will ccuae an increased live lood on

the floors of the building where cppliccbie,

4. In the :chrer:ie v/hich involves less then 30% remodeling, v/e understand

fror) you thaf the City would not require that the existing exterior wall be re-

inforced Of replaced (except for pcrcpets, balconiGS end other projecting

i terras which ere covered in the Pcrcpet Ordlncncc) ,

5. If it is nor Fecnilble for Saks to submit o "recorded" stotement ogoinst the

use of the remoinder of floors 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10, then HOK calculates the

rerrv^Jellrg will involve more then 30% of tfve existing tower. V/e understand

from you that when the remcdaling involves more than 30% of the area, then

the entire building including the structure ond the exterior wall nust be

bro'^ht Into ccnfcrmance with the present day code requirernejnrs (including

lateral force design requirerrvents). See Sections i04E and 104F,
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6. VVri unoefs5-cr.d no r'is^curani would be oilo'vccl In i-'n.'i- exIsHng 'ouiSciing

(sines this v^'chjIcI b« cKafK^ed S-q a public ij^vfj^embly occupancy).

7, We unders^Gn^:! no smcke ?0;ver would b-e rsqujrsd (If Isss tWi 30% of J'iva'

crac! of /ne i-ower is aFfecrsd by »he cHange of occupcn^ locd In fh© re-

mcd-i^iing),

8, Vou courioned fhal^. In fhe proposed Heri^qcje scheme, only 25% of ^he wall

cr.-^a v»x>uld be allowed cs a connection behveen the old building and ih.e

proccsed n«w building (on each floor).

9. Tsvo sers of sepGfote fira stairt woold be r&qulrad boih for the old and now
buildings.

V/e would cppracicre your conrinmanon of ihe cbov« meeting notss,

Cofdially,

William E, Valentine

Principol

cc: Themes F. D'Angelo

Curt Smith

N\c(c .Vonheimer

Bob Stouder
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H. J. DEGENKOLB & ASSOCIATES. ENGINEERS
3SO SANSOME STREET SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94I04

Telephone 392-6952 or 392-0104

July 25, 1975

Coldwell Banker and Company
One Embarcadero Center
San Francisco, California 9A111

Attention: Peter J. Musto

Reference: PARAPETS AND APPENDAGES
FITZHUGH BUILDING 38A POST STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Gentlemen:

The June 30, 1975 letter from the Department of Public .Works lists the following
items to be investigated concerning their ability to resist earthquake forces:

1. Hollow tile parapet around entire roof.

2. Metal cornice supported by parapet around entire roof.

3. Balconies on three sides at third and tenth floors.

A. Balconies on Post Street side at fourth and eighth floors.

5. Masony belt course on three sides at second floor.

6. Canopy over Post Street entrance.

7. Fire escape at north side.

On Thursday, July 17, 1975, the writer conducted a general observation of the

building, which was limited to a review of exposed conditions. The only area
where actual structural elements were observed was at the top of the roof cor-
nice and parapet, where the framing was in general conformance with the details
on the drawings. We observed the cornice, the parapet, the fire escapes and

all of the balconies. In general, the exterior terra cotta finish on the building
is in good condition. One area of spalling was observed, that being on the under-
side of an eighth floor balcony. Some previous patching of terra cotta soffits
was also observed. Numerous rail posts on the balconies have cracked and spalled
due to rusting of the concealed vertical rod. A number of these have been removed.
There was also some spalling of the finish at the corner of the fire escape at the

third floor. Some minor rusting has occurred on a small portion of the soffit of

the main cornice.

We have also reviewed those sheets of the original drawings which were made
available to us.

HENRY J. DEGENKOLB

R. GORDON DEAN
GEORGES E BAS5ETT
THOMAS D. WOSSER
LORING A. WYLLIE. JR.
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July 25, 1975

The Fitzhugh Building, designed in 1922, is a ten story and basement building
with the tower 46'-6" wide on Powell Street and 162'-6" wide on Post Street.
Below the second floor, the building is 137 '-6" wide along Powell Street.
The building is constructed with a system of structural steel columns and beams
with the beams connected to the columns with nominal top and bottom clip angles
in addition to the web connection. Floors are of reinforced concrete slabs
supported by the structural steel beams, which are sho^^m to be fireproofed with
concrete, except at the exterior walls.

The exterior walls of the tower are constructed with hollow tile with a finish
facing of terra cotta. The exact details of construction are unknown, but the
materials are very brittle and subject to severe damage in the event of mod-
erately strong earthquakes. Comments concerning the specific items to be
investigated are as follows:

Item 1. Hollow tile parapet around entire roof .

The height of the parapet above the roof varies from approximately
2 feet to approximately A feet, due to the sloping roof. It is of
hollow tile construction behind the metal cornice. The parapet would
depend on the metal cornice framing for lateral supports.

Item 2. Metal cornice around entire roof .

The metal cornice projects approximately 5 '-6" out from the back of

the parapet and it is approximately 5 feet high above the terra cotta
finish below. It is supported by a system of light structural frame
outriggers at 2'-0" o.c. The drawings indicate a continuous steel
angle at the top of the cornice spanning between columns. From the

standpoint of calculations, it appears that the steel framing is

adequate to resist the required design forces, vertical and horizontal,
*-V.^ _ _ „ _ • _ ^ „„J *- J 4.1 »_ *_ 1or DOtn Z.nS. CCi.iijL.>_c^ emu nyj^j-^n uxxc pai-apci., aaouiuxng, uitcii. uiic ^di-ctpci.

can span to the angle and that the angle and its connections have not
rusted.

Item 7. Fire escape at north side .

The design dra.>7ings do not indicate any details for the construction
of the fire escape. To determine the adequacy of construction will
require a substantial amount of demolition work in order to uncover

the members and their connections. This has not been done and con-

sequently, at this stage, it is not possible to make a statement

regarding the fire escape.
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Items 3, 4, 5 and 6. Balconies, belt courses and canopy over Post Street rn trancc.

In addition to the appendages noted by the Department of Public Works,
there are balconies on the fourth and eighth floors on the Powell Street
side and there is a masonry belt course on at least two street sides at
the eighth floor.

All of the appendages indicated consist of terra cotta finish, apparently
backed by hollow tile as shown on the drawings. The drawings do show light
steel outriggers for the tenth floor balcony and for a portion of the canopy
over the Post Street entrance, but no structural elements are shown for
the other balconies. The balcony railing at the tenth floor is metal, but
for all other balconies, the railing is of terra cotta. Some of the terra
cotta rail posts on each level have exhibited deterioration due to rusting
of the central steel rod. This rusting was caused by water penetration
through the joints.

All of these elements must be considered hazardous because of the nature
of the construction. That is, adequate support depends upon successful
anchorage of a series of materials that are non structural in nature,
possess little strength and are subject to brittle failure. This lesson
has been learned and relearned in the observations of results of earth-
quakes over the years. The method of construction is simply not compatible
with the performance necessary to resist the effects of earthquakes.

The drawings do not show any specific details for connecting the elements
back into the structural frame except for one drawing showing some details
over the Post Street entrance. Here, some ties are shown, but size, spac-
ing and effectiveness are completely unknown. In general, the hollow tile
and terra cotta units are "stacked" out away from the building face,
probably with some kind of ties back into the structure. However, even if

these ties were provided, their initial adequacy is unkno^'/n. Based on pre-
vious experience, it is most likely that they were not adequate to resist
earthquake forces. Further, the present condition of the ties is unlcnovn.

Metal embedded in unit masonry is subject to rusting due to water penetration
through mortar joints. There is no way of evaluating any anchorage that
might exist without destroying the existing materials in order to observe
the conditions. Even if this were to be done, such an observation would
have to be very thorough and not just on a spot check basis, because of the

variability of the material and the workmanship.

Again, it is clear that these elements present a significant hazard to

public safety. That is not meant to imply that the entire building face

can be expected to fall off, but certainly portions of these appendages
would fail in a moderately strong earthquake and fall to the sidewalk below.
There are two basic solutions:
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1, Remove the appendages and patch the surface,

2. Attempt to anchor all of the elements back into the structural
system in a manner that would attempt to prevent "fall off".
Such an effort would be extremely expensive and would undoubtedly
destroy the present appearance. Balcony railings would probably
have to be completely rebuilt.

It should be mentioned again that although the typical exterior terra cotta piers
are not included as a parapet or an appendage, they, too, present a distinct earth-
quake hazard because of the type of construction.

Please consider this letter to be Phase I of our report to you. We will conduct
further investigations as required after you have had a chance to review this
report and discuss it with us.

Very truly yours,

H. J. DEGENKOLB & ASSOCIATES

Thomas D. Wosser

TDW/dq
cc : Dinwiddle Construction Company
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CITY AND COUNTY Of SAN FRANCISCO

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

BUREAU
OF

BUILDING INSPECTION
AU'^-us t ^,

1 !

1975 RM ?02. 450 McALL'ST

SAN FRANC;i''0

CALIFORNIA 94102

7
Saks Fifth Avenue
Fitzhugh Bldg.
490 Post Street

I

Code Requirements

Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, Inc
915 Front Street
San Francisco, Ca. 9^111

Attention: Nr. William Valentine

Gentlemen

:

Reference is made to your letter dated July 15* 1975 in v;riich you
stated your understanding of conclusions reached at a conference
with personnel of this B-areau on July 15, 1975 concerning subject
project.

Your statements have been reviev/ed and are acceptable as modified
by the follov/ing connnents and corrections:

Item 1. Generally correct as stated.

'Item 2. Amend to read, the areas on the upper floors which
would be used by Saks shall be considered as "an
increase in occupant load" as well as "an increase
in live load", 3ven though Heritage proposes that
Saks' use for retail space slightly less than half
of floors 2,4,6,8 and lOjthe building would come
under the provisions of Section 502.1 (e), which
would require that the entire building be made to
comply with Section 104. F unless the aj?ea involved
in the remodeling is limited to not more than 30^3
of the original above grade area of the building.

Item 5« Generally correct as stated but note that the said
non-use statement which would be recorded against
the life of building is subject to review and
approval of this Bureau prior to recordation.

Sub-items a thru b. \vhere the removal of exterior
walls, elevator and stairwell core and struct^ural
framing adversely affects the lateral resistance
of the building, the capability of the building to
resist lateral forces must be strengthened so as to
be not less than before such alterations were made.
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Item 4.

Item 5*

Item 6.

Itea 7.

Item 8.

Iten 9.

Not entirely coiTect stated.

In the scii-:::e v;:iich involves less than JO;.? remodeling,
this Bureau v;ill not require the entire existing build
in:;; to cornel v v/itn the condltiona of Section 104-..'?.

However, should your Structural Jingineer find the
existing filler walls iunGafe,then a proposed method
by the desi:cn professional to ma^e those walls safe
must be submitted to this Bureau for acceptance.

Generally correct as stated.

Not entirely correct as stated.

A public assembly (Group B3 restaurant) would be
allowed in the existing building provided all
applicable provisions of code are complied with, such
as but not limited to the egress and lateral force
requirements of Section 104. E and Section 104.F.

Not correct as stated.

Smoke tower is required per Section 104-.C in the
existing building since the change of occupancy in-
volving increase in occupant load affects every floor
of the existing building.

Vith regard to communicatins openings between Type 1
buildings, please be guided by the conditions of
Section 1803.3.1.

Amended to read, "Two sets of separate fire stairs
would be required both for the old and new buildings,
one of which in each building shall be a smokeproof
tower.

therefore, proceed with your plans accordingly.

Alfred Goldberg, Superintendent
Bur^'au of Building Inspection
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DINWIDDIE CONSTRUCTION CO.

CROCKER PLAZA
SAN FRANCISCO, CALI FORN lA 9<I04

(415) 986 27IS

LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 900I0
38IO WILSHIRE BLVD.

(213)336 2880 AUgUSt 5 , 1975

Marshall Kaplan, Gans, and Kahn

222 Columbus Avenue, Suite 300

San Francisco, California 94133

Attention: Mr. David Datz

Re: Remodel of Fitzhugh Building

Gentlemen:

In reviewing the facade of the Fitzhugh Building, it is our opinion

that the only way this facade could be maintained and have any

structural integrity would be to remove it and replace it. The

existing terra cotta is backed up by hollow tile which has absolutely

no reinforcing. We refer you to H. J. Degenkolb's letter and the

original structural drawings.

We have had similar problems on other San Francisco buildings and

have found that by far the most economical method is to remove the

wall and replace it with structural studs and plaster in lieu of the

hollow tile, and to install new terra cotta. New terra cotta and

railings matching the existing architectural features could be dupli-

cated from molds of the existing material.

Very truly yours,

DINWIDDIE CONSTRUCTION CO.

CES:tf By
Curtis E. Smith
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ATTACHMENT G

Hellmuth, Obata & KaSSabaum, Inc., Architects giS Front street

San Francisco, California 94111

August 13, 1975 Telephone: 415 986 4275

Mr. Sheldon Gans

Marshall Kaplan, Gans & Kahn

222 Columbus

San Francisco^ California 94133

Re: Saks Fifth Avenue, San Francisco

Dear Sheldon:

This letter is in response to your letter tome dated August 11, 1975. Following

are our comment as related to the four alternatives which your letter covers:

1. Retention of the Fitzhugh Building for offices : This use would, of

course, still be allowed. The City would not require that the

building be brought up to the new code standards; however, the

owner of the project would still be faced with the legal and moral

responsibility of maintaining an essentially unsafe building in a

heavily populated area. The floors are somewhat small for first

class present day office standards, but could probably work fairly

well If there were a market for small office tenants in the Union

Square area (which we understand there is not).

2. Conversion of the Fitzhugh Building to retail space with no new

construction: In this case, there would be significant code

problems. Tf the floors above the first floor were converted to

retail space, then the entire building would have to be brought

up to the new code. This would mean significant additional

seismic bracing, and a complete rework of the exterior curtainwall.

In addition to this, access to the upper floors for retail use would

undoubtedly be limited to elevators, since there is no room in the

existing tower for installation of escalators, and in any case, the

installation of escalators for such a limited space would be out of

the question in terms of economics.

Offices in

St. Louis, Mo.
Midland. Mich.

Anchorage. Alaska Beirut. Lebanon Belleville, 111. Dallas. Texas

New York. N. Y. Princeton. N. J. San Francisco. Calif. Washington. D.
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Mr. Sheldon Gans

August 13, 1975
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3. Preservation of the Fitzhugh and use of it in conjunction with

a new building to be constructed behind and connected to it,

etc. : Here, I refer you to my letter to the City dated July 1 5,

1975, and their letter of response dated Aug. 4, 1975. These

letters cover the point that with this use, the existing building

would need to be brought up to the new code requirements. This

is technically probably not impossible, but extremely expensive

to accomplish. In addition, fire walls would be required at the

division between the old and new space, which would make each

of the retail floors quite inflexible. The floor-to-floor dimension

in the existing building is a significant problem in terms of con-

verting these floors to retail use (the floor-to-floor dimension

being only 11 feet). Summing up, this alternative would be very

expensive and quite inflexible.

4. Demolition of the Fitzhugh Building and construction of a new

nine-story bui Iding, etc.: This alternative wou easy to

accommodate architecturally, and there would be no code

problems. It would be easy to allow separate entry to the upper

floors which Saks would not use (from Powell Street). There are

minor servicing problems, i.e., both Saks and the upper floor

tenants would need to use the same underground loading dock

spaces, etc., but these are not significant. The basic problem

with this scheme is that there is not as yet a proven market for

the upper floor areas. (I refer you to the Lloyd Hanford market-

ing survey which was done in April 1975.)

Please let me know if I can help you with more information on these points.

Cordiallyl

alentine

WEV:nc

cc: Stanley E. Gilinsky

James J. Ludwig

Marc H. Monheimer
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H. J. Degenkolb 8c associates. Engineers
350 SANSOME STREET SAN PRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94104

Telephone 392-6952 on 392-OI04

HENRY J. DEGENKOLB

R. GORDON DEAN
GEORGES E. BASSETT
THOMAS D. WOSSER
LORING A. WYLLIE. JR.

Dinwiddie Construction Company
400 Crocker Plaza
600 Market Street
San Francisco," California 94104

September 3, 1975

Attention

:

Reference

:

Mr. Curtis Smith

FITZHUGH BUILDING

Gentlemen

;

As requested, we have reviewed construction of the typical exterior wall system
where a hole was cut in the Post Street wall at the third floor level. We undei
stand that you \>7ill cut some additional holes to verify the observed details.

The basic structure is of structural steel framing, with columns at ll'-lO"
on center. The exterior facade is finished with a terra cotta facing which
is backed with hollow tile. The interior surface is finished with plaster.
Typically there are two windows between each pair of columns, with a 45-1/2
inch wide pier at the columns and a narrow 16 inch wide mullion midway between
the columns. The drawings indicate a steel angle within the mullion.

The present observation is based on review of the one area that was exposed.
Observed conditions are shown on the attached Sketches 1, 2 and 3.

The field exploration uncovered a portion of a pier at a column. The column
is a built-up section, 12-1/2 inches deep, with a web plate and four
6 X 3-1/2 X 1/2 inch angles riveted together, rather than a rolled section as

shown on the drawings.

The terra cotta is in units approximately 16" high by 28" to 30" long, formed
with ribs on the inside face. The backing behind the terra cotta is built up

with unreinforced hollow tile units and grout. There are galvanized wire
anchors, approximately 1/8" in diameter which hook through the horizontal ribs

of the terra cotta units. The ties observed are in good condition, not rusted.
It appears that they are hooked through the top rib on the unit and are embedded
in the mortar space between that unit and the next one above it. There was no

disceruable connection between the top of one unit and the bottom of the unit

above it. At the columns, the wire anchors are simply bent to engage the

Outer flange of the column. All other anchors extend into the hollow tile

backing only. The column itself is also enclosed with hollow tile as fire-

proofing.
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Dinwiddle Construction Company

Page 2

September 3, 1975

The construction of the exterior wall is not subject to the retroactive require-

ments of the parapet ordinance. However, it must be pointed out that the con-

struction of the exterior walls of this building is composed of very brittle
materials that in our opinion can be expected to suffer significant damage when
exposed to sizable earthquake forces. That damage could include shattering of

the terra cott'a and hollow tile with debris falling to the sidewalk below. The

field observation confirmed our previous opinion, based on the drawings, that

the exterior wall construction and anchorage presents a distinct earthquake
hazard.

With regard to the question of possible conversion of a significant portion of

the building to retail sales, Section 104C of the San Francisco Building Code
states

:

" The extent of an existing building that is considered as

being directly affected by the new architectural alteration work
shall be determined, using the following criteria in addition to

the provisions of Section 502.1:

4. Whenever alteration work involves extensive changes to elements
such as walls, partitions, ceilings, etc., in substantially all
portions of the structure, the structure as a whole shall comply
with Section 104. F."

Further, Section 502.1 states:

"Sec. 502,1. Minimum Requirements Applicable for Change of Occupancy.

In addition to the requirements of Tables No. 5-D and 5-E, and the
specific requirements of the new occupancy as set forth in Articles
6 through 15, where the change of occupancy is permissible under
Table No, 5.1, the following requirements shall in all cases be met
for the new occupancy in compliance with this Code:

(e) Lateral force provisions of Section 104. F, if the change
of occupancy results in an increased occupant load or floor
load."

Table 33-A of the Code indicates upper floors of retail sales occupancies to

have twice the occupant load of offices.

Table 23-A, "Unit Live Loads", requires a live load of 50 pounds per square
foot for offices and 75 pounds per square foot for stores - Retail (light
merchandise)

.
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Dinwiddie Construction Company
Page 3

September 3, 1975

In our interpretation of the Code it would be clear to us that a significant
conversion of this building from office use to retail sales would require
conformity with Section lOA.F, which states:

"Sec. 104. F. Lateral force Design requirements.

The provisions of Sec. 2308 and Sec. 2314. D through .H shall apply
to the entire building or structure. It shall be demonstrated
that the entire building or structure is capable of resisting these
forces and safeguarding the occupants and the public.

Consideration shall be given to all aspects of construction which
may affect safety; including but not necessarily limited to the

adequacy of connections between structural members, the adequacy
of building separation and the security of unreinforced filler
walls as well as parapets and appendages."

Section 2308 covers wind design and Sections 2314. D through 2314. H prescribe
requirements for earthquake resistant design. For this building it would
not be possible to "demonstrate that the entire building or structure is

capable of resisting these forces and safeguarding the occupants and the

public." It is our opinion that the building could not be converted to .retail

sales use because of the hazards presented by the unreinforced exterior filler
walls and more so because the structure cannot meet the present earthquake code
requirements. Removal of the hazards and strengthening the building to meet
code requirements could mean virtually a complete reconstruction.

Very truly yours,

H. J. DEGENKOLB & ASSOCIATES

Tliomas D. Wosser

TDW/dq

cc: Peter Musto
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DINWIDDIE CONSTRUCTION CO.
CROCKER PLAZA

SAN FRANCISCO. CALI FORM lA 94I04
(4-15) 986-2718

LOS ANGELES. CALI F 900I0
3aiO WILSHIRE BLVD

(213) 3S6 asBo Septembers, 1975

Marshall Kaplan, Gans & Kahn

222 Columbus Avenue, Suite 300
^

San Francisco, California 94133

Attention: Mr, Sheldon Gans

Re: Saks Fifth Avenue, Post and Powell Project

Environmental Impact Report

Gentlemen:

You have asked us to discuss the engineering and structural feasibility of the four

alternatives to the proposed project described in your letter of August 11, 1975.

The following comments are in response to your request.

Two general comments are appropriate. First, the Fitzhugh Building is a medical

office building built on speculation in 1925 using materials of the day. The steel

frame would not pass today's building code, and modern building requirements dic-

tate that it should not be used if extensive renovation is contemplated. The cost of

the steel frame is only approximately 15% of a new building, and it is a false economy
to use the substandard frame to support new materials. The existing spec building in

no way meets the standards of construction for a modern building of institutional

quality and workmanship.

Second, a problem common to any future use of the Fitzhugh Building is the condition

of the exterior. The facade of the building consists of two-inch terra cotta tile,

backed up by four-inch unreinforced hollow tile, which in turn is held onto the building

frame by light wires, and has no structural integrity. The terra cotta is made to

imitate the Colusa sandstone, similar to the St. Francis Hotel. The entire wall system

has no structural integrity and could probably not withstand lateral forces. See the

attached copy of H. J. Degenkolb & Associates' letter dated September 3. We estimate

the cost of removing and replacing the exterior wall to be approximately $15 per square

foot, although additional exploratory demolition work is required and might reveal that

the cost would be even greater.

The following is a discussion of specific construction problems presented by the four

proposed alternatives.
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DiNwiDDiE coNSTRUCTiON CO. _2- Marshall Kaplan, Gans & Kahn

1. Retention of the Fltzhugh Building for offices. Renovation of the building for

office use could not be limited to superficial refurbishing such as painting, papering

and general cleaning and remodeling such as replacement and upgrading of plumbing

fixtures, linoleum and lighting fixtures. Renovation would include sprinklerizing,

installation of ventilating and air conditioning equipment and rewiring to bring the

lighting up to modern standards and to support air conditioning equipment. The

construction of the Fitzhugh Building would make such work extremely expensive

and difficult.

The building has no ventilating equipment, and air is circulated through transoms.

Removal of the transoms and installation of solid core doors would be required to

comply with the fire safety requirements of the Building Code. This change in turn

would require installation of air conditioning and ventilating equipment. The Fitzhugh

Building does not have plenum space between floors, and the ceilings consist of solid

concrete slabs. There is no space for installation of sprinkler pipes and the duct

work and electrical equipment which would be required to ventilate and air condition

the building. Either the pipes would have to remain unconcealed or the ceilings would

have to be lowered in order to create plenum space. The ceiling height would be re-

duced to a barely adequate maximum of eight feet.

Movement of corridor partitions would not be feasible and the space needs of individual

tenants could not be accommodated, because the building is supported by a series of

structural columns which are located along the existing corridors. These columns

are an integral structural element of the building and cannot be moved to accommodate
shifts in the placement of interior walls.

2. Conversion of the Fitzhugh Building to retail space. Conversion to retail space

would present problems similar to those discussed above. More open space suitable

for retail use would be required, but because the existing structural columns cannot

be moved, the floor plan cannot be altered to provide more open space. Ceiling

heights of eight feet or less are even less suitable for retail use than for office space.

The elevators are inadequate for the high volume of traffic generated in a retail store

building.

3. Preservation of the existing Fitzhugh Tower and use of it in conjunction with a new
building to be constructed behind and connected to it. The cost estimates supplied by

the Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural Heritage and by Mr. Herbert

McLaughlin for the two plans submitted by them are incomplete because the estimates

are based on the cost of superficial renovation of the Fitzhugh Tower without bringing

the building into compliance with the San Francisco Building Code. We estimate that

the cost of carrying out the proposals, complying with the present code, would exceed

the estimated cost of an all new building by about 50%.
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Mr. Alfred Goldberg, Superintendent of the Bureau of Building Inspection of the

Department of Public Works, has advised that compliance with the Building Code
will be required if remodeling affects more than 30% of the original above-grade

area of the building. It is not possible to convert the tower of the Fitzhugh Building

to use as part of a Saks Fifth Avenue store without renovation of more than 30% of

the structure. The Heritage plan calls for use of the south half of the tower, facing

Union Square, as office space for which no structural renovation would be required.

Only every other floor on the north half of the tower would be converted to use as

retail space. Such a plan on its face appears to require a change in use of less

than 30% of the building, but the Heritage plan could not be put into effect. Ceiling

height requirements dictate that the building cannot be remodeled for retail

selling use without removing the concrete slabs which separate the floors, raising

the ceilings to an acceptable height and creating plenum space in the remainir^ area.

Such work would result in a change in use of more than 30% of the original above-

grade area of the building, and compliance with present building codes and standards

would then be mandated. The McLaughlin modification of the Heritage plan provides

more retail area for use by Saks Fifth Avenue, but by increasing the retail floor

space it necessitates alteration of more than 30% of the building and would require

Building Code compliance.

Full code compliance under either the Heritage or the McLaughlin plan would require

a complete reconstruction of the building, substantially taking it down and rebuilding

it. The only part of the building which could be salvaged is the substandard steel

frame, which represents only about 15% of the cost of construction. Because the

steel frame does not comply with present code requirements, it would have to be

extensively buttressed and strengthened, and it is possible that we would discover

after work commenced that not even the frame could be saved. If the existing frame

were used, the integrity and life of the remainder of the building would be diminished

because it would be constructed on a substandard frame. The quality of the resulting

building would not be first class.

Until demolition of most of the existing building was completed, it would not be possible

to determine the extent of the inadequacy of the building by present standards. The
materials used on the exterior of the building which we have been able to examine

indicate that inexpensive materials were used where possible. Other shortcuts as to

time, workmanship and cost may have been taken when the building was constructed.

Based on our present knowledge of the condition and workmanship of the building, the

contingency funds included in the Heritage and McLaughlin plans are inadequate.

The cost estimates submitted by Heritage and Mr. McLaughlin fail to include work
required to bring the building into compliance with modern codes, such as buttressing

the steel frame, replacing the facade and constructing fire stairs and a smoke tower.

They also fail to cover structural work which would be involved in such alterations
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as removal of the elevators. When all code work required in a remodeling of the

existing tower is taken into account, we estimate that the cost of remodeling the

tower and constructing a new building behind it would exceed by approximately 50%
the cost of a completely new building on the site.

The result of an attempt to "preserve" the Fitzhugh Building tower would be an

unnecessarily expensive, essentially contrived and makeshift imitation of a typical

1920's speculative office building.

4. Demolition of the Fitzhugh Building and construction of a new nine-floor building.

This alternative presents no serious construction problems. The decision as to the

number of floors of a new building is a business decision to be made by the owner

of the property.

Very truly yours,

DINWIDDIE CONSTRUCTION CO.

CESrtf

cc: Stanley Gilinsky

James Ludwig

Marc H. Monheimer, Esq.

William Valentine
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EXECUTIVE orncES
611 FIFTH AVENUC
NEW YORK. N Y \OOZZ

ALLAN R.JOHNSON
CHAIRMAN

AND

CHier EXECUTIVE ornCER

September i|, 1975

RECEIVED

SEP 8 1975

Marshall Kaplan, Cans & Kahn
222 Columbus Avenue
Suite 300
San Francisco, California 9U133

Attention: Mr. Sheldon Cans

Re: Saks Fifth Avenue, Post and Powell Project
Environmental Impact Report

Gentlemen:

You have asked us to comment upon the alternatives to a new five-story store
building described in your letter of August 11, 1975» and to advise why the
alternatives are not acceptable to Saks Fifth Avenue. This letter is in re-

sponse to your request.

!ifou have received a letter from our contractor, Dinwiddie Construction Co.,

stating the construction and engineering problems which are presented by the

alternatives and by the condition of the exterior of the building. Those
problems, the exorbitant cost of the work required to overcome them and the

substandard quality of the mediocre building which would result are signifi-
cant factors in the decision of Saks Fifth Avenue that preservation of the

Fitzhugh Building is neither feasible nor desirable.

A. Retention of the Fitzhugh Building (no project) . Saks Fifth Avenue
purchased the property for the purpose of locating a retail store on the site.

It is not in the business of real estate investment or management and under
no circumstances would it use the building for rental offices. Even were Saks
Fifth Avenue differently inclined, use of the existing building for renta]
offices is not a viable alternative. The report of Lloyd Hanford, Jr., a real
estate consultant engaged at the request of the Department of City Planning,
indicates that the demand for medical offices, for which the building was ex-

pressly designed, in the Union Square area is more than adequately seized by
existing facilities. You have been provided with a copy of Mr. Hanford's
report. Other possible tenants of the small space units of the existing
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buildixLg would be quasi-retail or service-oriented firms, but such tenarjts do

not pay the rents required to maJte the building even a marginal investment.

The Hanford Report concludes that the location is too far from the financial
district to attract attorneys, accountants or corporate tenants, and there is

a surplus of space available for such tenants in the financial district.

B. Conversion of the Fitzhugh l^uilding to retail space use with no new
construction . The existing building is not adequate for use as a retail de-

partment store of any kind and cannot be remodeled to meet the requirements of

a retail department store. Modern retailing practice demands large, open
spaces for display of merchandise and free movement of customers. Operation
of a Saks Fifth Avenue store is not compatible with cramped facilities where

goods and customers are crowded together. The total number of square feet in

the building and the number of square feet per floor are both insufficient,
and the ceiling heights are far below acceptable minimums. The use of ten

small floors for selling is neither practical nor economic.

There is no means of effective customer transportation in the existing
building. The elevators are inadequate for the number of customers the build-
ing would be required to seirve, and there is no space for installation of new
elevators. Modem retailing requires escalators in addition to elevators, but
the existing substandard steel frame does not permit installation of escalator

The building cajinot be remodeled economically for use as rental retail
space. The rents generated by small space users on upper floors are too low
to provide even a marginally economic return on capital investment, and the
HcLnford Report concludes there is no demand for such space.

C. The "Heritage" proposals . The Foundation for San Francisco's
Architectural Heritage and Mr. Herbert McLaughlin of its Board of Directors
have presented proposals for preservation of the tower of the Fitzhugh
Building and construction of a new building behind it. The new building
would be used entirely for retailing and the tower would be used for retail-
ing and for rental office space. We have examined the proposals at length
and in detail and have obtained information and cost estimates from our archi-
tects, engineers and construction consultant concerning costs and feasibility.
We have concluded that the proposals are not economically feasible and the re-
sulting store would not meet retailing requirements.

In making our analysis of the Heritage proposals, we used information and
cost estimates supplied by Heritage and by Mr. McLaughlin, as well as informa-
tion supplied by our architects, engineers and construction consultant.

1 . Cost of construction . The Heritage and McLaughlin proposals would co
50% more than construction of an all new building.

2. Over-all quality . The quality of the facility proposed by Heritage a

Mr. McLaughlin would be unacceptable. The renovated building, with a peculiar
new building behind, would be a contrived and illogical structure, ill-suited
to its use, short-lived in comparison to a new facility and totally lacking in
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the grace and beauty which a Union Square site compels. The store would be
cramped and crowded, with low ceilings in the existing tower portion, exces-
sively long escalators, and structural columns obstructing passage between
the two parts of the store and hindering movement in the old building portion.
Saks Fifth Avenue seeks to create in its stores a gracious, tasteful atmo-
sphere. It would be unable to engage in effective merchandising in the store
proposed by Heritage and Mr. McLaughlin.

The ceiling heights in the old building portion of the store would be sub-

stantially lower than the l6 to 18 feet required for a retail department store.

Successful merchandising requires goods to be displayed in an area which is

sufficiently spacious to allow effective display, modeling and layouts. Low
ceilings create an unacceptable, cramped and crowded atmosphere.

Floor layouts in the old building portion would have to be fitted around
the building's structural columns, including elevator shafts. Such floor lay-
outs would result in a crowded, unattractive and inflexible store plan.

Fire safety requirements of the San Francisco Building Code which would
be imposed in connection with remodeling the existing building and adding a
building behind it would necessitate installation of fire doors between the

old and new portions of the store, but the aggregate openings may not exceed
259^ of the total length of the wall between the new and old portions. All
customer traffic between the front and rear portions of the store would have
to be channeled through narrow openings and would create undesirable congestion.

Operation of a modem retail store requires escalators for vertical tran^
portation. The distance between floors in the new building portion would re-

quire escalators to be either imcomfortably steep for customer use or so long
that the escalator and attendant machinery would occupy an excessive amount of

selling space. Moreover, the time required for customer travel from one floor
to another would be greater than is customary or desirable. The distance
between the floors in the new building portion also would make transportation
of customers by elevator slow and inefficient.

The Heritage plan shows fire doors connecting the office portion of the

tower to the lortion to be used by Saks Fifth Avenue, as required by the

Building Code. Such a means of passage between the two parts violates the

cardinal operating principle that Saks Fifth Avenue portions must be completely
separate and discrete from adjoining office space. Access to the store from
the office portion of the old building is not acceptable.

Maintenance costs for a combined old and new building would greatly exceed
the cost of maintenance of a new building alone. The makeshift, contrived store
proposed by Heritage would involve more costly maintenance and generate a greater
volume of repairs. The longer elevator shafts and escalators would require use
of more electricity, and the substandard quality of the existing structure in-

creases the likelihood of higher maintenance costs.
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D. Constraction of a new nine-floor building with the first five floors

for the Saks Fifth Avenue store and the top four floors for office, hotel or

other use . The most economic use of the site from the point of view of Saks

Fifth Avenue would be constmction of a nine-story building, with the lower
five floors used as a Saks Fifth Avenue store and the upper four floors leased
to one or more tenants. Such a project was initially contemplated for the site.
However, efforts to find tenants or a developer to take responsibility for the

upper four floors upon economically reasonable terms have not proved successful.
Saks Fifth Avenue continues to explore serious proposals for such a project,
and the five-story building will be engineered to permit construction of addi-
tional floors.

The Hanford Report concludes there is no economic use for the upper floor
space. Although there is a technical demand for office or retail space and for
apartment units on Union Square, there is no economic demand in that none of
the possible space users would be able to pay the rents required to provide a

reasonable return to the developer.

Since a nine-story project does not appear to be economically feasible,
Saks Fifth Avenue has been forced to abandon plans for constructing a building
which would include rental space and decrease the land costs of the new store.
Saks Fifth Avenue would welcome a realistic feasible proposal for the use of
upper floor space.

E. Parking facility . We assume a parking lot at the northeast comer of
Post and Powell Streets is not seriously proposed as an alternative.

You also asked that we discuss alternative locations for a new Saks Fifth Avenue
store. Union Square, the heart of San Francisco's luxury retail district, is
uniquely suited to the needs of Saks Fifth Avenue. No other location in the City
would be as appropriate for a Saks Fifth Avenue store, and we know of no avail-
able site on Union Square other than the northeast comer of Post and Powell.

Very tmly yours.

cc: Mr. Stanley E. Gilinsky
Mr. James J. Ludwig
Marc H. Monheimer, Esq.
Mr. William Valentine

By<
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DINWiDDIE CONSTRUCTION CO.
CROCKER PLAZA

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94-I04-
(4-15) 986-2713

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 900I0
3810 WILSHIRE BLVD

(213) 386 2880 October 21, 1975

Marshall Kaplan, Cans & Kahn
222 Columbus Avenue, Suite 300
San Francisco, California 94133

Attention: Mr. Sheldon Cans

Re: Saks Fifth Avenue
Post and Powell Project
Environmental Impact Report

Gentlemen:

You have asked us to clarify the statement in our letter to you of August

5, 1975, that the only way to maintain the facade of the Fitzhugh Building
so that it would have any structural integrity would be to remove and replace
the facade. The question has been raised as to whether the existing two-
inch terra cotta tile could be preserved by removing it intact and then .

reapplying it to the face of the building. The answer to that question is

that there is no practical way to preserve the tile.

As H. J. Degenkolb & Associates, Engineers, pointed out in their letter to
you of July 25, 1975, terra cotta is a man-made finish facing which possesses
little strength and is subject to brittle failure. Terra cotta tiles cannot
be chipped loose from the face of the building and preserved intact for re-

placement. The glaze on the tiles has deteriorated to the point where removal
of the tiles would result in cracking and chipping so that the tiles would be
destroyed in the process of removal.

To bring the existing building into compliance with code standards would require
removal of the terra cotta and four- inch hollow tile and replacement of it with
a concrete or reinforced block wall and the installation of an all new finish
facing matching existing.

If you have any further questions about these matters, please do not hesitate
to contact me.

Very truly yours.

CES:la
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EXECUTIVE OFFICES
611 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK. N. Y I0022

ALLAN R. JOHNSON
CHAIRMAN

AND

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

March 23, 1977

Marshall, Kaplan, Cans, and Kahn
222 Columbus Avenue
Suite 300
San Francisco, California 94133

Attention: Leslie J. Wells

Re: Saks Fifth Avenue
Post and Powell Project
Environmental Impact Report

Gentlemen

:

In connection with the referenced project, you have asked us
to comment upon why reuse of the Fitzhugh Building as a part
of a Saks Fifth Avenue store continues to be not acceptable
to Saks Fifth Avenue, notwithstanding the provisions of the
Tax Reform Act of 1976 intended to encourage rehabilitation
and reuse of Certified Historic Structures.

We have been advised by counsel that if the Fitzhugh Building
were rehabilitated and used as a part of a new Saks Fifth
Avenue store facility, certain amortization and depreciation
benefits might be obtained under the provisions of the Tax
Reform Act. We have also been advised by counsel that cer-
tain depreciation benefits, otherwise permitted for new
construction, might be denied with respect to a new building
constructed in place of the Fitzhugh Building.

Before commenting it should be noted that the number of square
feet of the site is already barely adequate for a Saks Fifth
Avenue store. Accordingly, any plan, whether for a rehabili-
tated Fitzhugh Building combined with a new building or for a

totally new building, must utilize the maximum area of the
site at each floor. Providing additional square footage by
adding floors does not improve the situation, since the amount
of horizontal area per floor is of the greatest significance.
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Hence, it has been necessary to disregard the potential rental
value of any space in the Fitzhugh Building described as
potential rental space in any proposed rehabilitation scheme.
The consequence, of course, is to add considerably to the cost
of rehabilitation and therefore, to a certain extent, to the
benefits to be derived from the provisions of the Tax Reform
Act

.

We have made a detailed analysis of the consequences of the
benefits available and the detriments imposed under the Tax
Reform Act, using estimated costs provided by our construction
consultants for an entirely new building and for a rehabili-
tated building plus a new building. Because the costs which,
for tax purposes would be attributed to rehabilitation of the
Fitzhugh Building, are uncertain, I asked that computations
be made assuming the maximum possible costs attributable to
rehabilitation; assuming the optimum costs attributable to
rehabilitation; and assuming the most likely amount of costs
attributable to rehabilitation. It should be noted that in
making our calculations, we have assumed that all structural
work required in fact can be done, and we have asked our con-
sultants to provide realistic costs based on that assumption.

It is our conclusion that neither the tax benefits available
upon rehabilitation nor the tax detriments resulting from
demolition justify reuse of the Fitzhugh Building in conjunc-
tion with a new building for a Saks Fifth Avenue store.
Although the loss of accelerated depreciation and the right
to include demolition costs in the depreciable costs of an
entirely new building is of concern to us, they are not
sufficiently significant to deter a long term capital invest-
ment in operating facilities. And although the benefits of
five year amortization of rehabilitation costs and "first
user" depreciation for the remaining depreciable costs of the
existing building might be significant to a short term specu-
lative investor, they do not justify a long term investment
of considerable magnitude in a less than adequate Saks Fifth
Avenue store facility. Accordingly, it is our conclusion
that the Tax Reform Act does not affect the decision previously
made that the Fitzhugh Building cannot be used as a Saks Fifth
Avenue store facility in conjunction with a new building
behind it.

As you know, the existing proposal for a five story building
includes a foundation and footings sufficient to support
additional floors, should Saks Fifth Avenue desire to add
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floors in the future. We believe the additional investment
for future expansion is justified by our experience in other
stores. Although we have seriously considered proposals to
construct a larger building in order to meet a previously
expressed desire of the City Planning Department to maintain
the height of the present Fitzhugh Building, we have not been
successful in negotiating a transaction upon terms consonant
with the operating and future needs of Saks Fifth Avenue.

We are most anxious to proceed with our project. We trust
the foregoing provides you with sufficient information to
complete the Environmental Impact Report at an early date.

ARJ : kep
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XIV SUMMARY OF COMMENTS & RESPONSES

A. Written Comments

San Francisco Municipal Railway , letter of 9 November 1977 from Thomas G. Matoff

,

Transit Planner IV, to Dr. Selina Bendix, Environmental Review Officer.

Comment 1 ; "Tables 3 and 4 have the incorrect motor coach, trolley coach and

cable car scheduled capacities. The Municipal Railway uses 150% as capacity
for its trolley and motor coach fleet. Thus the scheduled capacity for

motor coaches would be 48 seats and 24 standees. For cable cars the Railway
uses 225% for scheduled capacity. Therefore, cable car scheduled capacity
should be 34 seats and 43 standees."

Response 1 : Tables 3 and 4 on pages 43 and 44, respectively, have been revised
to correct motor coach capacity to 48 seats and 24 standees, trolley coach
scheduled capacity to 50 seats and 25 standees, and cable car scheduled
capacity to 34 seats and 43 standees. Footnote references to capacity on
both Tables have been expanded to indicate "scheduled" capacity.

Comment 2 ; "The peak ridership per hour column in Table 4, page 44, should be
recomputed with assistance from the Schedule Department. The corrected
scheduled capacity for motor coaches, trolley coaches and cable cars would
have a direct bearing on these figures as they probably will have to be
revised upward."

Response 2 : Capacity/Hour Total — Seated and standing column on both above-
referenced Tables has been revised downward to reflect correct scheduled
capacity. Column headings under the Ridership/Hour columns on both above
referenced Tables have been clarified to indicate Percent of Seated Capacity
and Percent of Scheduled Capacity. Ridership/Hour Percent of Scheduled
Capacity column on both above-referenced Tables has been revised upward to

reflect correct scheduled capacity.

Comment 3 : "Illustration 19, page 33, has several incorrect Municipal Railway
routings. They include the number 60 Hyde Street cable car operating on
Market Street. The #60 operates only on Powell Street within the project
area. The #36 operating on Geary and the #39 operating on Market Street
are also incorrect routings."

Response 3 : Illustration 19, page 33, has been revised to correct Municipal
Railway routings. References to the number 60 Hyde Street cable car and
the #39 have been deleted from Market Street. Reference to the //36 has been
deleted from Geary. In addition, the following changes have been made on
Market: deletion of the #16, #17, #76 and #61; and addition of the /'5, #6,

#7, #8, #21, #31, #72, J, K, L, M, and N. On Geary, the #38 has been added
and the #36 and #85 deleted. On Sutter Street, the #85 has been added.
Finally, the #30 and the #30X have been added on Stockton while the #25 has
been deleted from O'Farrell. The Muni service description on page 41 has
been revised to correct routings.
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The Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association , letter of 9 November 1977 from
Henrik Bull, President, to the Planning Commission.

Comment 4 : The Board of Directors of the Berkeley Architectural Heritage
Association voted unanimously on November 6th to urge your support for the
retention of the Fitzhugh Building.

Response 4 : The Environmental Impact Report is not a position document. The
Planning Commission may support or oppose; the document may not. Support
or opposition should be expressed when the proposed project undergoes
Discretionary Review.

Comment 5 : A possible direction which is not discussed in the draft EIR would
be to establish a ground floor entrance for the Saks store on Union Square,
with other offices or mixed uses on the upper floors and the required retail
square footage in a new building physically separated from the Fitzhugh
Building at the upper stories.

Response 5 ; This alternative is a variant of the two building alternatives
discussed on pages 63- 70 of the EIR. It eliminates connections between
the old and new buildings above the ground floor. The impacts on the Powell
Street frontage would be similar to those described in the EIR; the problems
of internal layout of building space would be worse than described in the
EIR because of loss of freedom of movement between the two buildings.

Comment 6 : The condition of the terra cotta is very good, in contrast to many
other buildings in San Francisco. This is the key to the feasibility of the

preservation and should be investigated thoroughly before any final decisions
are made.

Response 6 : H. J. Degenkolb and Associates, Engineers, have investigated the
condition of the terra cotta and concluded that In general, the exterior
terra cotta finish of the building was in good condition". Attachment D,

page 92.

In a letter of 26 January 1978, Thomas D. Wosser of Degenkolb & Associates
states: "It was, and continues to be, our opinion that adequate anchorage
of the facing material (terra cotta) would depend upon providing a sound
structural system backing the facing material and "through the wall" keepers
with some exposed metal to secure each piece of the terra cotta facing to

the backing. We refer to "through the wall" keepers because in our opinion

the existing terra cotta sections do not have sufficient strength or thick-
ness to accommodate an anchor drilled from the inside and secured with epoxy.

Such an effort would certainly affect the appearance of the terra cotta
facing, and we know of no method of repair and stabilization of this terra

cotta, no matter how carefully done, which would not have such an effect.

"Beyond the question of appearance, is the consideration of the necessary

structural backing. In the Fitzhugh Building, the only support that is in

contact with the terra cotta is the hollow tile unreinforced walls. These

walls are brittle, they do not meet any West Coast Code requirements, and
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"they will surely fail in the event of a significant earthquake. Even if

the terra cotta could be secured to the hollow tile, we could almost guaran-
tee that the connected unit of terra cotta and hollow tile would crack and

fall out in a strong earthquake. In other words, the existing system won't
work because there is nothing strong enough to fasten to. While new backing
might be accomplished by providing an intricate system of structural steel
to which each facing element could be attached, we believe that a reinforced
concrete wall would be the only practicable way to provide a structural back-
ing for anchorage of each piece of terra cotta. A concrete wall, however,
would add substantial weight to the building which could not be supported by

the existing horizontal and vertical steel framework. The additional weight
would also result in increased earthquake forces on the building, requiring
even greater reinforcement. In any case, any adequate anchorage system
would require rebuilding of the entire exterior wall. In our interpretation
of the San Francisco Building Code, this would necessitate bringing the entire
structure into compliance with the Lateral Force Design Requirements of the
current code. Such an effort would involve virtual rebuilding of the entire
building."

National Trust for Historic Preservation , letter of 10 November 1977 from

John L. Frisbee, III, Regional Director, to Toby Rosenblatt, Chairperson, San
Francisco Planning Commission.

Comment 7 : Union Square is one of the most dramatic urban spaces in California.
A brief discussion of the architectural significance of the Fitzhugh Building
itself does appear in the EIR, but the document fails to discuss the histori-
cal, architectural and cultural significance of Union Square in its entirety
or the impact the loss of the Fitzhugh Building would have on the fabric of

the Square. The absence of such discussion is the most glaring flaw in the

document

.

Response 7 : Chapter III, Environmental Setting, has been expanded to include a

discussion of the historical, cultural and urban design significance of

Union Square. The impacts of the proposed project and each alternative on
the visual quality and height configuration of Union Square are discussed.
See pages 21-23.

Comment 8 ; "A May 1975 SPUR report entitled Economics and Aesthetics in Union
Square states:

'In sum, Union Square is a successful combination of a public
park surrounded largely by buildings that are compatible with
one another and which in the aggregate serve to accent and define
the entire area . . . the visual importance of corner buildings is

apparent in the contrast between the garish Casual Corner clothing
store on one side of the St. Francis Hotel and the sensitively reno-
vated United Airlines building on the other side.

'The Fitzhugh Building occupies an even more prominent position on

Union Square. The richly detailed face of the Fitzhugh Building
is highlighted by the structure's southern exposure which places
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'it in bright sunlight for much of the day. The warm facade of this
office building was purposely designed to be compatible with the
St. Francis Hotel. Taken together, the two structures form a visual
'anchor' for the northern and western sides of the Square.'"

Response 8 ; An EIR cannot present personal value judgments of aesthetic value.
The EIR has been expanded to present a description of Union Square. The
excerpts from the SPUR report reproduced above could not be used in the EIR
itself because the language is not neutral. Words such as "garish",
"sensitively," "richly" and "bright" are expressions of personal value.

Comment 9 : "That the Fitzhugh Building is listed on the National Register of
Historic Places is given only passing mention in the EIR."

Response 9 : The EIR states that the Fitzhugh Building is listed on the National
Register of Historic Places on pages 21 and 70. Additional material relating
to its listing on the Register has been inserted on pages 1 and 21.

Comment 10 : "...while the San Francisco Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board
elected not to designate the Fitzhugh as a local landmark, that same board
passed a motion to recommend its nomination to the National Register."

Response 10 : The text (page 21) has been amended to indicate the San Francisco
Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board recommended nomination of the Fitzhugh
to the National Register, although they did not choose to designate the

building a San Francisco Landmark.

Comment 11 : "Substantial attention is afforded in the draft to a discussion of

requirements for the existing Fitzhugh Building to meet current building
codes. Yet the document fails to consider the potential application of the

State Historical Building Code to the building . .

.

"... Given the implications this new law could have in determining the feasi-
bility and cost of various alternatives discussed in the EIR, we feel a full

investigation of this matter would be necessary before the draft EIR could
be considered complete."

Response 11 ; The State Historical Building Code (Chapter 2 of Title 24 — Basic
Building Regulations — Administration) permits a city to "... apply alter-
native (building regulation) standards provided that they find that such

alternative is reasonably equal to that otherwise in quality, strength,

effectiveness, fire resistance, durability and safety ...". Robert C. Levy,

Superintendent of the San Francisco Bureau of Building Inspection, states in

a letter of 7 February 1978:

"The Historic Building Code allows the relaxation of Code pro-

visions, provided approximately equal safety is obtained. The

items which you are discussing, fire-doors, smoke towers, and

parapets are all matters of safety, and therefore would be en-

forced in accordance with the current Building Code...

"There are two criteria regarding seismic strengthening.

(1) Increase in occupant load of more than 30% of the
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"above grade area of the building.

(2) Total cumulative structural alteration since construction

of the building. If an alteration meets either of these

criterion, then the building is subject to the provisions of

Section 104. F.

"If the building did not fall under either of the criteria

above for 104. F, still the building could not be reduced in

either vertical or seismic capacity as long as it is defi-

cient under present Code requirements.

"Section 104E of the Code requires that when a change in use

increases the occupant load of the floor, or floors, the

exit enclosures to the street shall meet Article 33, which

would require smoke tower provisions

.

"I do not have sufficient material available to reply to that

question. However, by applying the exit provisions of

Article 33, Section 104E, 104. C, and 104. D y/2 dealing with

horizontal additions, the answer to your question can be

determined by your staff. If you have detailed questions

in this regard please contact me.

"I believe the adequacy of the existing footings could best

be determined by your consulting engineers. All new work must

be in conformity with the current Building Code."

Comment 12 ; "Failure of the draft EIR to discuss the economic benefits of the

Fitzhugh Building's listing on the National Register is an important omission ...

The new rules permit owners of certified historic structures who invest in

their rehabilitation to recoup their investments through either rapid amorti-

zation of the rehabilitation expense or through accelerated depreciation of

the entire structure. In rehabilitation of the existing structure, it would
be possible for Saks to utilize these provisions."

Response 12 : Although it is often stated that the Tax Reform Act provides savings

to the taxpayer who rehabilitates a "Certified Historic Structure," the pro-

visions of the Act principally result in a deferral of tax, not a reduction
in tax. To a speculator or investor, the Act "shelters" taxable income by

reducing immediate income taxes, thereby providing a greater amount of cash

flow from a project. If the property is not sold within less than ten years,

the increased rate of depreciation uses up the earlier tax savings. To an

owner/user such as Saks Fifth Avenue, such short-term benefits are of little

significance. Saks Fifth Avenue calculates that the net savings over a twenty-

year period is less than one-half of 1%.

Comment 13 : "... the joint committee believes that its proposal would cost no

more than Saks' present proposed 91 foot building."

Response 13 : Page 70 of the EIR presents a cost comparison of the proposed build-
ing and the Heritage/AIA proposal. These figures are based on updated cost

estimates prepared by licensed architects and engineers.
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Comment 14 : "When the additional costs caused by construction delays due to

community protests over the loss of the Fitzhugh Building are added, build-
ing a new structure becomes more expensive than merely adding on the exist-
ing one."

Response 14 : Speculative construction delays are difficult to quantitate; in
the absence of a basis for such estimates, they were considered inappropriate.

Comment 15 : "Attachment A • •
• of the draft EIR is the Department of City

Planning 's Urban Design Terms of Reference for the Fitzhugh Building Site
dated July 31, 1973 ... The last of those reads:

' (8) Market rate housing should be considered as a mixed
use with the proposed retail. It is Department
policy to encourage housing in the downtown area and

it is understood that such housing might be high
income housing, a small number of units and possibly
small units .

'

Nowhere in the draft EIR is this issue discussed."

Response 15 : As noted on page 73 of the EIR, the Hanford Report investigated the
feasibility of a variety of potential uses, including apartments, for the

upper four stories of a new nine-story building and concluded that "no use
would meet the test of economic feasibility under current market conditions."
The Hanford Report states the proposed project's location would make it diffi-
cult to market luxury apartments due to the absence of water views and/br
established "luxury" neighborhood identification. The strongest demand for

apartments in this location would be for non-luxury middle income units. Un-
questionable adequate demand would exist in this area for this type of

apartment. The report states that in order to provide an economic return,

rents would have to be supported at $518 to $718 a month. Moderate income
rents peak at approximately $300 for an efficiency and $340 per month for

a one-bedroom unit, while middle income rents would be somewhat higher.

Apartment use would, from a market demand standpoint, be the best use for

the upper floors of a nine-story Saks Fifth Avenue Building. Despite this

observation, demand is related to price and as rent price moves out of afford-
able range, demand becomes technical rather than economic. The report further
states that reducing unit size to increase the number of units would not in-

crease financial yield. In studio and one-bedroom apartments, the greatest
factors of cost are the kitchen and bath facilities. According to Hanford,

increasing the number of rental units would not materially affect the disparity
between cost and yield.

Comment 16 : "... In addressing the future use of excess office space in the exist-

ing Fitzhugh tower, Saks speaks only of studies done concerning its market-

ability as 'rental office space.' Was the housing alternative ever seriously

considered? If it was not, the authors of the document ignored one of the

major issues as defined by the Planning Department. They also missed an

opportunity to add to the economic and social vitality of Union Square."
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Response 16 ; The Hanford Report investigated the feasibility of retail, office,
hotel and residential uses. See also Response 15. Note that the Planning
Department, on behalf of the City and County of San Francisco, i£ the

author of the EIR.

Comment 17 ; "The previously-cited SPUR report suggests that the marketability
of Union Square office space is not as discouraging as Saks suggests.

'In order to maintain a uniform cornice line, the City
Planning Department required the developer of the Qantas
building to build a taller structure than initially
planned, adjacent to the Fitzhugh. Although the devel-
oper originally questioned the marketability of this

additional office space, no problems were encountered
in leasing it.

*

"

Response 17 : At the City's request, Saks Fifth Avenue contracted for an economic
feasibility study of the specific site. SPUR's report is not based upon a

study. The Qantas building space mentioned in the SPUR report was rented
primarily to the Australian government; Saks does not consider this a normal
rental situation. The Qantas space was in an office building. The addi-
tional four floors of a new Saks Fifth Avenue building or a rehabilitated
Fitzhugh Building would be on top of a retail store.

Comment 18 ; "Concerning the design of the proposed replacement building on the
Fitzhugh site, we would suggest that the proposed circular solar bronze glass
tower is inappropriate to the urban design of Union Square. Regarding the

height of any new building on the site, we would agree with the Urban Design
Element of San Francisco's Master Plan and the //I Urban Design Term of Refer-
ence for the Fitzhugh Building site which reads:

' (1) Any building on this site should continue the strong
definition and character of the facade line facing

Union Square . '

"

Response 18 ; The Planning Commission will undertake Discretionary Review of the

building design subsequent to certification of the EIR. Comments on the

proposed building design should be made at that time.

Comment 19 : "(a) The height of the building on Post Street should be

the same as the Qantas Building to the east."

Response 19 ; The EIR states that the proposed building would not meet the uniform

height recommendation of the Urban Design Plan (Pages 1, 41, 42, and 73).

Comment 20 ; "Finally, we object to the impression given throughout the report

that the Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural Heritage and a few

other people are the only ones concerned with preserving the Fitzhugh Building.

There are many persons and organizations, ourselves included, who feel the

loss of the Fitzhugh Building would be a major erosion of the architectural

definition and integrity of Union Square."
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Response 20 ; The draft EIR did not intend to give the impression that the
Foundation for San Francisco *^s Architectural Heritage and a few other people
are the only ones concerned with the preservation of the Fitzhugh. The
statement on page 35 has been expanded to identify organizations expressing
concern over the loss of the Fitzhugh Building.

The Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural Heritage , letter of 10 November
1977, from John L. Frisbee III, Regional Director, to Toby Rosenblatt, Chairman,
San Francisco Department of City Planning.

Comment 21 : "We believe the DEIR has three major deficiencies:

'First, it totally fails to identify and describe the single
most important environmental issue of the project —
the architectural, historical and urban design character of

Union Square, and the relationship of the Fitzhugh Building
to this environmental setting. Having failed this funda-
mental requirement, the DEIR cannot, and does not, assess
the impact of the proposed action on the environment in this
respect, discuss mitigation measures, or describe irreversible
environmental changes . *

"

Response 21 : The draft EIR describes the buildings fronting on the four sides
of Union Square and provides photographs of the buildings on each side of

Union Square. The draft EIR also states the impact that the proposed
project and each alternative would have on the architectural and height
configurations of Union Square. Chapter III, Environmental Setting, ha.s

been expanded to include a discussion of the historical, architectural and

cultural significance of Union Square. See also Response 7.

Comment 22 : "... the DEIR completely ignores the applicability of Urban Design
Plan policies and principles to the proposed project, and is misleading in

its discussion of the applicability of the Department of City Planning
Urban Design Terms of References to the design of the proposed new building."

Response 22 : The impact chapter indicates, on page 34, that the design terms

of reference issued 31 July 1973 were based on the Urban Design Plan.

Comment 23 : "... a plain reading of the DEIR reveals that, in all sections deal-

ing directly or indirectly with the existing building, it is inadequate and

almost completely lacking in objectivity, and is little more than a rationaliza-

tion of the proposed project. In addition to the bias evidenced by the

deficiencies noted above, information on alternatives is not objectively de-

rived, and the alternatives to the project are all discussed virtually exclu-

sively in terms of the developer's objectives and limitations, rather than

from any objective or public perspective."

Response 23 : Information presented about the building and project alternatives
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represents an evaluation of material from a spectrum of sources from

project opponents to project supporters. In order to present the required
information regarding reasons for eliminating alternatives, it is necessary
to present the developer's point of viev;, as it is the developer who has
made the decision to select a particular alternative. The EIR attempts to

present information to enable the reader to evaluate the basis for the

decision.

Comment 24 ; "We have had the opportunity to review three previous preliminary
draft EIR's prepared by the developer's consultant. In each case, we con-
veyed written comments and information, in varying degrees of detail, to

the City Planning Department with the hope that a more complete, accurate
and balanced assessment of the environmental effects and alternatives to

the project would result. Regrettably, virtually all of the comments pre-
viously submitted are still valid with respect to this DEIR. So that the

record of this hearing will be complete, those previous submissions were
dated September 5, 1975, April 26, 1976, and July 28, 1977, and should be

in the Department of City Planning files."

Response 24 ; All material submitted to the Department of City Planning has been
considered. It was used to modify earlier drafts. In some cases, suggested
wording could not be adopted because the language used was in violation of

neutrality requirements.

Comment 25 : "Although the project description gives the location of the project
by street intersection, it doesn't mention that it is on Union Square (p. 1),
which again, is the principal environmental issue for this projects Since
the environmental significance of Union Square and the Fitzhugh Building is

ignored in the body of the report, it is also ignored here."

Response 25 : The cover of the draft EIR identifies the project as the Saks Fifth
Avenue Union Square Project, the Summary of the project (pages 1 and 2) in-
dicates project location as Union Square, as does the project location section
on page 5. The street designation on page 1 has been amended to include the

fact that the project is located on the northwest corner of Union Square in
order to emphasize this point. See also Responses 7 and 21.

Comment 26 : "The Fitzhugh Building is mentioned by name, but not the fact that
it is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. (p. 1)"

Response 26 : See Response 9.

Comment 27 : "The Summary implies that 'uniform height' is the only urban design
principle that the new building would violate and the only impact on Union
Square. This is grossly inaccurate..."

Response 27 : A summary, by definition, is not expected to cover everything it

summarizes. Note that the first sentence in the impacts section of the

summary is: "Demolition of the Fitzhugh Building would precede construction
of the proposed building."
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Comment 28 : "... the office space which would be lost is vacant as a result of
Saks management decision. It was previously occupied and is potentially
leasable. The word 'vacant' shows the developer's hand, and should be
deleted (p. 2)."

Response 28 ; Tenants of the medical-dental office space in the Fitzhugh Building
began relocating in 1967 for the reasons stated on page 34 of the DEIR.
Approximately 70% of the tenants relocated between 1967 and 1970. Saks Fifth
Avenue acquired the building in 1967, and in 1974 began terminating leases at
the expiration of their terms. The EIR statement that the space is vacant is a

statement of fact.

Comment 29 : "The possibility of additional stories on the proposed new structure
is so remote that it is not a mitigation measure in any real sense, and should
be struck (p. 2). The developer is improperly suggesting that the building
may not violate the height guideline."

Response 29 : The Department of City Planning required that the building be de-
signed so as to permit the construction of additional stories at a later
date, and views it as a mitigation measure. The EIR states on pages 1,41,42 and 73

that the building would violate the height guideline. The developer did not
write this or any other portion of the EIR, Statements of the developer's
position are labeled as such, and were included by decision of the Department
of City Planning.

Comment 30 : "The possibility of utilizing solar energy sources is mentioned only
in the summary and is not discussed in the body of the DEIR. Unless it is a

more proximate possibility than this seems to indicate, it is misleading to

characterize it as a mitigation measure."

Response 30 ; The potential use of solar energy is discussed on page 57. The
developer states that he is committed to maximum possible use of solar energy.
The use of solar energy for heating hot water is more probable than its use
for space heating.

Comment 31 : "III. ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING ... Union Square is one of the most
important public spaces in San Francisco. The principal issue with respect
to this project is the potential significant adverse environmental impacts of

the project on the architectural and urban design character of Union Square.
Ironically, the DEIR fails throughout to address the principal issue of the

historical, architectural and urban design significance of Union Square."

Response 31 : See Responses 7 and 21.

Comment 32 : "Department of City Planning memorandum dated February 9, 1973, from
l-lajor Project Review to Allan Jacobs regarding the Fitzhugh Building, states;

'The first priority, in this case, is the retention of the Fitzhugh
Building. It is a fine example of detailing and materials. It is

complimented by the new Qantas Building to the east, which, In turn,

needs the detail and scale of the Fitzhugh Building to set off its

simplicity. The height and scale of the Fitzhugh Building are
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essential to the quality of the facade surrounding Union Square. '

"

Response 32 ; The quote is from an internal memo representing the opinion of the

then head of Major Project Review to the Director of City Planning and was not
an expression of City policy.

Comment 33 : "Unless a new proposal could duplicate the above-mentioned features,

particularly height, it would represent a distinct loss on Union Square , and

jeopardize the careful design work and roofline match done by the designers
of the Qantas Building. (Emphasis added)"

Response 33 ; This is from the memo quoted in Comment 32. It is the position of

the Department of City Planning that height is an important issue.

Comment 34 ; "The City Planning Department's Architectural Quality Survey rates
the Fitzhugh Building 4 on a scale of -2 to 5 for architectural quality, and

rates the building 5 for its urban design importance."

Response 34 ; The Architectural Survey was endorsed by the City Planning Commission
on October 27, 1977, 20 days after publication of the draft EIR on October 7,

1977. The Survey had no official status until endorsed by the Commission. The
Final EIR notes the 5 rating of the Fitzhugh Building on page 23.

Comment 35 ; "... the description of Union Square in this Chapter on Environmental
Setting is given as 'a one block square block of open space,' together with a

recital of surrounding land uses. A complete, accurate and objective descrip-
tion of the principle environmental resource this project would effect (sic)

the historical, architectural and urban design character of Union Square — is

completely missing."

Response 36 : Photographs of the four sides of Union Square were presented on
pages 22, 30, 32, 33. The photograph on page 18 shows a portion of Union Square
itself. The text has been amended to present additional description of Union
Square (pages 21 -23). See also Responses 7 and 21.

Comment 36 : "Curiously, the first photograph of the building (illustration 10) is

of its back."

Response 36 : The sequencing of the photographs has been changed so that the view
of the Post Street facade precedes the view of the Powell Street facade.

Comment 37 : "Both the Hotel del Coronado and Humboldt Tower are misspelled."

Response 37 : The typographical error in the former has been corrected; the

reference to the latter has been deleted.

Comment 38 ; "The Reid Brothers were not the architects of the latter (p. 24)."

Response 38 : Correct. See preceding response.

Comment 39 : "When finally the fact that the Fitzhugh Building is listed on the
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National Register of Historic Places is mentioned, no reason for its listing
or its meaning is given. Rather, an attempt is made to undercut this fact by
saying that the Landmarks Board declined to designate the building a City
Landmark, but again without saying why, or that the Landmarks Board voted
unanimously to recommend the building's listing on the National Register
(pp. 26 and 27)."

Response 39 ; The statement that the San Francisco Landmarks Preservation Advisory
Board did not designate the Fitzhugh Building as a City Landmark is a statement
of fact. The Nomination Form prepared by the Foundation for San Francisco's
Architectural Heritage is on file with the Department of City Planning and
available for public review. The text has been amended to indicate that the
San Francisco Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board voted unanimously to recom-
mend the building's listing on the National Register.

Comment 40 ; "The statement 'Although not a landmark, some feel this building has
some qualities which would be lost' (p. 40) is incredible ... The Fitzhugh
Building is undeniably a landmark. It should be described as such, and the
qualities which would be lost with its demolition should be identified and
discussed.

"

Response 40 ; The text accidentally omitted the word City before Landmark. The
sentence has been deleted from the amended text. The Fitzhugh Building, by
virtue of its listing on the National Register, is a landmark building. The
description of the building on pages 15-20 is drawn from the description given
in the Nomination Form for its listing.

Comment 41 ; "In addition, ... the Department's Guidelines require the drafter to

'integrate discussion of compliance with elements of the City's Comprehensive
Plan into the impact discussion.' (p. 5) The DEIR attempts to side-step this

requirement by using the Department's Urban Design Terms of Reference as a

surrogate for applicable provisions of the Urban Design Plan. Although the

Urban Design Terms of Reference are drawn from the Urban Design Plan, they are
not a substitute for the relevant provisions of the Urban Design Plan ... Dis-
cussion of compliance with these, and perhaps other, relevant provisions is

required.

"

Response 41 ; In the interests of focusing the EIR and avoiding duplication, the

Department chose to deal with the City's Comprehensive Plan via the Design
Terms of Reference. This decision is consistent with the ER8 "Form and Guide-
lines for Materials Required for a Draft Environmental Impact Report which
states: "the following format may be modified with the agreements of the Office
of Environmental Review, when the nature of the project makes this appropriate."
See also Response 22.

Comment 42 ; "The analysis which begins on page 41 of the DEIR omits any considera-

tion of the first paragraph of the Department of City Planning Design Terms of

Reference (Attachment A), which states in part;

'The major issues concerning this site are; 1) the relationship

to Union Square; 2) the relationship to the rest of the Post
Street facade, particularly the Qantas Building ...'"
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Response 42 ; The first paragraph is a general statement which is covered in

greater depth in the specific design terms of reference which were dis-

cussed in the DEIR.

Comment 43 ; "Term a. Any building on the site should continue the strong
definition and character of the facade line facing Union Square. It should
be the same height as the Qantas Building (142'6").

The draft EIR admits in the next sentence that its 'proposed building would
not be the same height as the Qantas Building. ' It omits to state what
the height of the proposed building would be."

Response 43 ; The 95-foot height of the proposed building is given on pages 1,

9, 73, and 91.

Comment 44 ; "Then follows an involved discussion of the cornice heights along
the Union Square frontage which has nothing to do with the specific height
called for by the Term of Reference or the reason for it."

Response 44 ; The reviewer may be referring to an earlier draft which was edited
to remove an involved discussion with statistical data. The portion in

question now consists of one sentence on page 35 and a full page figure
on page 36 showing the heights of the buildings surrounding Union Square.

Comment 45 ; "Beyond admitting the Term has not been met, the DEIR should discuss
the impact of this fact."

Response 45 ; The EIR states that the Term has not been met. The impact of this
fact is a matter of opinion.

Comment 46 ; "The statement about market considerations is irrelevant to the
subject of impacts."

Response 46 ; It is the City's position that economic impacts may be significant
environmental impacts, particularly in the urban context. Market considera-
tions are relevant to economic impacts. Some economic considerations are
discussed in the alternatives chapter because they are relevant to alterna-
tive selection.

Comment 47 ; "For the first time, the DEIR acknowledges Union Square as a

qualitative factor in the environmental setting of the project."

Response 47 ; See Responses 7 and 21.

Comment 48 ; "However, without defining the general atmosphere of Union Square,
the DEIR nevertheless claims that the proposed building would complement

Response 48 ; The text has been revised to eliminate reference to the general
atmosphere of Union Square.
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Comment 49 : "The lengthy discussion of the presence or absence of 'relief
(not defined) and ' verticality ' is completely irrelevant to this or any
of the Urban Design Terms of Reference, but seems to be an attempt to
divert the reader from the real issues."

Response 49 : The discussion of verticality has been moved to the end of
Term 3, facade scale and texture, page 57. "Ornamentation" has been
substituted for "relief."

Comment 50 : "The point not made here is that both the St. Francis Hotel
and the Qantas Building display masonry-clad walls in which windows
appear punched from the wall plane. The presence of glass on the pro-
posed Saks Building never occurs as part of a punched wall plane, but
rather occurs on its own separate plane as sheer and continuous all-
glass curtain-wall. A transition is not accomplished by ignoring the
most easily seen characteristic of both the St, Francis and Qantas
buildings . . . the design of the proposed building does not in any way
maintain the transition called for in this Term of Reference."

Response 50 : The EIR does not evaluate the extent to which the proposed
design would supply an architectural transition. See also Response 18.

Comment 51 : "The most prominent characteristic of office and hotel facades
on the square is, as mentioned above, that of "punched" wall planes —
that is, windows appearing in every ten or twelve-foot bay
on every floor as separately understood elements in the wall plane.

It is true that in the proposed design recessed windows occur in inter-

mediate floors. The wide granite elements on the new building's facade

might relate to the front face of the St. Francis room wings if they

displayed windows from top to bottom, but they do not."

Response 51 : The inclusion of Illustrations 4 and 5, drawings of the

proposed building, permits the public and Commission to draw their

own conclusions. See also Response 18.

Comment 52 : "No expansion is given of the 'consideration of the qualities
and character of the color and form of existing buildings around Union
Square' which led to the determination that the Urban Design Term of

Reference color was inappropriate . . . the DEIR does not discuss the

color and texture of the other major facade element of the proposed

building — polished bronze glass — as it relates to the Qantas

Building."

Response 52 : Expansion of matters dealing with aesthetic judgments of

color relationship are beyond the appropriate scope of an EIR. See

also Response 18.

Comment 53 : "There is no forthright discussion of the extent to which

the proposed project meets this Term, or the resulting effect on the

'character of this urban space.'"
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Response 53 : Discussion of the proposed project in relation to this Term
is on page 137.

Comment 54 : "Any fair comparison of the proposed building with the Design
Terms of Reference would show that the proposed building meets none
of the Terms related to design.

This entire section of the DEIR on Visual Impact is incomplete,
inaccurate, and misleading."

Response 54 : This is a statement of personal opinion.

Comment 55 : "We could find no section or paragraph of the DEIR which
discussed the significant environmental effects of the proposed pro-
ject ... as required by CEQA, nor any table showing where this subject
is discussed."

Response 55 ; Section IV, Environmental Impact, pages 40-67, provides a

discussion of impacts, including building demolition, displacement,
visual impact, transportation, air quality, noise, energy consumption,
utilities and City services, employment and public fiscal impact.
The information presented should permit the reader to make a judgment
as to the degree of significance of each impact.

Comment 56 : "If such a statement as is attributed to Allan Johnson,
Chairman of Saks Fifth Avenue, is an appropriate inclusion in the DEIR,
then so would those of other spokespersons representing significant
different points of view be appropriate for inclusion. What Saks Fifth
Avenue has directed its architect to do is not the issue here. The
issue is what has the architect in fact done, and to what extent have
adverse impacts been reduced."

Response 56 : Representative comments from those who dislike the design of

the proposed building have been added. See page 38 of the EIR. If the

project sponsor intended the design as a mitigating measure, it is

relevant. It is up to the reader to assess the adequacy of the mitiga-
tion measure.

Comment 57 : "The purpose of the reference to the Urban Design Terms of

Reference and the discussion under Visual Impacts, p. 41, is not clear.

Is it meant to imply that the design of the proposed building reduces

adverse effects resulting from the demolition of the Fitzhugh? Quite
apart from the question of the adequacy and objectivity of the discus-
sion under Visual Impacts, is this kind of an ambiguous reference an

adequate description of mitigation measures?"

Response 57 ; The purpose of the discussion of the Design Terms of Reference

in the Visual Impacts section is to provide information to the reader
on the design issues of concern to the Department of City Planning and

to permit the reader to judge the relative significance of the visual
and other impacts of the proposed project. Mitigation measures are

discussed in Chapter V.
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Comment 58 ; "... surely more discussion about alternative mitigation
measures and their relative effectiveness is called for. What is the
mitigating effect of a taller building?"

Response 58 : Alternative 4, Demolition of the Fitzhugh Building and the
Construction of a Nine-Story Building, is discussed on page 91. The
mitigating effect of a taller building would be to preserve the height
configuration of the buildings on the northwest corner of Union Square.

Comment 59 ; "What is the mitigating effect of a different design for the
proposed building height?"

Response 59 ; The text has been amended (see pages 34-5) to state that the

proposed building is different from the building originally proposed.
These changes were made in response to City criticism of earlier
designs. Note that the present design is not final; it is subject to

further revision during the Discretionary Review process. The visual
impacts of the proposed project would be altered by future design
changes. These changes could result in further mitigation of perceived
impacts.

Comment 60 ; "What is the acceptable level of mitigation in the case of the

visual environment of Union Square?"

Response 60 ; Subjective matters such as visual impacts cannot be quantified,
nor can mitigation of these impacts be quantified. The acceptability,
of mitigation measures for visual impacts is a personal judgment.

Comment 61 ; "With regard to the additional floors in the future, perhaps
this possibility could be footnoted, but it is misleading to include

as a mitigating measure."

Response 61 : See Response 29.

Comment 62 ; "The California Administrative Code requires the section on

Adverse Impacts to cover:

' (b) Any Significant Environmental Effects which Cannot be Avoided

if the Proposal is Implemented; Describe any significant impacts,

including those which can be reduced to an insignificant level but

not eliminated. Where there are impacts that cannot be alleviated
without imposing an alternative design, their implications and the

reasons why the project is being proposed, notwithstanding the

effect, should be described. Describe significant Impacts on any

aesthetically valuable surroundings (Title 14, Sec. 15143(b);

emphasis added)."

Response 62 : Page 60 of the EIR, Adverse Environmental Effects that Cannot

be Avoided if the Project is Implemented, states that the demolition of

the Fitzhugh and the changed height configuration would be unavoidable

adverse impacts of the project. These are the significant impacts of

the proposed project on the visual environment of Union Square. The

reasons for selection of the proposed alternative are given in the

Alternatives chapter.
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connected floors would contain stock rooms, fitting rooms and offices
which would not effect (sic) the atmosphere or floor layout of the main
part of the store.

Since Saks would use 30 percent of total floor area for such non sales
area, these would seem to be easily allocable to the relatively small
amount of space in the existing building directly connected to the new
building. The new building, then, would contain most, if not all, of the
retail sales space, providing whatever atmosphere and floor layouts are
preferred. The floor space per floor might not be ideal, but it should
work.

"

Response 69 ; The sales floor space per floor in this alternative would be

approximately 14,700 square feet. Saks Fifth Avenue believes 25,000
square feet of sales area per floor to be the minimum acceptable,
40,000 square feet to be desirable.

The transition from 22 foot ceilings in the sales area to ceiling heights
of 8 feet (with addition of air conditioning ducts and lighting) in the

dressing rooms is unacceptable to Saks Fifth Avenue, particularly since
access between the two buildings would be limited to fire doors
required by the Building Code.

Comment 70 ; '"Passage between old and new buildings would be limited to

fire doors, etc' Use of fire doors between the small scale service
spaces mentioned in the previous paragraph would not be inconvenient
or unworkable, and there shouldn't be very much customer passage
between them."

Response 70 ; While customers would not pass between stockrooms and the

sales area, there would be employee and stock traffic which would be

constrained by fire doors. All customers using the fitting rooms

would pass between fitting rooms and the sales area, and fire doors
would pose a constraint.

Comment 71 ; "'Vertical space necessary between floors of the new building

would require excessively long escalators, etc' We calculate the extra

floor space taken up as about 1/2% of the total. Longer escalators

would also provide longer views of the selling space and merchandise,

Why is a 20% increase excessive?''

Response 71 ; Although Saks Fifth Avenue's opinion is that the escalator

length would be excessive in terms of purchase display, advertising,

steepness, increased energy use and higher maintenance and repair

costs, escalator length is not a critical factor in their rejection of

this alternative.

Comment 72 ; "'Rental offices would share the same fire stairs with the

retail part of the building, etc' This objection ought to be over-

come by proper locking of fire stairs.
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Response 72 ; According to Acting Fire Marshal William J. Graham, Article 23

of the Fire Code states: "no locks or fastening to prevent fire escape
from the inside of any building shall be installed," and "all doors on
exits, or providing required means of access to exits, shall be arranged
as to be readily opened from the side from which egress is to be made,
at all times when the building, structure, or area served is occupied.
Locks, if provided, shall not require any key to operate from the inside.

Comment 73 : "No economic analysis is presented anywhere in this report."

Response 73 : Economic analysis is not legally required. The Hanford
Report quoted in the report, an economic feasibility study with an
updated addendum, is on file with the Department of City Planning and
available for public review.

Comment 74 : "As a general matter, there is a healthy market for well-
located office space in San Francisco. Although Union Square is admit-
tedly not in a 'well-identified' office space market, it is a premier
location, and the Qantas Building is fully leased. It would seem
perfectly reasonable to expect that 37,000 sq. ft. of office space
could be leased on that location."

Response 74 : See Response 17.

Comment 75 : "Saks has owned the Fitzhugh Building for ten years and

managed it through a commercial agent. This seems a perfectly
reasonable and possible way to manage office space associated with
this alternative."

Response 75 ; Saks Fifth Avenue is in the retailing business; it is not

a real estate developer or property manager. The Fitzhugh tower has

been essentially vacant for four years. Although it would be possible

to manage office space associated with the Two-Building Alternative,

the project sponsor wishes to limit its involvement in property manage-

ment to retail properties with which it is familiar.

Comment 76 ; "The cost estimates contained in the DEIR were not comparably

derived, and are not comparable.

When Kaplan/McLaughlin estimated an $8,400,000 cost for the AIA/Heritage

proposal, they also estimated costs for an all new Saks store, at

$8,200,000. These estimates and an explanation of their calculation

were provided the Planning Department and Saks in September 1975. Saks

subsequently substituted its own self-serving figure to compare with

the alternative proposal."

Response 76 ; Dinwiddle Construction Company has updated the cost of the

proposed Saks Fifth Avenue building to a mid-1978 start. The revised

cost is $7,390,000. Dinwiddle was also asked to update the cost esti-

mate for the Heritage/AIA Two-Building Alternative. Using the original

cost proposal, Dinwiddle assumed a constant 6 percent inflation com-

pounded to mid-1978. The updated cost of the Heritage/AIA proposal
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would be $9,270,000, which is 20 percent more than the estimated cost
of the proposed building. Dinwiddle indicated that they feel two

elements of the Heritage/AIA cost proposal differ significantly from
their estimates. Dinwiddle estimates the repair of the face of the
building would cost a minimum of $700,000, $500,000 more than the
Heritage/AIA projection and that demolition of the one-story extension
would be $80,000, rather than $37,000. These cost estimates are based
on the data submitted to the Department of City Planning by the

interested parties and are assumed to represent the most accurate
information available. Note that the estimated cost of a new building
prepared by Kaplan/McLaughlin for Heritage/AIA was not based on the
building design proposed.

Comment 77 ; "Saks also has in its possession more complete cost estimates
from Herbert McLaughlin, AIA, this time relating to a scheme, differing
slightly from the AIA/Heritage alternative and produced in the office
of Kaplan/McLaughlin, Architects and Planners. This scheme employed
five floors of new space but was otherwise very similar to the Heritage
alternative. Costs for it were put by Mr. McLaughlin at $5.5 million
(see Enclosure 4, Proposal 2, Heritage letter to Office of Environmental
Review, City Planning Department, April 26, 1976).

No mention of this scheme or its projected costs is made by the DEIR."

Response 77 : The EIR does not have an obligation to cover all possible
alternatives submitted by private architectural firms. It is required
to provide a reasonable cross-selection of alternatives. The McLaughlin
alternative is a variant of the Heritage/AIA proposal and is not suf-

ficiently different to warrant separate treatment.

Comment 78 : "Further influence on cost comparisons would be exerted by

the provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 which altered the Federal
tax treatment of demolition costs, rehabilitation expenses and depre-
ciation for National Register buildings, and the tax treatment of

depreciation deductions relating to new structures replacing National
Register buildings. We estimate the present value cost savings which
would result from the rehabilitation of the Fitzhugh as compared with
its replacement to be between $500,000 and $1,000,000. Although Saks
acknowledges the effect of the Tax Reform Act in Attachment L, it is

ignored in comparing estimated costs."

Response 78 ; See Response 12.

Comment 79 : "... other possible uses such as other retail firms, hotel space,

apartments, or offices other than medical offices are a ... reasonable
alternative to the project, which could attain the basic objective of

the project and reduce some of the environmental effects of the proposed

project. It deserves more serious consideration. The discussion in

the EIR is inadequate."
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Response 79 : Any additional floors would be served by a separate and
distinct building entrance at ground level on the Powell Street side
of the building. The added floors would therefore not derive retail
benefit from customers generated internally within the Saks Fifth
Avenue store. In general, upper floor retail space demands superior
visibility internally as well as carefully designed pedestrian flow
patterns in order to assure adequate customer draw to the retail
establishments. The added floors would lack visual communication with
the Saks Fifth Avenue store. Visual communication of this type would
be critical to such operations' success. The lack of heavy pedestrian
traffic directly accessible to the upper floors renders retail use of
the upper floors infeasible unless these uses were physically integrated
with Saks, with access from the Saks elevators. As Saks Fifth Avenue
policy does not permit concessionaires or retail lessees within their
stores, there is no feasible retail use for the upper floors.

Functional limitations would mitigate against hotel use unless tied to

the Sir Francis Drake Hotel. The number of rooms that could be created
would range from 150 to 180. This is not an adequate size to attract a

hotel operator. The only hotel use that could functionally operate would
be the addition of 180 rooms tied directly into and operated by the Sir

Francis Drake Hotel. This would eliminate the problems of inadequate
size, access and traffic. This possibility has been explored by Saks

Fifth Avenue with the operators of the Sir Francis Drake Hotel and has

not proven feasible.

Comment 80 ; "The discussion of differences in environmental impacts again
falls far short. Preservation of the height configuration is not an

adequate description of the effects. Also, other impacts of this pro-

posal would not necessarily be proportionately greater than those of the

current proposal, but might be only marginally greater, depending on the

use of the upper floors under this alternative. Fuller discussion is

called for."

Response 80 : The environmental impacts would be greater than those of a

retail store alone. The increase could be marginal depending on the

use projected for the unused space. For example, if the additional
four floors were converted to non-luxury apartments, approximately 97

units could be housed in the tower. Assuming 1.5 persons per unit, and

an average consumption of 60 gallons of water per day per person, the

apartments would consume 8,730 gallons of water per day. This is a

62 percent increase in water consumption over the 14,000 gallons per

day projected for the five-story building. If the additional floors

were used for offices, approximately 62,000 square feet of office

space would be available. It is difficult to project water use for

commercial uses without knowing the number of fixtures. Assuming

one-half the consumption per floor area of the proposed store, offices

would consume approximately 3,200 gallons of water per day, a 23 per-

cent increase in consumption.
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The major environmental difference between the Saks proposal and the
construction of a new nine-story building would be the preservation of
the present height configuration of Union Square.

Comment 81 ; "With regard to Saks' reasons for rejecting this alternative,
since Saks is not seeking a tenant, it is hardly surprising one hasn't
been found. This isn't a fair test of feasibility. Despite Mr. Hanford's
report, we are under the impression that Saks has received serious
expressions of interest in development of the property and leaseback of
office or non-Saks space.

Response 81 : Saks has not received serious expressions of interest in

development with leaseback. Saks has been looking for a tenant or

user since 197A.

Coimnent 82 ; "This Draft EIR is not sufficiently complete, accurate or

objective to serve as a basis for public review."

Response 82 ; No response.

Jacob van der Ploeg, AIA, letter of 10 November 1977

Comment 83 ; "'Half of each connected floor' — This figure is close to

26% (less than 30%, which is important for Code compliance reasons)."

Response 83 ; The plans prepared for this two-building alternative indicate
Saks Fifth Avenue would use less than 30 percent of the floor area.

However, remodeling of these floors to accommodate Saks' usage would
involve over 30 percent of these floors as it would involve moving
elevator shafts, changing corridor configurations and the like. The

actual area shown in Saks Fifth Avenue use is less than 30% because
fire stairs, and the new north-south corridor are excluded from Saks
Fifth Avenue use even though access to them is afforded via internal
doors on the east-west corridor.

Comment 84 ; "'Floor space per floor would be insufficient for a new Saks
store .

'

This statement would seem to require amplification. The floor area of

the new portion would be roughly equal to that of I. Magnin on the oppo-
site side of the Square except that the exposed floor area would be

roughly equal to that of Saks' proposed building."

Response 84 : Saks Fifth Avenue believes the upper story floor area per floor
would be insufficient for a new store even though it is roughly comparable
to I. Magnin' s floor area per floor.

Comment 85 ; "'The two building alternative would provide approximately

23,000 square feet of SFA floor space with 8 foot ceilings.'
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Actually the area with 8 foot ceilings would amount to about 7,600 square
feet. The top floor of about 22,000 square feet would have a ceiling of

10 to 11 feet. The balance, 95,000 square feet, can have a ceiling
height anywhere from 8 to 17 feet. Total area: 116,500 feet. (Saks'
building floor area above ground: 115,000 square feet.)"

Response 85: See amended text on page 69,

Comment 87 : "The report quotes Mr. Goldberg stating: 'that the City
would require strengthening of the building to the extent changing the

location of the elevators and stairwell and structural framing would
adversely impact the lateral resistance of the building.'

Notice that Mr. Goldberg says: 'to the extent.' The extent is unknown;

it may be nil ..."

Response 87 : See Response 11.

Comment 88 : "The parapet ordinance, as I understand it, is in the process

of review, because of the enormous cost and visual damage its strict

enforcement would cause. To say that all appendages would have to be

reinforced, replaced or removed, seems to be a gross overstatement under

these circumstances as well as in view of the actual wording of the

Degenkolb letter covering these items."

Response 88 : The Bureau of Building Inspection has indicated that the para-

pet ordinance is not in the process of review. Enforcement continues

in an effort to abate existing hazards. See also Response 6.

Saks Fifth Avenue , letter of 10 November 1977 from James Ludwig, Vice
President to Tony Rosenblatt, Chairman City Planning Commission

Comment 89 ; "The Draft Environmental Impact Report is not objective in
that it fails to state and discuss the negative environmental impact
of the existing building or of its retention. The Draft does not
adequately emphasize that the nine office floors of the existing building
have been vacant since 1974 and that the process of deterioration began
without the impetus of the proposed project.

Response 89 ; The EIR states on page 19 that 70 percent of the upper floor
tenants had relocated between 1967 and 1970, and that the office
space on the upper floors is presently vacant. The positive or negative
impact of retention of the building is a matter of opinion. The EIR
presents information to enable the reader to form a personal opinion,

Comment 90 ; " ... (T)he Draft fails to note that there is a surplus of medi-
cal and dental office space in the downtown retail center; that the use
for which the building was especially constructed, medical and dental
offices, is not a use for which there is, or is likely to be, a need; and

accordingly, that the existing building does not contribute to the health
and welfare of the community."
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Response 90 : Page 2 of the EIR states there would be a reduction of 69,000
square feet of vacant medical-dental office space in the downtown area.
The Hanford Report indicates demand for medical space in the downtown
area has been declining for ten years. Space is available in the two
remaining major downtown medical buildings — 450 Sutter and 516 Sutter.

Comment 91; "If the Fitzhugh Building is left standing, downtown San
Francisco will be left with am empty and unsafe building which will
continue not to bear its fair share of real property taxes or produce
potentially available sales tax revenues for the City. While the

vitality of San Francisco's downtown shopping district is directly
dependent on the presence of major retail stores, the downtown shopping
district would be left permanently with an unused and unusable prime
retail location."

Response 91 : No response.

Comment 92 : "In determining whether demolition of the existing building
will have an adverse effect on the environment, facts bearing upon the

adverse effect of retaining the building are as relevant to the decision
making process as those relating to the effects of its demolition.
Without such facts fully and accurately stated and properly emphasized,
the final Environmental Impact Report will not present an objective
assessment of the effect of the project on the environment."

Response 92 : Where impacts can be quantitated or estimated, all impacts
of importance should be covered. The adverse impact of retaining
the existing vacant building on the environment cannot be quantified;
it is a matter of conjecture.

Comment 93 : "The economic impossibility of re-using the Fitzhugh Building
also makes irrelevant the discussion of project alternatives."

Response 93 : The law requires a discussion of alternatives with an

explanation.

Comment 94; "Alternative Number 2 ... conversion of the existing building
to retail space with no new construction — is not feasible, since there

has never been any indication that any retailer would or could utilize
the present structure.

Response 94 ; No response

Comment 95 ; "The Draft Environmental Impact Report is misleading in its

suggestion that there are alternative locations for a new Saks Fifth
Avenue store. (See pp. 93-94.) The suggestion of alternative loca-
tions presumes there is a retail center in San Francisco of similar
importance to Union Square, or that it would be desirable for the City
and County of San Francisco to force Saks Fifth Avenue from Union Square
Plainly, there is only one place in San Francisco in which Saks Fifth
Avenue can or should locate its store, and no one, not even the most
ardent supporters of the Fitzhugh Building, has ever suggested that

Saks Fifth Avenue should locate elsewhere. Serious discussion of a sham

alternative is inappropriate to an Environmental Impact Report."
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Response 95 : Discussion of alternative project locations was required by the
Department of City Planning. The reason for sponsor's rejection of
alternative locations is given on page 74 and the Connnent above.

Connnent 96 ; "The extensive description of the existing building and
references to its recent listing on the National Register of Historic
Places (pp. 24-27) inaccurately implies that it has long been recog-
nized as a building of architectural and historic significance. That
implication is neither objective nor accurate. The final Environmental
Impact Report should include a statement that no publication describing
San Francisco buildings of interest or worth ever included, or even men-
tioned, the Fitzhugh Building, although numerous other buildings on and
near Union Square have been repeatedly mentioned and often commented upon.

Until the proposed project was announced, the existing building was com-
mented on only once. In 1923, in an article in the professional journal
The Architect and Engineer (Vol. LXXV, No. 2, Nov. 1923) entitled 'Recent
San Francisco Skyscrapers', the author described at considerable length
a number of then new San Francisco buildings, and devoted three sentences
to the Fitzhugh Building. No guide to San Francisco's important or
notable buildings of which we are aware mentions the Fitzhugh Building,
although all mention other buildings on Union Square, such as the St.

Francis Hotel, the Qantas Building, the United Airlines Building, the
Hyatt Union Square Hotel, I. Magnin's and the City of Paris. (See, for
example, Gebhart, et al. , A Guide to Architecture in San Francisco and
Northern California (2d edition 1973) 74-75; R. Olmsted and T. H. Watkins,
Here Today, San Francisco's Architectural Heritage (1968) 78, et. seq. ;

H. Gilliam and P. Palmer, The Face of San Francisco (1960) 38-43;

Woodbridge & Woodbridge, Buildings of the Bay Area, A Guide to Architec-
ture of the San Francisco Bay Region (1960) 16 SF-17 SF. The Fitzhugh
Building, distinguished only by its absence from such publications, is

not even mentioned in the recently published volume of the National Trust

for Historic Preservation, T. P. Wren and E. D. Mulloy, America's For-

gotten Architecture (1976). The final Environmental Impact Report should

state that the Fitzhugh Building has never been included in any published

work describing buildings, in San Francisco or elsewhere, of interest or

worth."

Response 96 : Listing on the National Register of Historic Places does not

require long-term recognition that a building has architectural and

historic significance. The Fitzhugh has been mentioned in the following

publications: Preservation News , Vol. XV, No. 3, 1975; the December

1974 Architectural Record ; and A Guide to San Francisco and the Bay

Region , James Benet, Random House (1963-1966), pp. 27-28. The worth of

the building is not proved or disproved by its inclusion or absence in

the cited or any other publications.

The Architectural Survey prepared by the Department of City Planning in

1977 assessed building relationship to environment. This survey rates

the Fitzhugh a 4 (on a scale of 0-5) for architectural quality and a 5

for architecture plus urban design significance.

Comment 97 : "The Draft Environmental Impact Report does not contain any

mention of the archeology of the site. The site is sufficiently far

from the waterfront of early San Francisco to make it unlikely that the
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site has either historical or archeological significance, and we are
not aware of any archeological findings in the vicinity of the site.
However, in order to be complete, the final Environmental Impact Report
should at least mention the fact that it is unlikely the site has
archeological significance."

Response 97 ; Though it is unlikely that the site has significant archeologi-
cal potential, assessment is impossible without an archeological survey.
A survey could not be conducted without demolishing the existing building
and excavating below the present basement. As no definite information was
readily available, none was included in the EIR.

Comment 98 ; "A complete description of the entire existing building should
be set forth in the final Environmental Impact Report, not just a descrip-
tion of the Post Street facade. To describe only the Post Street side
of the building gives a misleading impression of the visual impact of the
building and how it functions in its setting and relates to the buildings
around it."

Response 98 ; Illustration 10 on page 17 of the DEIR shows the Powell Street
facade of the existing building.

Comment 99 ; "First, there is no description of the rear of the nine-story
office tower which is clearly visible from Powell Street. A complete
description should mention that the entire north facade of the tower

portion is undetailed, and less than one-half of that facade is

finished in gray terra cotta tile . . . the description of the existing
building fails to note that the original design for the building
envisioned a second tower extending north and west behind the Post Street
tower and forming a reverse 'H' configuration. (Subcontractors' blue-
prints for the original building verify the original concept.) Thus,

the existing structure is a compromised and incomplete execution of the
architects' original design."

Response 99 ; Community perception of the value of a building is not based

on the extent to which the intent of its architect is realized but on

the building as it exists.

Comment 100 ; "The Draft Environmental Impact Report fails to note the bene-
ficial effects of additional light, air, and visual space which will
result from a building at the northeast corner of Post and Powell lower

than that which now exists ... it is common knowledge that lower build-
ings providing increased light, air, and visual space for the users of

public spaces are desirable and beneficial."

Response 100 ; The additional light, air and visual space resulting from a

lower building would be limited by the height of buildings adjacent to

and behind the proposed building.

Comment 101 ; "The Draft Environmental Impact Report fails to state that in

1973 the Department of Planning issued a Negative Declaration for the

project . . . concluded that demolition of the Fitzhugh Building and
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construction of a nine-story building in its place 'would not have a sub-
stantial effect on the character of Union Square.' Public Notice of the
Negative Declaration was published on February 8, 1974. No proceedings
challenging the Negative Declaration were undertaken. The only circum-
stance which has changed since issuance of the Negative Declaration is
that the project is for a five rather than a nine-story building. It is
clearly relevant to the decision-making process that the author of the
Draft Environmental Impact Report previously issued a Negative Declaration
for essentially the same project. It is also a strong argument that inclu-
sion of extensive material on the alleged historical and architectural
significance of the existing building is misleading."

Response 101 ; The Negative Declaration was issued prior to the listing of

the Fitzhugh on the National Register of Historic Places. The height
of the proposed building is an issue of concern to the public and to

the Department of City Planning.

Mr. G. W. Stratford , letter of 21 October 1977, to City Planning Department

Comment 102 ; "Today I had occasion to see a draft of the Environmental Impact
Report concerning the Saks Fifth Avenue Union Square Project ... I am a

fourth generation San Franciscan, and as concerned about our architectural
heritage as anyone, but I cannot understand the controversy on this pro-

ject. To simply put into deep freeze everything in San Francisco that is

over fifty years old will no more guarantee a preservation of San Francisco'
unique style and beauty than would tearing down all of the older buildings
make the city a dynamic financial center ... in a day when people question
the proliferation of tall buildings to insist that a builder add more
floors than necessary is ludicrous."

Response 102 : See Response 33.

Northern California Chapter, American Institute of Architects , letter of

4 November 1977

Comment 103 : "The Northern California Chapter of the American Institute of

Architects endorses the recommendation that the Fitzhugh Building be

declared a San Francisco Histrocial Landmark. The significance of its

visual quality and scale to Union Square warrants this action by the

Landmarks Advisory Board.

The 1977 Board of Directors continues its support of the idea of retention

of the National Register-listing Fitzhugh Building as part of a Saks Fifth

Avenue retail facility on Union Square. However, if this is conclusively

proved infeasible, the building should be replaced by one of similar

scale, warmth and compatibility with Union Square."
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Response 103 ; See Response 18.

Bruce Judd, A. I.

A

. , letter of 10 November 1977

Comment 104 ; "Curved comer of building permits Square to be seen sooner.
It also opens up the one 'solid' comer of the Square and in urban design
terms allows the space to 'leak' out. Having the proposed building also
being only five stories tall contributes further to this weakening of

San Francisco's finest urban plaza. The other buildings mentioned (the
Flood Building and the Crocker Bank Building) are not on key corners of

an open square and their roles in the streetscape are quite different."

Response 104 ; See Response 18.

Comment 105 ; "The building is currently vacant because, in 1967 when Saks
purchased it, they stated that they were going to tear the building down.

Tenants could see the handwriting on the wall and left."

Response 105 ; See Response 28.

Comment 106 ; "Historical and Cultural Section; Reid Bros, did not do the

'Humbolt Tower'. The Humbolt Bank was done by Meyer 6f O'Brien. They did

do; California Pacific Building (1911), California and Montgomery;
W & J Sloane Building (1910), 216 Kearny; Old Call Building (1914), 74

New Montgomery Street."

Response 106 ; The text on page 15 has been corrected.

Comment 107 ; "Why wasn't the Heritage description just quoted rather than

chopped up and mangled?"

Response 107 ; The Heritage description did not meet the neutrality require-
ments of an EIR. Words such as "monumental," "handsomely," "distinguished,"
"richly," and the like are expressions of personal value and were deleted.

See also Response 8.

Comment 108 ; "There is no discussion of the environment, particularly Union
Square, its history, development, and the urban design characteristics
that make it unique."

Response 108 ; See Response 7.

Comment 109 ; "There is no discussion of the Beaux Arts and its influence on

architects such as the Reid brothers, where the surroundings and

compatibility of a building with its neighbors was a primary considera-

tion and designing a flashy 'look at me' building was not the practice,

as it currently is."
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Response 109 : The purpose of an EIR is to present information on the environ-
mental impacts of a proposed project, on alternatives to the project, and
on potential mitigation measures. Discussion of architectural history
could materially lengthen the EIR and obscure its primary purpose, and
was therefore deemed inappropriate.

Comment 110 ; "There is no mention of the importance or historical role of
the Fitzhugh Building in the development of medical office buildings in
San Francisco."

Response 110 : The Fitzhugh was a speculative medical- dental building of the
1920s.

Comment 111 : "'The Fitzhugh is not a San Francisco landmark.' The reason
why it is not was not given. It was denied landmark status because of

political reasons, not because of its lack of architectural or historical
importance."

Response 111 : See Response 10.

Comment 112 : "'Although not a landmark , some feel this building has some
qualities which would be lost.' This is absurdi The Planning Department
should be ashamedl S.P.U.R., The Northern California Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects, Heritage, the State Office of Historic
Preservation, and the National Register of Historic Places all believe
that the building is important and has value. The building is a landmark."

Response 112 ; See Response 40.

Comment 113 : "The response to the Urban Design Element is incredible. The

verbiage is pure Madison Avenue snow. The proposed building is not the

same height as Qantas, the transition from the ornate St. Francis to

Qantas is not maintained, the scale, texture and color are not main-

tained, and the proposed balcony railings are ornamental only in the fact

that they are in front of non-operable windows."

Response 113 : See Response 18.

Comment 114 : "Employment will be up to 400 persons with the new building,

with a net gain of 200 jobs to the City, yet on page 24, the Fitzhugh

Building employed 375 persons. That's a gain of only 25 persons."

Response 114 : The Fitzhugh Building at full occupancy had a total employment

of approximately 375. Office space has been vacant for approximately

three years. The office employment relocated. The present retail

establishments expect to relocate within the area. The employment

generated by the Fitzhugh Building has been moved, not lost. The pro-

posed building would employ 400 persons, while the existing Saks Fifth

Avenue store employs 200. The net gain in employment would be 200 jobs.

Coimnent 115 : "Comments on removal of terra cotta and complete removal of

the entire facade of the building to make it structurally sound. The
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Parapet Task Force, which has been active for several years, has hired a

consultant to provide technical information on alternative methods of

securing terra cotta and stone, such as epoxy resins injected behind
the terra cotta, as was done to secure the Los Angeles City Hall building
facade. The Task Force has also been working on implementing the legisla
tion that was passed last year which would allow low interest loans for
seismic work which involved retention rather than removal of parts of

facades required to comply with the Parapet Ordinance."

Response 115 ; See Response 6.

Comment 116 ; "Heritage Alternative was prepared by professional architects
members of the A. I. A., and was one of several submitted to Saks to show
that there are other alternatives to demolition. This scheme is only one
of them."

Response 116 ; See Response 77.

Comment 117 ; "Eight foot ceilings are cramped and unacceptable to Saks.

These areas were to be used as storage located directly off the sales
floor."

Response 117 ; The Fitzhugh portion of the two-building alternative was
shown as being used for store offices, fitting rooms and stock rooms.
See Illustration 29.

Comment 118 ; "'Excessively long escalators.' This would not be excessive,

only eight feet out of 48 feet required. No sales space would be lost

as the escalator is way above head height when it goes through the ceilin
space.

"

Response 118 ; See Response 71.

Comment 119 ; "'Compliance with the City Building Code.' No mention is made
of the State Historic Building Code passed into law and endorsed and

administered by the State Architect for use by all municipal code juris-
dictions. Because the Fitzhugh Building is on the National Register, it

can take advantage of this code."

Response 119 ; See Response 11.

Comment 120 ; "'It is too costly to do the Heritage Proposal.' No mention
is ever made of the 1976 Tax Reform Act and the many beneficial provi-

sions which would be used to help make recycling the Fitzhugh feasible."

Response 120 ; See Response 12.

Comment 121 ; "'The existing site is now the only site available in the Union
Square area which Saks finds acceptable . .

.

' This is the key point as

there are other possibilities such as Ransohoffs and Leibes."
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Response 121 : The alternative sites mentioned have been investigated by
Saks Fifth Avenue and found unacceptable, primarily because they lacked
sufficient unobstructed horizontal floor area.

Comment 122 ; "The Fitzhugh Building is not only a non-renewable aesthetic
resource, but it is an historical, cultural, and an energy resource."

Response 122 ; Comment noted.

Comment 123 ; "Market Rate Housing. This was never considered, yet older
office buildings are perfect for this conversion. The structural frame,
window spacing and floor-to-floor height all work well. Federal funding
is available to help."

Response 123 ; Federal funding for housing subsidy is of limited availability
and commitments for priority of use of such funds are usually extensive.
See also Response 15.

Comment 124 : "H.O.K. letter mentions using the Fitzhugh for office space,
but again nothing about housing."

Response 124 ; See Response 15.

Comment 125 ; "This letter gets to the heart of the problem. Saks does not

really want to save the Fitzhugh, even if it were cheaper, easier and

quicker. the substandard quality of the mediocre building which
would result are significant factors in the decision of Saks Fifth Avenue
that preservation of the Fitzhugh Building is neither feasible nor
desirable. '"

Response 125 ; No Response.

Comment 126 ; "Missing from the E.I.R. are the following:

1) Input from the A. I. A. and S.P.U.R. on the subject."

Response 126 : A. I. A. and S.P.U.R. comments on preliminary text of the Draft

EIR have been responded to in the printed DEIR. The A. I. A. submitted
written comments which are responded to in this chapter. S.P.U.R.

material is quoted in Comments 8 and 17. S.P.U.R. did not submit

written comments on the Draft EIR.

Comment 127 : "2) The National Register Nomination Form."

Response 127 : See Response 39.

Comment 128 ; "3) Decscription and analysis of the surrounding area, including

Union Square, in terms of its history and urban design characteristics."

Response 128 : See Response 7.
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Comment 129 ; "4) Any mention of the ramifications of the Tax Reform Act."

Response 129 : See Response 12.

Comment 130 ; "5) Photographs showing detailing of the Fitzhugh Building."

Response 130 : Illustrations 10, 11, 12 and 13 are photographs of the Fitzhugh
Building from different perspectives. A description of the building is

found on pages 15, 20 and 21. Photographs of detailing of the building
are on file at the City Planning Department, and available for public
review.

Comment 131 ; "6) Influence of the Beaux Arts and the principles that guided
architects of the period to help us judge their work."

Response 131 ; See Response 109.

B. Comments Made at the Public Hearing 10 November 1977

Note; Many of the people who submitted written comments also presented com-
ments at the Public Hearing. Public Hearing comments that duplicated
written comments of the same individual or organization are not responded
to below.

City Planning Commission ; President Toby Rosenblatt, Susan J. Bierman,
Dr. Yoshio Nakashima, Charles Starbuck, III, Ina Dearman, Virgil V. Elliot
and John Wentz.

City Planning Department ; Rai Okamoto, R. Spencer Steele, Robert Passmore,
Selina Bendix, and Robert H. Feldman.

Other persons commenting ; James Ludwig, Bradford Paul, Robert Berner,
Randolph Delehanty, Steven Tabor, Felix Warberg, Nan Roth, Ken
Richardson, Hans Kreutzberg, and G. Bland Piatt.

Commissioner Starbuck ;

Comment 132 ; "Start off with page 63 of the Draft EIR, under Section Utili-
ties and City Services; If the consultant could indicate — on the second
line, reads as water consumption, is estimated as 14,000 per day. If the

consultant could indicate what proportion of that consumption is required

for the airconditioning or, the euphemism they use now, chilling; to

break that out, please."

Response 132 ; Project engineers indicate that the water used for the pro-

posed building's airconditioning is recycled so that less than 5% of the

water in the airconditioning system would have to be replenished per day.
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The amount needed would vary with ambient temperature and humidity and
would depend on final system design.

Comment 133 ; "And on this general area — we're talking about energy con-
sumption — all the way through the report the comparison is made
between the existing Saks store and the new store. Further down in the
paragraph it says that the proposed project will result in a decrease
of 900 gallons per day in water consumption if we compare the existing
store with the proposed store. But this only assumes that the existing
store once it's vacant will not be re-occupied. I think it has to be
made clear all the way through here, when you make this sort of comparison,
that you have to indicate that the decrease will only result if the exist-
ing store is not subsequently occupied."

Response 133 ; The EIR text has been changed to reflect this recommendation.

Comment 134 ; "Next item is on page 66, under the solid waste section ...

the second sentence, starts; It's estimated 60 to 80 percent waste
generated by a large retail store would be recycled. If the consultant
can get a more precise estimate ... if Golden Gate Disposal will indi-
cate how much of the existing solid waste from the existing Saks Store
is recycled. The problem is that most of the solid waste from this type

of operation is waste paper. And when it's mixed, there is no market for

it. If it's cardboard and it's baled, there is a market for it. But

the disposal companies tend not to do this because it does not generate
a profit. So I think that we should have a little more position. I

think the 60 to 80 percent is far too high."

Response 134 ; Mr. Steffenelli of Golden Gate Disposal indicated in a

January 1978 telephone conversation that 60 to 80 percent of large retail

stores' waste is recycled.

Comment 135 ; "Next comment is on page 70, under — Part 4. It has to do

with water. The sentence now reads; The City of San Francisco revise

its building codes to require that all new toilets be of the type that

use one-half to one-third of the water used by standard toilets . .

.

If we can have the consultant check with the project sponsor here and see

if it's possible to not wait for the City to do that." (Transcript

partially garbled at this point.)

Response 135 ; The San Francisco Plumbing Code does not prohibit the use of

low-volume flush toilets so long as the volume per flush is adequate to do

the job. Saks has indicated that low flow toilets would be installed in

the proposed building.

Comment 136 ; "Here we're talking about the difference in Environmental

Impact in Saks Fifth Avenue proposal and one of the alternatives ...

a sentence reads: 'Renovation usually takes less energy and material

than new construction...
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... in this case required remodeling is so extensive it is not clear that

less energy would be used in remodeling than would be used in construction
of the proposed new building.

'

If it's possible for the consultant to be more precise in this area, I would
like to see that done. Most of the literature indicates that in terms of
resource consumption and energy consumption and energy requirement for
transporting materials, that the difference in new construction versus
rehabilitating or remodeling the old building, that you can have as much
of a difference — you can have a difference of about 14 times; in other
words, resource consumption and energy requirements for new buildings can
be as high as 14 times as greater than rehab, especially in this case where
you're going to use steel in the construction ... I disagree with the
sentence as it reads. I don't think it is clear that remodeling is going
to require an equivalent amount of less energy."

Response 136 ; The paragraph referred to has been moved to pages 68 and 69 in

the discussion of differences between the two-building alternative and the

proposed project. Were the Fitzhugh to be brought up to present code
requirements, the project engineers indicate the building would have to be
virtually reconstructed from the substandard steel frame out. The wall
would be removed, replaced with structural studs and plaster in lieu of the

hollow tile, and new terra cotta facing installed. New terra cotta and

rails matching the existing architectural detail would have to be recre-
ated from molds of the existing material. The steel frame itself would
not meet present code; the project engineers indicate that it should not
be used if extensive renovation is contemplated. See also Response 64.

Comment 137 : "I had trouble finding in here an explanation of how many jobs
there would be in the new building, and I think that's in here but I

can't find it. But I didn't come across very good figures about jobs
for rehabilitation and saving the old building, rehabbing the old building.
And I think that should be in there as a comparison. I think that it's
important to, when you have figures showing how much employment there will
be in construction of a new building, that you also have comparative
figures for rehabbing the building."

Response 137 ; The new building would have a total employment of 400. Since

the 200 existing Saks Fifth Avenue employees would be transferred to the

new location, the net gain in jobs would be 200. See also Response 114.

It is not possible to estimate the number of person days required for

rehabilitation of the Fitzhugh because the nature of the reconstruction

that would be required is not sufficiently well known, according to the

project engineers. Using the ratio of project cost to person days of

construction used for the new building, a rough estimate for the two-

building alternative is approximately 25,000 person days of construction.
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Commissioner Berman ;

Comment 138 ; "There's a conclusion drawn or presumption made that medical
office use is all going to go out into the neighborhoods. And I don't
know if you're familiar with this Commission's involvement in hearings with
neighborhood medical office buildings, but there is certainly a great
trend in the neighborhood to not have medical buildings, to have them near
the hospitals. So that should be touched on in some way or another."

Response 138 ; The text has been amended to indicate that the existing build-
ing's medical and dental tenants relocated to various hospital-related
medical office buildings as well as to other downtown locations.

Comment 139 ; "To me the EIR was unclear as to its occupancy right now. Is

the building completely empty or — ?"

Response 139 ; As indicated on page 15 of the DEIR, the ground floor retail
space is occupied and the upper floor office space is vacant.

Comment 140 ; "How much longer are you going to be tying up that transit

line (Cable Car) with tearing down the building as compared with a rehab

building of some kind ...?"

Response 140 ; The City would not permit demolition, construction or recon-

struction to stop operation of the cable car. See also text discussion on

page 42.

Comment 141 ; "Is there some archaeological survey data in this EIR? Because

that part of the City — is there any archaeological data? I don't think

it's covered."

Response 141 ; See Response 97.

Commissioner Wentz ;

Comment 142 ; "... I might make it known for the record, that there are some

inconsistencies in the material about transit capacities . . . modifications

that should be made on table 3 and 4 on pages 52 and 53. There are some

assumptions made about vehicle capacity that apparently have been drawn

from some other source and aren't the ones we use in our calculations."

Response 142 ; The corrected material has been incorporated into the tables on pages
43 and 44. See also Responses 1, 2, and 3.

Comment 143 : "And also, the map, that shows the transit routes, on page 39

has a couple of routes that are entered incorrectly, and these will be

corrected, I'm sure."

Response 143 ; The map, now on page 33, has been corrected.
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Commissioner Bierman ;

Comment 144 : "I don't believe there's any parking out there at any time ....

I feel I'm not fulfilling my obligation if we crowd more people on Muni
and bumper-to-bumper and no place to park."

Response 144 : The problem of getting people out of their private cars and

onto public transit is one that has to be dealt with on a national and
regional level (as by the ABAC Environmental Management Plan) . No single
project can mitigate existing regional environmental problems arising
from current life-styles and no single project sponsor should be asked
to assume governmental responsibility for dealing with pre-existing social
problems. An individual EIR can only deal with the incremental effects of

the proposed project.

Commissioner Dearman ;

Comment 145 : "In the other EIR's, we've had the commerce and industry study ...

(to) encourage people to have staggered work hours. We can't have that

in a retail store. You have some, but you can't have — like, car-pooling,
people coming in to work together. Wouldn't that be appropriate for new
buildings going up?"

Response 145 : Retail stores that are open in the evenings usually do have
staggered hours for employees. Further staggering of work hours would
probably have to be based on changing existing operating hours, i.e. open
store earlier and or close later. The City cannot require a business to

change its operating hours. Incentives for employee carpooling are not
dependent upon operating hours. The location of the proposed store
convenient to public transit and the absence of parking in the project are
factors conducive to use of public transit and car pooling. Saks could
be asked to send employees a questionnaire after 6-12 months of operation
in order to determine the actual modal split.

Randolph Delehanty ;

Comment 146 : "I wish to address myself to the point of the historical,
cultural and architectural aspects of the Square and of the Fitzhugh
Building, and of the way the two fit together which, as several people
have already mentioned, is undoubtedly the principal deficiency in this

particular draft EIR."

Response 146 : See Response 7 and 21.

Comment 147 : "This unfamiliar document is the City's Architectural Quality
Survey, the result of two years work in the Planning Department. It's

absolutely inexcusable that this document does not appear in your report.
There is no purpose for the City to engage in these sorts of studies if
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the Commission for which the study was made does not use this information
in making decisions for the future. I feel this is a very important point
and is indicative of the mentality behind the EIR."

Response 147 ; See Response 34.

Comment 148 : "On this map I have marked in blue the buildings which the City
gave its highest ratings. As has been mentioned, the buildings were rated
on a sacle that basically went from one to five, five being the highest
category — equivalent to extraordinary — and four, rating as excellent.
The buildings which I have marked are the ones with fours and fives, that is,

the extraordinary and excellent buildings. There are only three structures
on the Square which get the highest rating. There is, first of all, the
St. Francis Hotel, which is the visual anchor on the Square, which has
always been historically, since its construction in 1904, the focal point
of the Square . . . Another building which has rated this high category
of four to five, that is, high both as an individual building and high for
its relationship to all of the other buildings around it, is the new Hyatt
Hotel which, by relating to another four scale, that is, excellent quality
building, the Bullock's & Jones Building ... has managed to create a

coherent end of the Square on that side. Then, there is the City of Paris
Building, referred to in this EIR as only the site for a proposed new store.
This is not historically justified.

Response 148 : See the amended reference to City of Paris, pp. 23-4.

Comment 149 : "...the Fitzhugh Building, designed by the Reid Brothers, master
architects in design; designers of such buildings as the Fairmont Hotel ...

I would contend that the keystone in this arch of ... extraordinary and

excellent structures, is the Fitzhugh — right here. And that is not an

accident. It was deliberately designed to complement the St. Francis Hotel.

It is in style, and in coloration, and its detailing, made to match the

anchor to the Square so that together it creates a very strong corner.

In fact, such a strong corner that when you're in the Square you cannot

to look to the trash in the south but look to the north and see what
remains of our architectural heritage." (transcript partially garbled)

Response 149 : This is a statement of personal opinion. See also Response 34.

Comment 150 : "In this EIR it is very interesting to note that the only

building which this site is ever related to in depth is the Qantas
Building, which the City gave a three — a very generous rating. And yet,

nowhere is it discussed that the anchor of the Square is the St. Francis

Hotel. There is reason to discuss the Qantas Building, it does adjoin the

site ... there is no reason why there wasn't a discussion of the role of

the St. Francis Hotel and then the relation, as a kind of handmaiden in

design, of the Fitzhugh Building to that."

Response 150 : The environmental setting chapter (page 23) has been revised to

include information about the relationship of the Fitzhugh to the St. Francis

Hotel.
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Comment 151 ; "... I do think it is very important that when the City spends
years and many people's hours and expert time in producing an architect-
ural survey, that when you're discussing architectural and design questions,
you must refer to your own study and your own report."

Response 151 : See Response 34.

Commissioner Bierman ;

Comment 152 : "... that drawing (Architectural Survey Diagram) really does
capture, for me, what seemed to be partially missing, and it would seem
to me it would be helpful that something like that be included, whether
it be a chart like that — I mean, if we're going to spend the money we
spend on the architectural surveys, I do think they ought to relate,
should be brought in some way."

Response 152 : See Response 34.

Mr. Steven Tabor :

Comment 153 : "I would like to suggest that when this report is revised, that

it be revised in a manner in keeping with the spirit of the Environmental
Quality Act, which is that the report analyze the impacts on the environ-
ment rather than on the developer himself."

Response 153 : Chapter IV, The Environmental Impact of the Proposed Project,
Chapter V, Mitigating Measures Proposed to Minimize Impact, Chapter VI,

Adverse Environmental Impacts that Cannot be Avoided if the Project is

Implemented and Chapter VII, Alternatives to the Proposed Project, all
analyze the impact of the porposed project on the environment. See also
Response 23.

Comment 154 : "Except for a brief mention of uniform height provisions, the

urban design element of the Plan is not mentioned or treated at all in

this report."

Response 154 : See Response 22.

Comment 155 : "Many other aspects of the City Plan have been treated such
as transportation and land use. But transportation and land use are not

real issues in this report. I doubt that you'd find much controversy over
whether there's enough transportation or whether this is an appropriate
land use for the site since the site is already used for commercial
purposes."

Response 155 : The sections on land use and transportation impacts are viewed
as important by the Department of City Planning.
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Comment 156 : "However, the Urban Design Plan has many, many elements which
relate to the proposed design of this project and which the Environ-
mental Impact Report does not cover."

Response 156 : See Response 22.

Comment 157 : "The EIR's treatment of alternatives is very slipshod. In the

first place it presents none of the public's criticisms or staff criti-
cisms of the design of the building itself. It praises the developer's
architectural design when it goes through the manner it may relate
to the Terms of Reference. But it does not attempt to criticize that

plan as has been done today in terms of how that new building may have
been designed. I would have thought that the staff, when they wrote
this report, would have presented two sides of the argument; to say,

well, it looks all right in this regard but on the other hand — and
then go into an objective criticism of the Plan. But it obviously
failed to do that."

Response 157 : See Responses 18 and 56.

Comment 158 : "The Heritage alternative, the two-building alternative is

presented and very summarily dismissed. And it's dismissed on the
basis of a letter from Saks Fifth Avenue saying, basically, that they

don't want to do it, that they would rather build a new building. Well,
the fact that they would rather have certain characteristics of a new
building mignt be interesting, but it really doesn't go to the question
of whether this alternative is more advantageous from the public point

of view. In fact, the entire report contains many extraneous, gratui-
tous remarks from the developer in support of the project, which only
lend to its biased nature and really don't add to an evaluation of

the environmental impact of the project. The entire alternative
analysis seems to be geared toward selection of the developer's
alternative.

"

Response 158 ; See Response 23.

Comment 159 : "I'm also a member of the Parapet Task Force and we're
working on an alternative means of preserving ornamentation. And
this is one of the points where the draft Environmental Impact Report

is completely silent. I would be moved to say to look into this study

and determine what is going on and what alternatives may be available."

Response 159 : See attachments D, H, and I to the DEIR and Response 6.

Comment 160 : "The Evnironmental Impact Report is fatally defective and

should be completely rewritten by the City. It must be written by

the City staff and not by the develper's consultant. It must examine

a wider range of alternatives and, specifically, alternative designs

of a new building. The only alternative design of a new building

that was suggested in the Environmental Impact Report was the addition

of a few stories to the top of it to increase its height. Obviously

that's a very important alternative. But there are many other
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alternatives that should be considered, in light of the Urban Design
Elements Standards to make that development more coherent with the

buildings that surround it. And I'm surprised that this was not picked
up in the Environmental Impact Report and expanded upon. Obviously there

are many design alternatives that could be considered and evaluated with
regard to construction of a new building."

Response 160 : The EIR has been revised by the consultant at the City's

direction and in close consultation with staff of the Department of

City Planning; the City is the legal author of the EIR. See also
Responses 18 and 57.

Comment 161 : "The Environmental Impact Report must examine all important
aspects and all significant impacts on the environment and, specifically,
it must respond to creticisms that have already been received. In fact,

there are two Appellate Court cases which specifically hold that the

agencies to significant environmental points raised in the review and
consultation process.

The information we have is that these responses — that the comments
have been received byt as yet receive virtually no response in this

draft Environmental Impact Report. Hopefully, the next draft will
contain responses, or this report will be fatally defective."

Response 161 : Comments received during informal review and comment on

preliminary drafts of the EIR which were felt to strengthen the draft
EIR were incorporated into subsequent drafts. Comments received during
the formal review period have been responded to in the Summary of

Comments and Responses section of the EIR.

Felix Warberg :

Comment 162 ; "As a professional, I have prepared a number of EIRs as the

lead consultant. As a concerned citizen, I cannot state too strongly
my professional opinion that this draft EIR is grossly deficient at

this time for the following reasons.

Point one is that I don't think any EIR can be acceptable without a uni-

form data base. The cost figures here are either undocumented or

undated throughout the report.

For example on page 2 there is no indication whether the two million
dollar onsite labor table is of 1975, '76, '77 or even 1978 figure.

And I submit right here that the data base for figures credited and
projected for 1978."

Response 162 ; A Summary cannot present the level of information presented in

the main text. See revised text page 70. See also Response 76.
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Comment 163 : "Further down the same page the — (unintelligible) and sales
taxes are also not dated."

Response 163 : As indicated in the Draft EIR, sales and property taxes are
1977 figures. See page 54 of main text.

Comment 164 : "Later on in the text, starting with a footnote on page 75, the
cost of structuzaJ. ra-quireiisBZLts for altematives are irasea osi 1975
costs. These should be updated to 1978.

Response 164 ; See Response 76.

Comment 165 : "And in some cases, it has to do with interpretation of the

Building Code, which were made by the Building Code Inspector, the
Chief Building Inspector, who is no longer in that position. And there
have been changes in Code requirements in addition to terms of the cost."

Response 165 : Change in Code requirements relevant to this EIR have been
incorporated into the EIR. For comments of the current Supervisor of

Building Inspection see Response 11.

Comment 166 : "I do not think that an unsubstantiated telephone conversation
should be admissable as data in the EIR. Some key issues, such as the

demand for office space in a renovated Fitzhugh Building are supported
merely by telephone conversations, some of them more than two years ago.

I feel, as the Planning Commissioners, you have a right to documentation
for this kind of information."

Response 166 ; The conversations in question concerned an update of a formal

economic feasibility study prepared for and on file with the

Department of City Planning in order to determine whether market conditions

had changed and if the earlier conclusion and the conclusion of the updated
analyses were still valid. Telephone conversations are an efficient

means of obtaining information. The Department of City Planning considers

the date of the conversation and the name of the person contacted to

constitute sufficient documentation.

Comment 167 : "Table of Contents, under Item — Section 4, Item 3, refers to

the visual impact and then in parentheses it says wind shadows. I

found no discussion in the text of wind shadows. I'm not in a position

to say whether the wind dhsadows in this case or the actual shadows of

the sun are important or not. But if it's indexed, it should be discuss-

ed or indicated why it is not discussed."

Response 167 : The sections in parentheses were typing errors and have been

deleted from the Final EIR.

Comment 168 : "Chapter 5 on mitigation, titled (Visual Impacts) ... seems

to me totally inadequate. It assumes that the removal of the Fitzhugh

Building is inevitable. And then it quotes the President of Saks as

instructing his architect to, quote, design a building worthy of its

predecessor, even if the design resulted in less than the optimal retail

requirement, unquote."
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Response 168 ; The chapter referred to discussed mitigation measures
that would be implemented if the proposed project were undertaken.
If the project is built as proposed the Fitzhugh will be demolished.
Alternatives to the proposed project are dealt with in a subsequent
chapter. See also Response 56.

Comment 169 ; "From the citizens of San Francisco, speaking through the

Planning Commission, there should be absolute insistence that if the

building is to be replaced, it be replaced by something equally as

worthy as the Fitzhugh Building. Is this presently the case? I think
that's the question you have to decide.

If the Planning Commission feels it is not qualified to make such
design judgements — and I can sympathize with you there — then let it

appoint a Select Design Review Committee or allow the Arts Commission
to become involved. But, above all, this is your opportunity to insist
on the very best, if the Fitzhugh Building has to go. And I submit
this is your responsibility because you'll be advising the elected
officials they will be relying on your advice."

Response 169 ; See Response 18.

Comment 170 ; "Item 5. Under the discussion of alternatives, beginning on

page 75, the retention of the existing building is dismissed on the basis
there is allegedly no market for such space. This allegation should be

proven beyond a shadow of a doubt before the EIR can be accepted. I'm

quite sure that with a minimum of rehabilitations, with no change in occu-
pancy, a number of tenants can be found. After all, the Italian Swiss
Colony Building was not exactly in good shape. If Levi Strauss has the
imagination and civic concern to say it will be rehabilitated, in a part
of the City where the so-called experts would have said there was no

market either."

Response 170 ; The retention of the existing building for office space
would preclude the proposed project which involves a retail project.
The section of the EIR referred to in the comment above states there is

no demonstrable demand for medical-dental office space in the downtown
area that cannot be met by existing medical-dental buildings. The EIR
does not state there is no demand for office space in the area. See also
Responses 17, 75 and 79.

Comment 171; "Alternative 3, the two-building alternative, is a noble and

well-intentioned attempt of compromise ... again, it is shot down by Saks
management on the basis of anticipating cost figures that must be

updated before they can even consider it. And even if it does cost more,
are there not other values? Or are we always at the mercy of the almighty
dollar weilded by the merchants? How about other less legible (sic)

values that are important to the people like preservation, sense of identity,
history ..."

Response 171 ; See page 70 for revised cost figures.
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Comment 172 ; "If there is no other way, then let us forgive Saks its taxes
for a few years to make them financially whole again then in order to
review the building."

Response 172 ; There is no legal basis under existing law for forgiving taxes
"for a few years".

Comment 173 ; "The problem in a two-building alternative concerning relative
floor-to-ceiling heights between the two buildings could be solved in
another way, also. For instance, how about having two buildings, not
just a fusion? How about saving the north side of the Fitzhugh as well?
This could be done by separating the old and the new buildings by, say,
20 feet. And, incidentally, avoiding some of the code problems and pro-
viding an exciting, public galerie in between with the tunnel on the
ground floor on Post Street into the galerie and then on into Saks' own
special separate store. And there's a precedence for this in an
uncovered space. There's a whole block. Battery and Sansome Streets,
that has two buildings that are separated by ten or 15 feet and you can
walk down there between the buildings, as many of us do who work down
there do all the time. That space is quite usable and it makes for a very
interesting environment.

To make up for the lost space, if you actually separate the two buildings
and don't use part of the Fitzhugh BUilding for Saks' purposes, I would
be perfectly glad myself to see them to go higher with that building
that is then behind the Fitzhugh Building, even if it went to six, seven
or eight stories. I don't think that would present any particular prob-
lems from the City's point of view. Since the height would be set back
behind the Fitzhugh, it would not create a scale problem on Union Square."

Response 173 ; By separating the two buildings by 20 feet, you would create
a second building of approximately the same length and depth as the

existing Fitzhugh Tower. The floor area per floor would be inadequate
for retail operations according to both Saks Fifth Avenue and project
opponents. The site is in an area with a 140 foot height limitation, which
would preclude more than 8-10 above-grade floors. (Note that ceiling
height for retail occupancy is greater than for residential uses.)

Approximately 16 above-grade floors would be required to acheive the total

square footage desired by Saks Fifth Avenue.

Nan Roth

Comment 174 ; "Is there another rehearing process which allows the public

input of this type before the final report is drawn up? In other words,

when you said, when the meeting first opened, the final report will be

drawn up and put before you for your approval and that will be it?"

Response 174 ; An amended Draft EIR and responses to public and agency comments,

will be submitted to the Planning Commission for certification as a Final

EIR. State and local laws do not provide for a public hearing on responses

to comments. The Planning Commission evaluates the submitted material and

certifies the Final EIR when it is satisfied as to adequacy.
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Certification of the EIR does not constitute approval or disapproval of the
proposed project. Subsequent to certification the Planning Commission
will undertake Discretionary Review which affords an opportunity for
public input on architectural and urban design issues.

Comment 175 : "I tried to get an outline of the EIR requirements that the

Planning Department put out to act as guidelines for the projects for

the preparing of EIR's. And that was unavailable. So I thought it would
help me in trying to get together my comments, to be familiar with what
requirements were made of the developer.

What is the status of that? Are those things available?"

Response 175; ER8, "Format and Guidelines for Material Required for a

Draft Environmental Report," is the administrative basis for the Planning
Department's EIR requirements. As a result of the heavy workload in the
Office of Environmental Review, ER8 has not been updated in the light
of legal changes effective 1 January 1977 and 1978. Necessary updating
and specific instructions pertinent to an individual EIR case are verbally
conveyed by Office of Environmental Review staff to the EIR consultant.
ER8 will not be routinely duplicated until it is revised; however, copies
of the unrevised version can be made for interested members of the public.

Comment 176 ; "Should alternatives also not include other uses for that
site besides the primary use that the project suggests? In assessing
the various alternatives to the use of the site."

Response 176 ; The Alternatives Section is legally required to describe any
known alternative to the project which could feasibly attain the basic objec-
tives of the project and why they were rejected in favor of the ultimate
choice. In addition, the specific alternative of "no project" must be
discussed. So must alternatives which would reduce adverse impacts
even if they substantially impeded attainment of project objectives.
The alternatives contained in the Draft EIR include no project - office
space, conversion of existing building to retail use, two-building -

combined office - retail and a nine-story new building - combined retail-
hotel-office-residential .

Comment 177 ; "When they discuss the sponsor and the objective, they only
discuss the objective of Saks Fifth Avenue. They did not discuss the
objectives in terms of meeting the community needs and what the community —
how this project, as suggested by Saks, would be an aid to the community.
I think that should be included."

Response 177 ; Community concerns about demolition of the Fitzhugh are reflected
on pp. 15-17 and 34; community concern about the character of Union Square
is reflected in revision of the description of Union Square, pp. 21-28;
community concern about the architecture of the proposed new building is

reflected on pp. 38-9; and new jobs and tax revenue to the City are
discussed on p. 54.
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Conment 178 ; "The location, as have been mentioned, doesn't relate to Union
Square. It should also relate to the entire downtovm San Francisco area
in terms of department store supply, and restaurants, and the other — hotels
and stores and all these other things that a store such as Saks relates to.

They are not locating themselves in that area just to serve the residents
of the downtown area of San Francisco. These stores relate to the larger
Bay Area as a regional resource. And that should be included in the report."

Response 178 ; The transportation impacts section, beginning on page 39, indicat
that the proposed project is expected to serve a regional market covering the
Bay Area.

Comment 179; "That map should also include the relationship of parking
facilities to the store since that is nowhere mentioned in the report,
which I'm going to bring out and no one has."

Response 179 ; The surface land use map on page 29 shows surface parking within
four blocks of the proposed project site. Union Square itself provides
underground parking. See page 40-48 for a description of the area's parking
facilities.

Comment 180 ; "The scheduling — proposed scheduling section. Should this
not also include the status of the design work that the report has put
together, the permits they have to obtain, the procedure they have to go
through with the City to build the project? The information given is really
pointless without some of these relevant details. They don't give any dates.
They just give broad statements regarding a couple here and a couple months
there."

Response 180 ; Dates cannot be estimated in the absence of information about
when the EIR will be certified or the time that would be required to

process permits. In the face of the extensive delays that have already
occurred in this project it seemed unwise to make new time estimates. There
is no legal requirement for a discussion of the permit process in an EIR.

In some more complex cases where many agencies are involved the City
requires an explanation of the network of interacting local, state and
federal actions.

Comment 181 ; "The environmental setting section of the report ... is very
weak. Maybe the report is dependent upon it. If these things are not

properly brought out at this point in the report and identified, then the

impact cannot be properly assessed."

Response 181 ; See Response 7.

Comment 182 ; "The section on land use characteristics. They discuss depart-

ment stores, and everything is being located in the downtown area. But

they did not put any percentages. I think those facts are going to be

included, they should be in a table with percentages and properly docu-

mented .

"
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Response 182 ; A map surrounding the project site on page 27 gives the

surface land use of the four blocks. The Department of City Planning feels

that in this case a map is more informative than a table of percentages.

Comment 183 ; "And esthetics are thrown in there, and they should really
be given a separate section."

Response 183 ; Section 3 of Chapter IV, The Environmental Impact of the
Proposed Action, is entitled Visual Impact and discusses the esthetic
impact of the proposed project.

Comment 184 ; "The Blume Report, which is cited in Seismic Report, has no

date on it. And I, in reading the report, was really kind of curious
to know whether that reflected the latest seismic studies."

Response 184 ; The Blume Report, which is the familiar name of the San

Francisco Seismic Safety Investigation , is dated June 1974. It reflects
the most recent seismic studies accepted by the Department of City
Planning except for tsunami inundation which is not relevant to this
EIR.

Comment 185 ; "The air quality section does not — it just mentions that there
are prevailing winds. It doesn't say anything about the air quality,
whereas further on in the report, the fact that there is an air quality
problem in that area is brought up. And it's not even mentioned in the
environmental section here. And it does have a very poor rating in that
downtown area."

Response 185 ; A reference to a source of information about air quality
in San Francisco has been added to page 30.

Comment 186 ; "And the noise section doesn't say anything about what the basis
of figures for noise are, whether there were any studies made that corner,
whether they are recent studies, whether they reflect current noise
problems there. I've always considered that corner noisier than others
because there's so much traffic blockage on Powell Street that everyone
is sitting there honking their horns all the time, in addition to cable
cars and — it's a very highly congested area. It's much more congested,
I feel, than, say, the intersection of Post and Stockton."

Response 186 ; Page 32 of the EIR states existing noise levels were obtained
from "Thoroughfare Noise Levels — 1974, Transportation Noise, Environmental
Protection Element of the Comprehensive Plan of San Francisco." This
document is based on actual measurements (at that corner) . The construction
noise projections on page 55 are based on the construction engineer's
previous experience with comparable jobs. The area ±s_ noisy. A quiet
suburb would be about 40 dBA. An air conditioner at 20 feet makes about
60 dBA. The traffic peaks at Post and Powell of 90-95 dBA should be compared
to 90 dBA 50 feet from a train or motorcycle.
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Comment 187 ; "In the Environmental Impact Report of the proposed action . . .

it"s very difficult to assess environmental impact if the environmental
setting has not been properly identified . . . these sections should
relate to one another ... I think they should follow the same outline."

Response 187 ; The setting and impact chapters have to deal with different,
although overlapping, groups of topics. Some topics treated in one chapter
are inappropriate for the other. When a subject is treated in both
chapters it has the same subheading.

Comment 188 ; "The displacement section does not make any reference to the
displacement of anyone in terms of social economics in that area. And
what it would do in terms of job loss, whether any people would lose
their jobs because they — and displacement just refers to Coldwell,
Banker — (unintelligible) — to say that all these places will find new
places — all the tenants will find new places to live; whereas
that is probably true, I think the facts should be better indientified
than it is." (transcript garbled)

Response 188 ; Employees of existing retail establishments will relocate to

new locations within the area or to other city branches of the same store.
No job loss is anticipated. There is no residential displacement related
to the proposed project. See also Responses 114 and 137.

Comment 189 ; "I was also pretty concerned about the many references to the
doctors and dentists in the downtown area. And I took occasion to speak
with several dentists because I think . . . statements about everyone,
moving into the outer areas of the City applied more to doctors . . .

the pressure on doctors to locate in a medical building close to hospitals
may be true to a certain extent but I don't feel . . . it's so important
as it indicates. But the same pressures do not exist in terms of

dentists. And I find that there is a demartd for dental space in the
downtown area . . .

. . . statements about — office use, for instance, in the building not being
feasible. And I suspect — I assume that comes from the Hanford Report."

Response 189 ; Even if demand should exist for dental office space, Saks is

not interested in running a dental office building and it is unlikely that

a building of only dental otfices would be economically viable. Office

space feasibility data do come frum tlife Hanford Report. See also Response 138.

Comment 190 ; "Much of the report mentionea i.iie Hanford Report. It seemed
quite dependent upon the economic concluslov«s which would be dependent
upon the Hanford Report. Yet, there is norhing attached to the report

from the Hanford Report ... I think since, net everybody is able to spend

the necessary time at the City Planning Otf ice during working hours on

weekdays, that if something like that is going to be such an important

element in this report, it should be excerpted or something so people have

something to look at to substantiate these statements that Saks has made

regarding the economic feasibility of all these alternatives."
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Response 190 ; The City has made the statements of feasibility, not Saks
Fifth Avenue. The relevant findings of the Hanford Report are contained
in the EIR and Summary of Comments and Responses. The cost and paper
consumption of duplicating lengthy reports such as the Hanford Report

(75 pp) which are not likely to be of interest to most readers of the
EIR, is not deemed justifiable by the City. For that reason, such
materials are maintained on file at the Department of City Planning for
public review. It is recognized that this policy may occasionally be an

inconvenience. On request, it is often possible for the Office of Environment
review to get an additional copy of such material for loan purposes.

Comment 191 : "The market considerations (which) prohibit meeting the
height requirement, for instance, are never identified; they're never
even footnoted in the report."

Response 191 ; Page 70 of the EIR summarizes the conclusions of the Hanford
Report relative to the market feasibility of various uses for the addi-
tional floors. See also Responses 15, 16, 17, and 79.

Comment 192 ; "All the comments regarding visual impact have entirely
the wrong emphasis. None of them talk about impact. They discuss
visual elements in terms of their being included in the design program
for the building. But they don't discuss, for instance, the lowering
of the height and what impact that has on the surrounding area. And
this applies to all the arguments in that section on visual impact."

Response 192 ; Height is discussed on pp. 41, 42 and 73. Any further
comment would have been speculative or a natter of opinion. Visual
impacts are largely subjective.

Comment 193 ; "I'd like to be a little bit more explicit about transition
between the facade on the St. Francis and the Qantas Building. Trans-
ition, to me, implies maintaining a relationship between these two

buildings. The report is never really developed about maintaining this
relationship. It just talks about . . . the design elements of the
Qantas Building. But it doesn't really discuss in any way relating to
the design elements of the St. Francis Hotel."

Response 193 ; See Responses 18, 50 and 51.

Comment 194 ; ". . . the report, in discussing the meeting of these urban
design terms of reference; and all the comments regarding the facade
of the building, the material, there is no mention of bronze glass."

Response 194 ; Bronze glass is mentioned on pages 1 and 8. See also
Response 18.

Comment 195 ; "Since (bronze glass) is such a large element in the exterior
design, that it really should be included in the report as part of the
exterior configuration of that building rather than just the question
of what kind of polished granite you might have on the exterior."
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Response 195 ; See Response 194.

Comment 196 ; "In the transportation element, I was quite concerned about
the statement on parking which said . . . the minimum vacancy rate at
midday . . . was 10 to 15 percent . . . Well, how could that be? I

myself have waited in line outside of those garages in the middle of
summer, not to mention during Christmas holiday shopping. The Sutter-
Stockton Garage told me that they felt that . . . from 10; 30 on people
experienced delays getting into the garage, because another car can't
come in until one exits. So I would certainly want to see a better
analysis of the parking problem in the downtown area.

Response 196 ; The parking garages have been resurveyed. They report an
average midday vacancy rate of 10 - 15 percent which corresponds to
operating at capacity. Parking is a problem in the Union Square area,
particularly during holidays and the peak tourist season.

Comment 197 ; "Also in discussing the impact of . . . parking, transit,
and circulation: where there is additional traffic, for instance, on
buses, there are no figures given as to what the cost of that is going
to be to the City and I understand the Muni now operates at a deficit.
And if we're going to have to bring more people downtown, it will be
a cost to the community in that regard.

Response 197; According to Muni Transit planners:

"The impact of the SFA Union Square Project on the Municipal
Railway Routes serving the project area is less than significant
(an additional 690 trips during non-peak hours 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM)

until it is viewed in conjunction with other construction in the
Downtown area. Planned, proposed and recently completed construction
in the lower Market Street - Embacadero Center area have and will
continue to add trips to the Railway's Downtown routes including
some of the lines that serve the Union Square project area. While
this EIR is primarily concerned with the impact of construction
of the SFA store in the Union Square area, the Railway must be
concerned with the impact of all building construction that may
have any effect on its patronage and scheduling. In recent months
the highrise explosion in the Downtown area has put increasing
demands on the Railway's routes serving the Downtown area.

The Railway does not anticipate any increase in its budget which would
allow it to increase the capacities of its motor coach, trolley coach,

cable car and streetcar lines. Under current PUC policy any increase
in the capacity of the Railway's lines serving the project area through

the addition of service would have to be accompanied by a reduction

in the capacity of Railway lines serving other areas of the city.

Singly the SFA Union Square project would probably not require such

drastic action, but the continuing building construction in the downtown
area is rapidly approaching the time when either an increase in the

Railway's budget, to allow for increase capacities, or a reduction in

the capacity of Railway lines serving other areas of the city will be

needed to provide adequate public transit to the CBD."
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Response 197 continued ; Should Muni decide to acquire new equipment or
staff the costs would be approximately $90,000 for a bus and $68,000
operating costs (Including $25,000 for operator's salary and related
overheads)

.

Comment 198 ; "As part of the Saks presentation, they mentioned the possi-
bility of adding future floors at a future date. If that is going to

be considered a valid part of this report, I think there should be some
design included with the report showing what these added floors would
look like on that building, I look at the design as given and I really
wonder what raising up to that height would do to it."

Response 198 ; No designs are presented because the two floors are not
part of the proposed project. The building design which permits
the addition of floors at a later date is the mitigation measure, not
the floors themselves. Should the project be approved, the Planning
Commission could require design review when and if addition of the
two floors were proposed.

Comment 199 ; "Also, I am quite concerned that there are no wind studies
included. That area, particularly the block there between — on Powell
Street, between Sutter and Post, is extremely windy as it is now. And
I think some concern should be shown for what the changes in config-
uration of that corner would do to the wind."

Response 199 ; As the proposed project is 45 feet lower than the existing
building, its impact on wind would be less than that of the existing
building. The configuration of heights in the area does not suggest
the need for wind studies. The corner shape of the proposed building
would be expected to produce less turbulence than the present building.

Comment 200 ; "And also, I feel that if bronze glass is going to be such a

large design element in this building, that there should be some study
to determine what the glare from that glass is going to do to the office
space on the other side of the Square, where there are some windows
overlooking it, and how it will affect the comfort of the people sitting
in Union Square."

Response 200 ; Solar bronze glass is less reflective than ordinary glass.
The glass will not be the type with a "mirror" or reflective surface.

Mr. Ken Richardson

Comment 201 ; "Union Square is a thing of beauty and unique in all of

California. It is also a very fragile piece of urban design. To do what
Saks is proposing would take the Square in the direction of Casual Corner,

Macy's and Liberty House, and turn it into just another suburban shopping
center. "

Response 201 : This is a statement of personal opinion.
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Comment 202 ; "We respectfully ask you not to certify the draft as complete.
It is neither complete, adequate, or accurate or fair. In its present
form, it is a rationalization for a project that is not in the best and
long-term interests of the citizens and taxpayers of San Francisco."

Response 202 : The EIR cannot be certified until the planning Commission has
reviewed the Responses to Comments.

Hal Major

Comment 203 : "This particular alternative was presented before the Landmarks
Board in December of 1975 ... it includes the retention of the present south
and west facades. Those are the facades on Powell and Post Street. The
balance of the configuration of the building would be new and the plans
would conform to Saks proposal, that is, the plans that are drawn in the
front of the EIR."

Response 203 : The Alternatives Section of the EIR has been expanded to

include this alternative, see page 71.

G. Bland Piatt

Comment 204 : "Page 40, with relation to the doctors moving out of the building
and into . . . other areas: Dr. Shumate felt that the draft EIR would
better reflect what actually did happen if it mentioned that people — some
people retired, some went to 450 Sutter, some 490 Post, some went to

St. Francis, French Hospital, Presbyterian Hospital — it's a very
inaccurate statement as it now stands."

Response 204 : The text has been amended to reflect the recommended changes,

see page 15.

Comment 205 : "Page 31, the dates for the St. Francis Hotel would appear
to be inaccurate. According to information we have, it would indicate

an initial construction date in 1903, quite a bit of construction 1906,

new wing in 1908."

Response 205 : The dates have been corrected. See page 21.

Comment 206 ; "Page 10, the discussion of buildings used on north corners.

We feel that the round tower is generally on a gore corner and is so

stated it may be placed. It is so, not — but the way it is presently

stated, it does not discuss that. It discusses something else."

Response 206 ; Page 10 (now page 8) states that the round tower would focus

attention upon the main store entrance, and that its design would

enlarge the pedestrian entrance to Union Square.

Comment 207 ; "We feel the SPUR report on Union Square dated May, 1975,

should be included. We feel that a summary of the background in this

project is essential for inclusion in the EIR, and we would suggest

to you the preferable summary of that might be contained in the letter to

the editor of the Chronicle, refuting a great many of the points made in the

editorial regarding the landmarks benefits. I think it would give the EIR

a certain credibility and stability that it now lacks."
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Response 207 ; See Responses 8 and 17.

Comment 208 ; ". . .the entire visual impact section — has been said over

and over today must be rewritten. There are an awful lot of judgemental
comments throughout Pages 34 and 35 in particular."

Response 208 ; The visual impact section has been revised. See pages 34-39.

See also Response 56.

Comment 209 ; "Page 69 on visual impacts section, which later on is non-
objective."

Response 209 ; See Response 208.

Comment 210 ; "Page 73, statement that the demolition of the Fitzhugh
Building, which is on the National Registry, need to be expanded."

Response 210 ; The demolition of the Fitzhugh would be an adverse impact that
could not be avoided if the project is implemented. The impact of the
change in the architectural configuration of the northeast corner of

Union Square cannot be quantified; it is a matter of personal esthetic

j udgement

.

Comment 211 ; "We are particularly concerned with the structural engineers
solutions to the problem and comments thereon . . . the Mission High
School which is all terra-cotta, has been put back together without
replacing the exterior or the building. If you were to take the Fitzhugh
and rebuild it, chances are you would be able to do the strengthening
of the terra-cotta from the inside out. Removal of the exterior, which
is really said over and over again, is really an incompetent assessment
of the situation."

Response 211 ; Mission High School and the Fitzhugh Building are different
structures so the feasible methods of anchorage and support of the terra-
cotta would be completely different. At Mission High School, the
cast stone facing which is similar to terra-cotta was already backed
by reinforced concrete, whereas the backing of the Fitzhugh Building
is hollow clay tile which has no structural strength. At Mission High
the surface facing units were secured to the pre-existing concrete
backing, sometimes drilling and grouting from the inside, but also
sometimes drilling from the outside, with exposed metal anchors holding
the cast stone to the backing. The essential difference between conditions
at Mission High and the Fitzhugh Building is that an adequate structural
system to which the facing material could be anchored already existed
at Mission High. See also Response 6.

Comment 212 ; "Every time that there is a reference to the Heritage/AIA
study, it is only the Heritage study, that needs to be corrected."

Response 212 ; The text has been corrected to reflect joint authorship.
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Comment 213 ; "The landmark Board itself would like and knows it is not
possible probably, for the EIR, but to point out to you the similarity,
architecturally, between Saks' store on Fifth Avenue and the
Fitzhugh Building."

Response 213 ; A dissimilarity between the two buildings is the square
footage per floor. The New York Saks Fifth Avenue store has approximately
40,000 square feet per floor. The Fitzhugh tower has approximately
7,700 square feet per upper floor.

Comment 214 ; "The comments made to you about considerations of the Tax
Reform Act."

Response 214 ; See Response 12.

Comment 215 ; "The need to update the financial information which seems to
date from 1975."

Response 215 ; See Response 76.

Comment 216 ; "The need to include any economic study done by — such as

Mr. Hanford — be included in the text, as has already been requested,
so that it's available. And it seems it will be a very important
document, particularly after its update."

Response 216; See Response 190.

Comment 217 ; "It's important for you to realize that the distribution
list does not include mention of the State Historic Preser\'ation Officer.
Your staff, before we even suggested it, did take that into consideration.
But that is something that should have been done as a routine matter."

Response 217 ; The Draft EIR was sent to the State Historic Preservation
Officer in time to respond with written comment. The omission from

the distribution list was an error that has been corrected.

Comment 218; " . . . we of course feel that because of the omissions and

the necessity for total rewrite in most cases, that the report is not

objective; it is not complete; it is not thorough. As a matter of fact,

it is biased and, therefore, requires a major rewrite."

Response 218 ; Accusations of bias from both proponents and opponents of

the proposed project suggest that the EIR is reasonably even handed.

Comment 219 ; "At an appropriate time, the Landmarks Board will ask you

to take a Discretionary Review ... in our opinion, we were to address

the EIR as it related to our matter only . . . that is the unanimous

request from the Landmarks Board."

Response 219 ; See Response 18.
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Comment 220 ; "And we also request that you keep this hearing open so that

as these major sections are rewritten — which I hope you will request
us back. I'm thinking back to the EIR on the Performing Arts Garage, and
how the major comments made in that regard cannot be answered appropriate
through the comments and response section . . . If there is a way, I would
like to hear you discuss among yourselves the possibility of suggesting
a total rewrite in the sections that have been most prominently displayed
before you today and keeping the hearing open so there can be discussion
of those rewrites."

Response 220 ; The hearing was closed. Portions of the main text that have
been revised are indicated by the symbol •. See also Response 161.

Comment 221 ; "I think it's a major amount of work that needs to be done.
I think the citizenry has pointed that out to you. And in case it's

gone over your head, you had an awfully weighty group of people here
today that don't normally show up for EIR hearings ... In our view,
if you don't handle it very carefully, you will simply end up with a

lawsuit which I don't think you need."

Response 221 ; No response.

Commissioner Bierman

Comment 222 ; "... But to me, the lack in the EIR is understanding what
a special location it is."

Response 222 ; See Response 7.

Comment 223 ; "I think a lot of people here who have taken time out really
do care about serious consideration of some alternatives and some

combinations of things."

Response 223 ; A discussion of the alternative proposed by Mr. Major during
the public hearing and an expanded discussion of other alternatives
have been added to the EIR.

Downtown Association of San Francisco , letter of 24 October 1977 from
Lloyd A. Pflueger, General Manager, to City Planning Commission.

Comment 224 ; "We have carefully reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact
Report for the Saks Fifth Avenue Union Square Project and have the

following observations to make.

Our association feels very strongly that the project is important to down

town, and therefore, should be allowed to go ahead."

Response 224 ; See Response 4.
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Comment 225 ; "We feel that too much attention has been made to possible
retention of the old Fitzhugh Building, which only occupies 40%
of the lot size - that it is not really that attractive, and that its
need as a building for medical professionals is no longer there."

Response 225 ; An EIR must consider the impacts associated with the proposed
demolition of a building listed on the National Registry of Historic
Places.

Comment 226 ; " We do not find the fact that a new building would be shorter
than the Qantas Building to be economically, architecturally, or
esthetically offensive."

Response 226 ; See Response 18.

State Office of Historic Preservation , letter of 7 November 1977, from Dr. Knox
Mellon, State Historic Preservation Officer, to Department of City Planning

Comment 227 ; "In our estimation the subject document should more fully
explore the possible effects resulting from the proposed removal of the
Fitzhugh Building. Although some discussion is given, we feel that as
the proposed action involves an irreversible commitment of an historically
and architecturally significant resource, a more in-depth investi-
gation of possible effects resulting from the proposed project would be
appropriate. .

.

We suggest that the Fitzhugh Building now provides Union Square and other
architecturally compatible structures flanking the Square with a visual
"pivot" point. Its Italian Renaissance Pallazo Facade compliments the
visual effect of Union Square itself and the St. Francis Hotel, and we feel
is a focal point of the composition. Removal of this structure would,
therefore, not only deprive San Francisco of an important cultural
landmark, but detroy the remaining integrity of Union Square."

Response 227 ; The demolition of the Fitzhugh is an unavoidable impact of

the proposed project. The environmental setting chapter has been expanded
to include a discussion of the Fitzhugh Building's relationship to Union
Square (pages 22 and 23). Illustrations 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 on pages

17, 18, 19, 24, 25 and 26 are provided to enable the readers to form
their own judgements of the visual impact the proposed project would have
on the surrounding area. See also Response 210.

Comment 228 ; ". . .we suggest that negative esthetic (sic) impacts will be

suffered by the Mark Hopkins Hotel. Although several blocks removed from

the immediate project area, the Mark Hopkins has traditionally provided
a compatible visual backdrop for the Fitzhugh Building and Union Square

as viewed from the South."
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Response 228 : The Mark Hopkins Hotel is located at the top of Nob Hill
at the intersection of California and Powell Streets, five blocks from
and at an elevation 200 feet higher than the proposed project.
The Mark Hopkins Hotel does not form a visual backdrop for the north
side of Union Square or the Square itself. As shown in Illustrations
11 and 12, on pages 18 and 19, it is the Sir Francis Drake Hotel
Tower on the corner of Powell and Sutter Streets which serves as

a backdrop to the Fitzhugh Building. Illustration 4 on page 10

is a rendering which shows the relationship of the proposed building
to the Sir Francis Drake Tower. See also Comment 210.

Conment 229 ; "Construction of a contemporary facility, such as that proposed,
may severely detract from the stylistic compatibility of Union Square as

a whole, thereby impacting each of its individual components."

Response 229 ; See Response 18.

Conanent 230 ; "Several arguments against preserving the Fitzhugh Building have
been economic in nature. The subject Draft EIR has asserted that the
structure does not comply with current structural safety codes and
that alterations toward compliance would be cost-prohibitive. However,
the document does not appear to have xplored the application of historic
building codes as a possible solution."

Response 230 ; See Responses 11 and 165.

Comment 231 ; "Additionally, we feel the projected construction cost estimate
included on page 90 of the document is not comprehensive. We suggest
that the proposed greater expense of the "Two Building Proposal"
does not consider the loss of accelerated depreciation and various tax,

loan and grant incentives involved with retention and rehabilitation of

the structure. These financial benefits, taken into consideration with
potential rental incomes, may prove to be a most prudent and financially
feasible plan."

Response 231 ; See Responses 12 and 13.

Comment 232 ; "The Fitzhugh Building is of established historical and archi-
tectural significance as indicated by its inclusion on the National
Register of Historic Places, which is conferred on those properties
significant enough to be deemed "worthy of preservation".

Response 232 ; See Response 9,

Comment 233; ". . .my staff and I feel that every effort to preserve the

structure should be exerted."

Response 233 ; See Response 4.
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Comment 234 ; "The plan alternative of the "Two Building" concept and
"Alternative Locations" should be fully explored as viable options
to total demolition of this important cultural property."

Response 234 ; Chapter VII, Alternatives to the Proposed Project, includes
a discussion of the Two-Building alternative (pages 63 to 71) and
Alternative Locations (page 74). See also Response 23.

Letters were also received from Sally N. Mein and Walter Haas. They
did not deal with the EIR and have been retained in the case file for use

during Discretionary Review.
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C . Index of Comments and Responses

1 . Organizations and Individuals Commenting

Name Comment No

.

AIA/Northern California Chapter 103

Berkeley Architectural Heritage Association 4-6

Berner, Robert 21-82

Blerman, Commissioner Susan 138-141, 144,

152, 222-223

Bull, Hendrlk 4-6

Callfornians for Preservation Action 153-161

Dearman, Commissioner Ina 145

Delehanty, Randolph 146-151

Down Town Association 224-226
Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural

Heritage 21-82, 146-151

Frlsbee, John 7-20

Judd, Bruce 104-131

Ludwlg, James 89-101

Major, Hal 203
Matoff, Thomas 1-3

Mellon, Dr. Knox 227-

Muni 1-3

Piatt, G. Bland 204-221

Pflueger, Lloyd 224-226
Richardson, Ken 201-202

Roth, Nan 174-221
'

Saks Fifth Avenue 89-101

Stratford, G.W. 102

Tabor, Steven 153-161

Starbuck, Commissioner Charles 132-137

State Office of Historic Preservation 227-

van der Ploeg, Jacob 83-88

Warberg, Felix 162-173

Wentz, Commissioner John 142-143

2. Subject

Air Quality 29, 61, 198

Alternative Locations 95, 121

Alternatives to Proposed Project 5, 13, 70, 77,

160, 173, 176, 203

Archeologlcal Survey 97, 141

Architectural History 109, 131

Architectural Quality Survey 34, 147, 148, 151,

152

Blume Report 184

Bronze Glass 195, 200

Cable Car Obstructions 140
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Circular Tower
Color and Texture
Cost Estimates and Comparisons

Design Review Committee
Design Terms of Reference

Discretionary Review
Displacement
Economic Analysis

EIR:

Guidelines
Inadequacies

Language
Response to Criticism
Treatment of Alternatives

Employment
Energy
Environmental Impact:

Differences between Alternatives
Proposed Project

Escalators
Fire Stairs
Fltzhugh Building:

Architects (Reld Brothers)
Impact of Demolition

National Register Listing

Negative Declaration
Original Design
Photographs
Preservation

Significance

Structural Condition
Hanford Report
Height of Proposed Building

Heritage Comments of Preliminary DEIR

18, 206

52, 53, 113

13, 14, 78, 163,
164

169

32, 45, 50, 51,

53, 54, 113, 193

4, 18, 219

188, 204

12, 46, 73, 170,

190, 215, 216

62, 175

7, 23, 82, 162,

202, 218, 222
8

161

157

114, 137, 188

67, 68, 80, 136

25, 27, 55, 153,

181, 187

71, 118

72

38, 106

89, 91, 92, 210,
225

9, 10, 26, 39,

96, 127, 210
101

99

36, 130

20, 87, 88, 159,

211

21, 31, 35, 40

98, 103, 108, 110,

111, 112, 122

6, 63, 115, 211

15, 16

19, 27, 33, 43,

44, 59, 100, 102,

104, 113, 154, 226

24, 107, 126
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Housing

Land Use
Mitigation Measures

National Register of Historic Places

Noise
Office Space/Use

Parking
Public Hearing
Rehabilitation Costs, Energy and Material
Scheduling
Solar Energy
Solid Waste
SPUR Report
St. Francis Hotel:

Date of Construction
Urban Design Significance

State Historical Building Code
State Historic Preservation Officer
Tax Reform Act

Telephone Conversations
Terra Cotta
Transit: Vehicle Capacities and Routes

Two-Building Alternative:
Authorship
Floor Area
Saks Fifth Avenues' Reasons for Rejection

Union Square

Urban Design Plan
Water Consumption
Wind

15, 16, 65, 79,

123, 124

155, 182

29, 56, 57, 58,

60, 61, 168, 198

9, 10, 26, 39,

96, 210
186

17, 22, 74, 75,

79, 90, 105,

139, 189

220
179, 196

64, 136

180

30
134

8, 17, 126

205
150

11, 119, 165

217

12, 78, 120, 129

214
166

6, 63, 115, 211

1, 2, 3, 142,

143, 144, 145,

155, 197

66,116, 126, 212

69, 83, 84, 85, 86

81, 117, 158, 171

4, 7, 8, 42, 47,

48, 58, 104, 146

22, 41, 156

132, 133, 135

167, 199



SAN FRANCISCO

CITY PLANNING COMMISSION

RESOLUTION NO. 7921

WHEREAS, A draft environmental impact report, dated October 7, 1977,
has been prepared by the Department of City Planning in connection with
EE74.286: The demolition of the nine-story Fitzhugh Building and the
construction of a six-story retail store, on the property described as
follows

:

The northeast corner of the intersection of Post and Powell
Streets, in Assessor's Block 295, Lot 7, across the street
and north of Union Square.

and

WHEREAS, The Department duly filed a notice of completion of the draft
report with the Secretary of the California Resources Agency, gave other
notice and requested comments as required by law, made the report available
to the general public and satisfied other procedural requirements; and

WHEREAS, The City Planning Commission held a duly advertised public
hearing on said draft environmental impact report on November 10, 1978, at

which opportunity was given for public participation and comments; and

WHEREAS, A final environmental impact report, dated March 16, 1978, has

been prepared by the Department, based upon the draft environmental impact
report, any consultations and comments received during the review process,
any additional information that became available, and a response to any
comments that raised significant points concerning effects on the environ-
ment, all as required by law; and

WHEREAS, On March 16, 1978, the Commission reviewed the final environ-
mental impact report, and found that the contents and additional changes of
such report and the procedures through which it was prepared, publicized and
reviewed comply with the provisions of the California Environmental Quality

Act, the Guidelines of the Secretary for Resources and San Francisco require-

ments ;

WHEREAS, The project described in said report will result in demolition

of the Fitzhugh Building, a building which is widely recognized as an impor-

tant landmark and which has been listed on the National Register of Historic

Places since January 20, 1976, and the Commission believes that the demoli-

tion of said building will have a significant effect on the environment;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, That the City Planning Commission do hereby

find that the Final Environmental Impact Report, dated March 16, 1978,

concerning EE74.286: Saks Fifth Avenue Union Square Project is adequate,

accurate and objective, and does hereby CERTIFY THE COMPLETION of said

Report in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act and the

State Guidelines;



CITY PLANNING COMMISSION Resolution No. 7921
Page 2

AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Commission in certifying the
completion of said Report does hereby find that the project as proposed
will have a significant negative effect on the visual, historic, archi-
tectural and urban design environment of Union Square.

I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the

City Planning Commission at its regular meeting of March 16, 1978.

Lee Woods
Secretary

AYES: Commissioners Bierman, Carey, Dearman, Elliot,

Nakashima, Rosenblatt.

NOES: Commissioner Starbuck

ABSENT: None

PASSED: Inarch 16, 1978
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